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For ages, most of humanity has placed “life” and “death” 
at two ends of the existential spectrum – favoring one, 
fearing the other and continuously floundering between 
the two. Only when someone who has consciously 
traversed between both life and death offers to articulate 
some aspects of it, does humanity get a glimpse of what 
lies beyond the horizon of its normal perception.

With his extraordinary insights, coming from a profound 
inner experience, Sadhguru reveals that life and death are, in 
fact, two sides of the same coin. It is only by embracing both 
that we can break the shackles of our self-made struggles 
and be set free.

In his own words, he says: “Death is a cosmic joke. If 
you get the joke, when you fall on the other side, it will be 
wonderful. If you don’t get the joke, when you are here you 
fear the other side, and  when the other side comes, you 
just don’t know what it is about. If death becomes a laughing 
matter in your life, life becomes an utterly effortless process 
– there is no need to restrain yourself in the process of life; 
you can live your life absolutely, totally.”

“The distance between your life and death is 
  just one breath, isn’t it?”
  – Sadhguru
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From time immemorial, people’s lives have been punctuated 
with celebrations. From the first walking steps to the first job, 
from weddings and anniversaries to birthdays and baby show-
ers, cultures around the world welcome the milestones of life 
with enthusiastic festivity. Every culture has evolved detailed 
customs and traditions for various stages of life to help one live 
in the best way possible. However, when it comes to the end of 
life, our celebratory spirits are faced with a dead end. 

While the rituals of our lives are the outcome of generations 
of life experience, passed on from our predecessors, the rituals 
pertaining to death tend to spring from our belief rather than 
understanding – simply because there is no one to share that 
experience with us. Our ignorance renders us ill equipped to 
truly assist one who has stepped beyond our borders into the 
unknown. Furthermore, in trying to escape the fear that results 
from our ignorance, we have developed a prevalent attitude that 
death happens only to other people, not to us. When it comes 
to one’s own death, no one seems to look forward to it, much 
less celebrate it. We are prejudiced: favoring life and fearing 

Introduction
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death, because of which we unknowingly create an irreconcil-
able gulf between the two.  

Sadhguru reveals how this preference for life over death is 
self-defeating; paradoxical as it may seem, in trying to avoid 
death, we end up avoiding life itself. A constant underlying fear 
of death only prevents us from experiencing life to the fullest. 
He points out that life and death are inseparable. Only one who 
understands this, who is willing to accept the reality of death 
wholeheartedly, can ever hope to live totally. Conversely, only 
one who has lived fully will be prepared to die gracefully. 

Having mastered the mechanisms of life at both ends of this 
existential spectrum, Sadhguru tells us how we can prepare for 
death and, in the process, plunge into the depths of life. He not 
only addresses the inevitability of death but also goes into the 
very nature of this inexplicable phenomenon. Going into the 
specifics, he describes what exactly happens to the body and 
mind during death. Proceeding even further, he talks about the 
true meaning of heaven and hell and uncovers the deep con-
nection between spirituality and mortality. 

He says the potent spiritual possibility that death presents is 
something all of us can make use of. Sadhguru urges even those 
who have lived a life devoid of spiritual processes, not to waste 
the valuable opportunity that unfolds as one transits into the 
non-physical realm. Lastly, not one to leave the matter incom-
plete, he conveys how to assist others during, and even after, the 
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critical moment of passage, so that we can do something for 
them that, perhaps, they could not do for themselves.

Compiled here are a collection of discourses by Sadhguru 
on various aspects of life and death. Starting with everyday life 
situations, including love, relationships and management, he 
delves into the core of human suffering and longing. Then, cut-
ting through the hurdles of limited identities, values and be-
liefs, he shows the way to boundless inclusiveness. As we read 
the pages, and the chains of our bondage become clearer, he 
speaks of the importance of seeking help – and offers it to us.

Drawing from an ocean of knowing, Sadhguru is a rare mys-
tic of our times who gives us a peek at what endures beyond life 
and death. Emboldening us to live up to our highest potential, 
he opens the frontiers of human perception, and what could 
become a doorway to the Divine.

Maa Idaa
January 11, 2011
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   Deep within a person is the longing for a human touch, 
for some sort of connection with another. Thus, a large 
part of one’s life is built on the various relationships 
that he holds with the people around him. 

Here, Sadhguru speaks about the basis of these 
relationships – how they stem from a common need 
within every human being. By addressing this need 
at its very source, he shows the way to know life in its 
fullest dimension. 

 Living Life to the Fullest

“Wherever you are in your life, 
there is something within you which 
is longing to be a little more than 
what you are right now.”
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For most of you, the way you are right now, the quality of 
relationships that you hold in your life largely decides the very 
quality of life that you live. Is that so? So when relationship is 
playing such an important role in your life, I think it needs to 
be looked at.

So what is the basis of a relationship? First of all, why do 
human beings need a relationship? Relationships are formed 
on different levels. There are various types of relationships to 
fulfill different types of needs. The needs may be physical, psy-
chological, emotional, social, financial, political – they could be 
of any kind. Whatever the nature of the relationship, whatever 
the type of relationship, the fundamental aspect of it is that 
you have a need to fulfill. “No, I have nothing to get... I want 
to give.” Giving is also as much of a need as receiving, isn’t it? 
“I have to give something to somebody” – this is also as much 
a need as “I have to receive something.” So, there is some kind 
of need. Needs may be diverse, accordingly relationships could 
be diverse.

Now for whatever purpose for which we have formed a rela-
tionship, if those needs and those expectations are not fulfilled, 
the relationship will go bad. We may claim many things, but 
when your expectations are not fulfilled, it does go bad, isn’t it? 
So instead of being wishy-washy about it, it is best to look at it 
straight and see what it is, and how we need to handle it.
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The needs within a human being have arisen because of a 
certain sense of incompleteness. People are forming relation-
ships to experience a certain sense of completeness within 
themselves. When you have a good relationship with someone 
dear to you, you feel complete. When you do not have that, 
you feel incomplete. Why is this so? Because this piece of life 
(pointing to himself) is a complete entity by itself. Why is it feel-
ing incomplete? And why is it trying to fulfill itself by making a 
partnership with another piece of life? The fundamental reason 
is that we have not explored this piece of life (referring to self) 
in its full depth and dimension. Although that is the basis of 
relationships, it is a complex process.

There are expectations, and expectations, and expectations. 
The expectations that most people are creating are such that 
there is no human being on the planet who could ever fulfill 
those expectations. Especially in this man-woman relationship, 
the expectations are so high that even if you marry a god or a 
goddess they will fail you. (Laughter). Because the expectations 
are so unrealistic that no human being can ever fulfill them. 

“The needs within a human being have arisen 
because of a certain sense of incompleteness. 
People are forming relationships to experience 
a certain sense of completeness within 
themselves.”
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And, without understanding the expectations or the source of 
the expectations, nobody can fulfill expectations. But if you un-
derstand what is the source of this expectation, you could form 
a very beautiful partnership. Are you okay for a joke? You are 
getting very serious with relationships… 

On a certain day, Jack and Jill were going up the hill. Jack 
had a bucket in his hand, a chicken under his arm, a pitchfork, 

“To be peaceful and happy is not the ultimate goal of your life. It is a
fundamental requirement of your life. It is the basic fabric of your life.”

Living Life to the Fullest Life and Death in One Breath
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and a rope at the end of which there was a goat. Jill said, “I am 
feeling very nervous.” Jack said, “Why?” “I am afraid you may 
have your way with me. I am alone with you.” He said, “What 
do you mean? I didn’t do anything and my hands are full!” She 
said, “You could put the pitchfork down, plant it in the earth, tie 
the goat to it, put the chicken down and put the bucket over it, 
couldn’t you?” (Laughter).

So in the process of holding a relationship, at the first mo-
ment of meeting, the expectations may be common. But at 
every step that we take in life, the expectations may become 
different. These expectations keep changing in people, they are 
not consistent and they cannot be. One person may be con-
sistent with the same expectation throughout his life; another 
person’s expectations may be changing because his perception 
and experience of life is changing. Now relationships become 
a great conflict. 

More conflict is happening within the four walls of the home 
than anywhere else on the planet. The only thing is bombs are 
not exploding, so you do not hear it. They may be giving each 
other silent treatment. It is happening because people’s expec-
tations are changing, and they are not changing at the same 
pace; they are changing at different paces. 

So, if you go about doing management and circus with these 
things, if you constantly try to mind-read the other person and 
fulfill their expectations, you will become a wreck. There is no 
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way you can gauge it 100% and have a beautiful relationship. 
You tried those things, isn’t it? You tried to outdo the other per-
son, and in wanting to fulfill all those expectations, you became 
a wreck. So if you go like this, it is an endless circus. To some 
extent you have to do it, but that is not the basis of a beautiful 
relationship.

Fundamentally, why have we sought a relationship? If you 
do not have any kind of relationship in your life, you become 
depressed. So fundamentally, you are seeking a relationship be-
cause you want to be happy, you want to be joyful. Or in other 
words, you are trying to use the other as a source of your happi-
ness. When you are trying to use the other person as a source of 
your happiness, it means that your happiness is not on self-start.

Maybe nobody here is old enough for this, but let us say you 
bought a car in the 1940s. If you got yourself a car in the 40s, 
along with the car you have to get yourself two servants, because 
morning you need to do push-start. In the 50s if you got a car, 
one servant would do, because it was crank-start. Now all your 
automobiles are self-start. But your happiness is still on push-
start, isn’t it? Somebody has to push it a little bit, otherwise it 
will not get started.

If you put your happiness on self-start, and if you are hap-
py by your own nature, relationships will become a means for 
you to express your happiness, not to seek happiness. If you are 
forming relationships to seek happiness, you trying to squeeze 
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happiness out of somebody and that person trying to squeeze 
happiness out of you, this is going to be a painful relationship 
after some time. But if you have become a joy by yourself, no-
body is going to complain about you because you are in the 
process of expressing your joy, not seeking joy from the other 
person. You can hold a million relationships and still hold them 
well. Now, this whole circus of trying to fulfill somebody else’s 
expectations does not arise, because if you are an expression of 
joy, they anyway want to be with you. If you are trying to extract 
joy from them, then they want to avoid you. Isn’t it so?

Shifting your life from pursuit of happiness to an expression 
of joyfulness is what needs to happen if relationships really have 
to work on all levels – because they are of many kinds. Right 
now, your body is made in such a way that it still needs a rela-
tionship. Your mind is made in such a way that it still needs a 
relationship. Your emotions are made in such a way that they 
still need a relationship. And deeper down, your very energies 
are made in such way that you still need a relationship on that 
level also. 

If your body goes in search of a relationship, we call this 
sexuality. If you mind goes in search of relationships, we call 
this companionship. If your emotion goes in search of relation-
ships, we call this love. If your energies go in search of relation-
ship, we call this yoga. All these efforts are just an attempt to 
become one with something else, isn’t it? Whether it is sexual-
ity, or companionship, or love, or yoga, you are trying to become 
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one with something else. Because somehow, just being who you 
are right now is not enough. 

How can you become one with somebody else? Physically you 
have tried. It looks like you are going to make it, but you know 
you fall apart. Mentally you have tried many times, you thought 
you are really there, but you know two minds are never one. You 
have known enough life to know that, isn’t it? Two minds are 
never one. No matter what you do with them, no matter how 
close you think you are, you are never really one. Emotionally 
you thought you really made it, yes? It gave you the feeling that 
you really made it, two people have really (claps hands together) 
become one, but lines come up very easily, isn’t it?

So, all these three things you have tried. It gives you near-
ness to that experience, but it does not make you one. There 
is a longing to become one with something else, because you 
feel the way this one is right now is not sufficient. This longing 
is not going to stop with just becoming one with one being, 
because it will long for more. It remains a longing forever. The 
very longing may become a sweet experience for people, and 
they may get addicted to the longing. But if you really have a 
longing, then you want to reach the destination someday, isn’t 
it? You want to reach a fulfillment. And this cannot be fulfilled 
physically, or mentally or emotionally. So, what is the way to 
fulfill this longing to become one with something?
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Do you know today modern science is telling you that the 
whole existence is just one energy manifesting itself in a million 
different ways? When you say E=mc², what are you saying? You 
are saying it is all the same energy. This and that are the same en-
ergy right now. Maybe it is not in your perception, but that is the 
reality. It is a scientific fact, isn’t it? And the religions of the world 
have been screaming for a long time that God is everywhere. 
Whether you say God is everywhere, or you say everything is the 
same energy, it is the same reality expressed in two different ways. 

A scientist has not experienced this reality. He has somehow 
mathematically deduced this reality. He has no experience that 
everything is one energy; he does not experience this and that 
as one. A religious person also has not experienced it, but he 
believes that it is all God. Now a yogi means somebody who is 
not willing to settle for deductions or belief systems; he wants 
to know it. If you have such a longing that you want to know 
it, then you have to pursue yoga. The word “yoga” means that in 
your experience, everything has become one. When I say yoga, 
don’t think I am talking about a particular way of knotting your 
limbs, or holding your breath, or standing on your head. No. 
Anything that leads to this union is called yoga, whichever way. 
So how many ways are there to reach to your ultimate union 
with life, or with everything? You can only work with what you 
have, isn’t it?

So what is it that you call as “myself ” right now? You have 
a body, you have a mind, you have an emotion, and there is an 
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energy which keeps everything going. Your energies may not be 
in your experience, but you can easily infer and see, if this one 
(pointing to himself) has to function like this, there is some kind 
of energy making this happen, right? That much everybody can 
understand. We may not understand how this microphone works 
right now, but because it is amplifying the sound, we can under-
stand that some kind of energy source – either a battery cell, or 
a power house – some kind of energy source is behind this. Yes? 

So these are the four realities for you – body, mind, emo-
tion and energy. Are these four things a reality within you? All 
four of them exist every moment of your life. If you employ 
your body and try to reach your Ultimate nature, we call this 
Karma Yoga, the yoga of action. If you employ your intelligence 
and try to reach your Ultimate nature, we call this Gnana Yoga, 
the yoga of intelligence. If you employ your emotion and try to 
reach your Ultimate nature, we call this Bhakti Yoga, the yoga 
of devotion or emotion. If you transform your inner energies 
and try to reach your Ultimate nature, we call this Kriya Yoga, 
the yoga of transforming energies. These are the only four ways 
you can do it, because these are the only four things that you 

“The word ‘yoga’ means that in your experience, 
everything has become one.”
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really have. The rest is imagination. They may be there but not 
in your experience.

What is not in your experience is not a reality for you, isn’t it? 
Modern scientists are talking about eleven parallel dimensions 
happening right here, but that is not in your experience, isn’t it? 
You can only make a theory out of it, you can only believe it, but 
it is not yet a reality for you. You cannot work with it. Only when 
it comes into your experience you can work with it. 

So these are the only four realities. If you want to get some-
where, all these four aspects have to function together; only 
then you get somewhere. With one aspect, you do not get 
anywhere. 

What these four dimensions are is just: head, heart, hands 
and energy. Is there anybody here who is just one big head, no 
heart at all, no hands at all, no energy? Or one big heart, not 
the other things? You are a combination of these four things, 
isn’t it? These four things have come together in different ways 
in every person. So accordingly, the right kind of yoga has to be 
mixed in the right proportion, otherwise it does not work. 

Now, if I give this person one type of yoga it works miracu-
lously for him; if I give the same thing to you, it is not going 
to work because you are not the same combination. This is why 
the traditions have always insisted on a live Guru, because he 
just mixes the right concoction for you. Unless you mix it prop-
erly, the cocktail has no punch, isn’t it? 
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Because each one is a unique combination of these four things, 
relationships cannot be managed, but if you handle these four 
things within you properly, you can include the other as a part of 
yourself. Instead of trying to manage relationships – which is im-
possible actually – if you just learn to include the other as a part 
of yourself, your life becomes an expression of joyfulness not a 
pursuit of happiness. Then you will see, relationships have various 

Games bring out a playful spirit in residents of the Isha Yoga Center, India. 
“If you are in tune with the Creation and the Creator, being playful is 
very natural.”

Living Life to the Fullest Life and Death in One Breath
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colors, but every color could be enjoyed. Every color of it, every 
color and hue that it takes on, could be just fine. In this inclusion, 
all the differences are okay. 

Differences add color and dimension to our lives. Always the 
problem with the other person is that he does not think like 
you and feel like you. Can you imagine, if there was one more 
person like you in your house, could you live there? That would 
be a horror, isn’t it? (Laughs). Fortunately, nobody else is like 
you. But that is what you are complaining about – that they are 
different. What is adding color and dimension to your life, that 
is what you are complaining about, because there is no sense of 
inclusiveness. If you have included the other as a part of your-
self, you could enjoy all these differences. Then even if you do 
not understand what the hell is happening with the other per-
son, still it is okay.

One of our meditators, after a program with us, came back 
and said, “After all this yoga, now I am able to understand what 
is my life, but I am unable to understand what is my wife.” 
(Laughter). You cannot understand, you just have to include. If 
you make her a part of yourself, you somehow have a wonderful 
relationship. You do not have to understand every damn thing 
that the other person is. In fact, they will feel threatened if you 
understand everything. Isn’t it? They will get scared. People are 
not looking for understanding, though they claim that they are 
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looking for understanding. It is inclusiveness that you are seek-
ing in a relationship. 

Wherever there is no inclusion from your side, it is there 
that people are trouble, please see. Don’t try to manage them. 
Don’t try to administer them. People do not like these things. 
Nobody likes it. Do you like to be managed by somebody? You 
thought everything was very spontaneous, and one day you re-
alized somebody has been doing super management on you, do 
you like it? No. So why do you think the other person should 
like it? They also will not like it. Nobody likes to be managed. 
But everybody longs to be included. Inclusion does not mean 
you have to go and hug everybody on the street. It is just the 
way you are, that is all.

So, if you try to manage relationships with your brilliant 
management, you will see it will just give you hell. Generally, 
the smartest people on the planet – those people who think 
they are really smart – tend to have the most horrible relation-
ships. People who are just simple, they have wonderful rela-
tionships; because it is not a question of management. Lots of 

“Relationships are a longing for inclusiveness,
and if you approach it as such and include 
the other as a part of yourself, then however 
they are, whichever way they are, they will be 
just fine with you.”
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relationships are going bad, not because of any bad intentions. 
Most of them go bad with good intentions. Good intentions 
are unbearable many times. Isn’t it so?

There was a new lawyer. It was his first case. He is very en-
thusiastic; he really wants to do his best. He lost the case. Then 
he went to meet his client who was in custody. He went and 
told him, “I have good news and bad news for you. Which do 
you want first?” The man said, “Okay, give me the bad news 
first.” So the lawyer said, “You have been sentenced to death.” 
Then the man asked, “What the hell can be good news after 
this?” The lawyer said, “I really fought hard and got the voltage 
reduced for you.” 

So good intentions and too much enthusiasm without the 
necessary sense about the other person can create too many 
problems in relationships. Managing relationships is not what 
needs to be done. Relationships are a longing for inclusiveness, 
and if you approach it as such and include the other as a part 
of yourself, then however they are, whichever way they are, they 
will be just fine with you. They will be just wonderful for you. 
Now relationships will only become a way of looking towards 
the others’ needs, not about your own, because you have no 
needs of your own anymore. Everybody wants to be with you 
because your need is gone. 

This is the funny thing about life – when you have a need, no-
body wants to be with you. When your need is gone, everybody 
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wants to be with you. It is only when the flower blossoms the 
bees will come. If you do not blossom, bees will not come. If you 
are a closed bud and call the bees, they will not come. If you open 
up, you do not have to call, they will anyway come. 

If you enhance who you are on all levels – physically, men-
tally, emotionally, energy-wise – if you enhance yourself into 
a very beautiful state, everybody wants to hold a relationship 
with you. Then everything else gets naturally managed. You do 
not keep yourself well in any of these levels, and you expect 
people to be with you… now you have become a burden.

The problem with us is, if we are growing a garden, we are 
always trying to focus on the flower and the fruit. It is not the 
flower and the fruit that you should focus on; it is the root that 
you need to focus on. Rather than nurturing the roots, you are 
constantly seeking the flower and fruit. You do not have to sit 
there and pray for flowers and fruits. If you nurture the root, the 
flowers will anyway fall on your head, even if you do not look 
for them. The flower and fruit will not come if you do not nur-
ture the roots. You can only dream about it. But if you nurture 
the root, flowers and fruits will anyway happen. That is so with 
the garden, and that is so with your life.

So human beings should always focus on how to enhance 
their way of being. Whether it is your profession, or your rela-
tionship, or whatever else in your life, it will happen to its best 
only when who you are is enhanced. If you do not enhance 
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this, and you try to manage all those things, it is going to be 
very stressful. Relationships are probably causing the maximum 
amount of stress on this planet. Am I right? They are. 

As people get more educated and they think they are more 
modern, they are having more problems having any kind of 
relationship with anybody. Isn’t it so? Education should have 
widened our horizons of life, but it looks like it has compressed 
everything in such a way that you cannot get along with any-
body. Isn’t this happening worldwide?

There was a time, and even now in some parts of India, 200–
300 people were living together in one large home; because 
family meant, you know, grandfather, grandmother, uncles, 
aunts, granduncles, grandaunts, cousins – everybody is one fam-
ily. As we got a little more educated we thought, “These uncles 
and aunts, damn them.” We dropped them. We thought family 
means husband, wife, children, parents. Then after a while we 
thought, “My parents are okay, but her parents are… let’s drown 
them somewhere.” Then we thought, “Let’s drop both the par-
ents.” We thought family means husband, wife, children. Now 
children are thinking it is not so. 

Now it is becoming such that even two people, the couple, 
are not able to live together. Only if they meet once in a while 
they are okay. Weekend marriage is all right, but through the 
week – impossible. (Laughs). It is becoming like that because 
we are becoming more and more exclusive, not inclusive. 
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The modern societies are encouraging exclusiveness. Exclu-
siveness will lead to depression, isn’t it? People are depressed 
like never before on this planet. Do you know this? Never be-
fore has humanity known these kinds of comforts and conve-
niences. Never before has humanity enjoyed this kind of food 
security on the planet. Never before has humanity enjoyed 
this kind of health security on the planet. But never before 
has humanity been this depressed because they cannot get 
along with anybody. They have become too exclusive. Ex-
clusiveness naturally leads to depression. Inclusiveness is 
relationship.

You know, if I get into a taxi, in a ten-minute ride, by the 
time I get off, that man will be sharing his whole life with me – 
because he sees that inclusion in just the way you approach him. 
You do not treat him as just another person that you use to get 
somewhere. You treat him as just yourself. You treat him as how 
you would treat the dearest one in your life. Why not? What is 
your problem? You are seeking a relationship to make your life 
pleasant; do you want it to be pleasant just those two hours that 
you spend with somebody? Or do you want it to be pleasant 
wherever you are? How should it be? Should your life be pleas-
ant every moment of your life? Then you must spend the time in 
your life only with people whom you love. Now that is not pos-
sible. So the best thing is, just to do that with everyone. Is there 
a scarcity? (Laughs). No, isn’t it? Then what is the problem?
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You know, we have regular programs going on for the last 
sixteen years in the prisons of South India, and also in a few 
prisons in the United States. I have a lot of friends who are 
in. (Laughter). People keep asking me, “Sadhguru, why are you 
spending so much time with these criminals?” Yes, they have 
committed all kinds of acts. If you look at their history sheets, 
there are murders, rapes, drug addictions, and a million other 

“If you understand the intensity of life that is happening, that intensity 
is an explosion which will not allow you to be exclusive; it will naturally 
make you all inclusive.” 
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things – every kind of thing that a human being can do and 
cannot do, it has been done there. If you let these people out 
tomorrow morning, maybe at least 50% of them will repeat the 
same things. It is so. The other 50% of them may look for an 
alternative way of living, but at least 50% of them will repeat 
the same thing.

This is how they are. But when I am with them, they are 
absolutely lively, exciting and wonderful people. It is just that 
if you include somebody as a part of yourself, if you are not 
seeking anything from them, and you are just a joyful pres-
ence for them, people are wonderful. If you meet any kind of 
person when he is very happy, he is a wonderful person. But 
if you meet the same person when he is unhappy, he could be 
really nasty. You are like this too, isn’t it? If somebody meets 
you when you are happy, you are just great. If somebody 
meets you when you are unhappy, it is another game, isn’t it?

Questioner: This is about working with people. In my day-to-day 
life, I just don’t get along with people. There seems to be something 
going wrong with me when I work with people, and I don’t know… 

Sadhguru: So whatever the nature of your work, probably 
most of you spend more time at work than with your families, 
isn’t it so? Eight to ten hours you are spending with people 
you work with. With people whom you are married to, people 
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whom you have borne in your life, I do not think you are spend-
ing eight hours a day. Isn’t it so? The best part of your day is 
spent with people whom you work with.

So, the people whom you work with and what kind of rela-
tionships you hold with them is extremely important, because 
you spend a larger part of your life with them. But most people 
think in their minds, “This is work, that is life.” That means a 
large part of your life is not life, isn’t it? 

Why is this not life? Why are we not looking at this also 
as an important part of life? Why are we just looking at it 
as a way to earn something, as a means towards something? 
The moment you look at work as a means towards something 
else, slowly your mind concludes that this is not something 
you are supposed to enjoy as such; this is something that is 
supposed to be done with. You are looking for when it is 
time to leave. 

So do not divide your life into work and life. It is just 
life. Every waking moment of your life is just life. Isn’t it so? 
Is one moment less important or more important than the 
other? Is one human being who is sitting next to you less or 
more important than the other? But you have graded them, 
isn’t it? Number one person, number two person, number 
three person… and that person who is 99 naturally gives you hell! 

When whoever is in front of you is not so important for 
you, in a million ways that person will make your life difficult 
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for no reason, please understand. You do not need to have any 
particular reason; they will find one. People are quite inge-
nious about these things. When you are looking at somebody, 
when you are in touch with somebody, if within yourself you 
do not hold this person as truly important for you, you will 
see that person will come up with a million problems in your 
life. It is so.

So wherever you are, do not divide your life as work and 
life. You have chosen to spend a certain amount of time in dif-
ferent areas according to whatever your needs are. Now once 
you have decided to be there, it is all life. It is as important 
as the other, isn’t it? So you throw yourself into it with just 
as much zest, just as much involvement, just as much inclu-
sion. Now you will not have these problems of “Why is it that 
people are just getting upset with me?” This is a problem that 
keeps coming to me in a million different ways. This problem 
happens at home, it happens at work, for different people it 
happens in different places… for some people it happens ev-
erywhere. (Laughs).

See, the question is not about people, you need to under-
stand this. Your ability to hold relationships is not about what 
types of people are around you. It is just about what type of 
person is here, (pointing to himself) which gives you the ability 
to hold relationships. 

So whether you are with people or without people, it is al-
ways best that you spend a little time without people before you 
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impose yourself on other people. (Laughs). Put this one (point-
ing to himself) through a little bit of quality control before you 
impose it on another people, isn’t it?

Spend a little time with yourself. Just spend twenty-four 
hours by yourself. Don’t do anything. Don’t read, don’t switch 
on your television, don’t sleep. Stay awake, eat well, no problem, 
and just sit in one place by yourself. Then you will understand 
what kind of person this one is. What all goes through this 
one’s head, what all goes through his thought and his emotions 
– just see. And just see, would you like to hold a relationship 
with this kind of person? Would you like to meet this kind of 
person anywhere on the planet? 

If you feel this is a wonderful one, this is the kind of per-
son you want to meet, then you go out; anyway you will have 
wonderful relationships. If you find this is somebody that you 
would like to avoid, then naturally you will be in trouble. Some-
times you may hit it off here and there but never for good.

For short periods of time, any relationship can work, isn’t it? 
Something is being served for both people; so any relationship 
can work for a short while. When we are talking about manag-
ing relationships, we are talking about long-term ways that work. 
So this is a simple thing you can do with yourself. Just spend 
twenty-four hours, simply sit and see what kind of person this 
one is, what kind of mind, what kind of emotions he has. And see 
if you would like to form a relationship with this person. If not, 
we need to do something about this one, isn’t it?
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Questioner:  So, if you spend twenty-four hours with yourself 
and you do not like what you see, how do you transform that? 

Sadhguru: (Laughter). So that is good, we have already taken 
the first step. We need to understand the difference between 
transformation and change. People are always trying to change 
themselves. Change means… now this is like this (referring to a 
tissue paper), if I make it like that (folds the tissue paper), that is a 
change. But the essential quality will never change.

When we say transformation, it means that nothing of the 
old has remained. Something totally new has flowered within 
you. Now you look at a rose plant that is full of thorns. Spring-
time came and rose flowers burst out  – it is a transformation. 
The thorns are still there; there are more thorns than flowers. 
But we do not call it a thorn plant; we call it a rose plant, be-
cause of that single rose. Everybody’s attention goes more to-
wards that one single rose than a hundred thorns that are on 
the plant, isn’t it? So all the thorns in you, maybe you cannot 
remove them right now, but if one rose flower blossoms, every-
body is willing to overlook those things, isn’t it? 

So you do not have to iron yourself out or straighten yourself 
out as somebody thinks is the right way to be. Those people who 
have strived to straighten themselves out, they have become so 
straight that nobody wants to be with them. Have you seen this? 
Somebody who is all-correct, do you want to be with that per-
son? Horror, isn’t it? (Laughter). So this is not about becoming 
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all-correct. No. If you can just make yourself into a very joyful 
being, whatever other nonsense and quirkiness and kinkiness you 
have, people are willing to take it. Yes or no? 

Now if you start plucking the thorns, it is an endless process. 
It is not going to happen. You need to blossom; at least in one 
single dimension if you blossom, all the other things will be 
forgotten by people. That is all that needs to happen. So, if that 
has to happen, what should we do? You cannot pull a flower 
out of a plant. If you never think about a flower, but every day 
you nourish the root, then flower will happen, isn’t it? So how 
to nourish the roots of who you are? 

You have a mind, you have an emotion, you have a body, but 
all these things are functioning only because your life energies are 
functioning. Your heart is beating. Your breath, inhalation and ex-
halation, is happening. Everything that is life is happening, isn’t it? 
So these life energies are constantly making you tick and happen. 
And that is what you need to nourish. If you make your life ener-
gies properly balanced and in full vibrance, your body, mind and 
emotion will be in the best possible condition.

So there is a whole science and technology as to how to do 
this. It is this technology that we are referring to as yoga. But 
unfortunately, only the physicality of yoga came to the West; 
and now yoga means people are all just getting into knots, im-
possible bone bending postures. 

Yoga is the science and technology of nourishing the roots of 
your existence so that everything else naturally flowers. Because 
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you want a flower, a flower will not come. You have to do the 
right things, only then it happens, isn’t it? That is so with 
everything in your life. If you do not do the right things, it 
will not happen. 

On a certain winter morning in Michigan, where the lakes 
freeze such that you can actually drive on the lake, an old timer 
went ice-fishing. He went at eleven o’clock in the morning, cut a 
small hole and sat down with a crate of beer next to him  – because 

School children in rural Tamil Nadu gear up to plant saplings as a 
part of Project GreenHands (PGH), Isha’s environmental initiative.
The project aims to reverse desertification of the state by planting 114 
million trees to reach 33% green cover. Massive tree plantation efforts by 
thousands of volunteers seek to inspire people around the world to keep 
our planet healthy for generations to come. 
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it is a patience game. He put the line in and sat down, sipping 
beer, sipping beer, sipping beer. The day went by. By four o’clock 
in the evening, he still had not caught a single fish. But that is the 
whole thing, to be able to sit there… and old age makes you sit 
in one place. (Laughs).

Evening, four o’clock, one young boy came, with a big stereo 
on his shoulders and rap music blaring. He also cut a hole close by 
and sat down to fish – with the stereo blaring. This man looked at 
him and thought, “I have been sitting here quietly since morning, 
and I haven’t landed one fish. The fool comes now with a stereo 
blaring and he hopes to catch fish. Ha! No fool like a young fool.” 
And to his amazement within ten minutes the boy landed a huge 
trout. He shook his head and looked at it, then he said, “Okay, 
flash in the pan,” dismissed him and again focused on his fish-
ing. Another ten minutes later, the boy landed one more trout. 
Now he could not ignore him. With great desperation he just 
looked at him. “What is happening? I have been sitting here for 
the whole day and not caught a single fish. In twenty minutes, 
the boy has got two.” And to his utter amazement, in another ten 
minutes, the boy landed one more trout.

Now he could not hold back any more. He kept his pride aside, 
slowly walked to the young boy and asked, “See, I have been sit-
ting here the whole day not making a single sound, and I haven’t 
landed a single fish. I see in thirty minutes you have three trout in 
your basket. What is the secret of this?” The boy said, “Ru Ra Ra 
Ra Ru Ra Rum.” He said, “What?” The boy repeated, “Ru Ra Ra, 
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Ra Ru Ra Rum.” The man said, “I don’t understand what you are 
saying.” The boy spat out a blob of something into his hands and 
said, “You have to keep the worms warm.” (Laughter).

You got to do the right thing otherwise it does not work. You 
have stupid morals and principles and ethics; it will not work. 
Life works only when you do the right thing, otherwise it just 
will not work. With every aspect of life it is true, and so it is true 
in relationships.

Questioner: Pranam Guruji.  After dealing with so many people, 
I have found that it is not easy to please everybody. So from now on, 
I live for myself and please myself. Is this a selfish path, or can it be 
justified in some way? 

Sadhguru: Okay. Now, you are saying, “Hell with the world, 
let me please myself.” So the very fact that you are trying to 
please yourself means that you are not joyful by your own na-
ture, isn’t it? You do not have to please anybody in this world. If 
you are truly joyful, everybody is pleased by you. Yes? 

You see a beautiful flower on the plant, it is not interested 
in pleasing you, but by looking at it you feel very wonderful, 
isn’t it? Sun is setting and there is a wonderful color in the sky, 
you think the sky is trying to please you? It is just the way it is, 
and you are pleased by looking at it. If something has become 
beautiful, it is not trying to make you happy, but you anyway 
become happy, isn’t it? 
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You have to make yourself like that. You do not have to please 
anybody. This is not for somebody else’s sake. Tell me how do 
you want your life to be – pleasant or unpleasant? You become 
pleasant not for somebody else’s sake. In body, if you become 
pleasant, we call this health and pleasure. In mind, if you be-
come pleasant, we call this peace and joyfulness. In emotion, if 
you become pleasant, we call this love and compassion. In your 
energies, if you become pleasant, we call this blissfulness and 
ecstasy. Is this what you want? As much pleasantness as pos-
sible within you and around you, is this what you want. What-
ever is the maximum level of pleasantness possible in your body, 
mind, emotions and energy, do you want it? Yes. 

So we just have to look at that. How to make this one utterly 
pleasant? If you make this one utterly pleasant, you will deal 
with the world to the best of your ability, and that is all we can 
do. That is all we can do, isn’t it? Whether you stand on your 
feet or on your head, you can deal with it only to the extent that 
you are capable, isn’t it? But if you are very pleasant, there is 
very little dealing involved, and you will see relationship is no 
problem wherever you go. Because when you are very pleasant, 
people around you will make everything happen for you. Really. 
If you are truly pleasant, everybody will take care of you. 

See, I travel around the world without a rupee, or a pound, or 
a dollar in my pocket. Wherever I land, I am well taken care of. 
Why are these people doing this? I am not going to give them a 
million because they give me a dollar today. It is just that when 
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you are in the company of utter pleasantness, you also become 
pleasant. And that is what everybody is seeking, isn’t it? To be 
pleasant within themselves, to be pleasant around themselves.

So you do not have to please anybody. See, the flowers are 
not trying to please you. Don’t ever imagine the flowers are try-
ing to please you or anybody. They do not care a hoot for you. 
(Laughter). Really! But it is their nature to be pleasant, so they 
are pleasant. Because they are pleasant we want them around. If 
you are pleasant, everybody would want you around, that is all. 
You do not have to deal with them, you do not have to be pleas-
ant to people... No. You do not have to try to be sweet to any-
body. If you are just pleasant, whichever way you are, it is fine.

Questioner:  Sadhguru, you were saying that a person should 
always seek to enhance themselves, and to give joy instead of 
pursuing happiness. Does this require that we change our thinking 
on a daily basis? Because I know tomorrow I’ll be thinking about the 
lecture tonight (Sadhguru laughs), but when I get up in the morning 
I don’t know how much of the lecture I’ll remember.

Sadhguru: Now… thought has become very important in to-
day’s world. Whatever the nature of your thought, it is functioning 

“You do not have to please anybody in this world. 
If you are truly joyful, everybody is pleased by you.”
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only from the data that has already been fed into you. Isn’t it so? So 
it is a limited data. 

Can you make an effort to become more intelligent than the 
way you are right now? Those people who are trying to be really 
smart, you always experience them as the most idiotic ones. They 
are just making fools of themselves most of the time, isn’t it? 

So you cannot make yourself more intelligent than you are. 
Can you make yourself more loving than the way you are? You 
tried desperately, and people go farther and farther away from 
you because you cannot do that either. So can you make your-
self physically more capable than the way you are? You cannot. 
Yes, with training you can do all these things, but I am saying, 
right now you cannot, isn’t it?

So trying to make yourself more than what you are right 
now is not enhancement; it is desperation, and it never works. 
So when I said enhancement, I did not talk about this. And 
now you said tonight you will be thinking about the lecture. If 
it runs too strongly in your head you will not sleep well, isn’t it? 
(Laughs).

You should not listen to my lecture; you must learn to listen 
to the life within you. Life is always longing to be a little more 
than what you are right now. Is it so? Wherever you are in your 
life, there is something within you which is longing to be a little 
more than what you are right now. So you have to listen to this 
one (referring to self), not to me.
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If you listen to me, you will have stories in your head, and it 
will not let you sleep tonight; and as you said, tomorrow morn-
ing you will forget it. Or maybe it will run for three more days 
and then it will wear out. But the life within you, non-stop, it 
is constantly striving to be a little more than what you are right 
now. If you listen to it, you will naturally enhance. But your 
problem is, you are not life right now, you are just a bundle of 
thoughts, emotions and opinions.

Most of the time, you are only thinking about life, not liv-
ing life. Isn’t it so? What can you think about life? Whatever 
you think about life need not have anything to do with life. 
Right now, these two hundred-and-odd people who are sit-
ting here, these two hundred people are not in one world; 
they are in two hundred different worlds. Isn’t it so? If they 
are in two hundred different worlds, does it mean to say that 
they are in reality? Or are they are in some kind of a lie? What 
do you think? Are there really two hundred different worlds? 
No. You have invented your own, and all your suffering comes 
from your invention, not from the reality.

Please see, what is the kind of suffering that you know? 
Mental and emotional. Maybe sometimes physical, yes? Basi-
cally most human beings are going through mental suffering, 
isn’t it? What happens in your mind, is it your creation? You 
can say what is happening in this city is not mine. But what 
is happening in you is definitely yours, isn’t it? If you think 
what is happening within me is not mine, then your life is not 
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yours; you better just leave it. If this life is yours, is this mind 
yours? Now you have a bundle of thoughts in your head, is 
that yours? Yes. So if these thoughts are becoming unpleasant 
and causing suffering to you, is that yours? Yes, isn’t it? So this 
is just like saying, “If I have money in my pocket, it is mine. If 
I have credit vouchers, it is not mine.” (Laughs). Life does not 
work like that, isn’t it?

So what is happening in your mind is your creation. Isn’t it 
so? World around you is just giving you information. The world 
is throwing pleasant information into you, unpleasant informa-
tion into you; everything that is happening, it is just throwing it 
into you. What you do with this damn information is definitely 
yours. Yes or no? 

When the activity of the mind is yours, the suffering that 
the mind generates is definitely your making. Would you gen-
erate unpleasantness and suffering for yourself if your mind 
was taking instructions from you? No. That means your mind 
is out of control. If you have an out-of-control mind, do 
you know what it is called? I do not want to call you names 
(laughs), but just understand this – any instrument in our life 
is useful to us only if it takes instructions from us, isn’t it?

Right now this microphone, this public address system, is 
very useful to me because it is amplifying whatever I speak. 
Suppose it starts saying its own things... (Laughter), I better 
not be here. Yes? And this is what has happened to your mind. 
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It is not doing what you want it to do; it is doing its own damn 
things. How can you enhance life when the fundamentals of 
your life are not taking instructions from you? Let us say you 
are driving your car, and you want to go here, but it goes there. 
Is it safe to sit in this car? Is it a useful instrument or is it a nui-
sance? It is not a nuisance, it is death. (Laughs). 

And this mind is not any better. It is worse actually, because 
you may use your automobile for two, three, four hours a day, 
but it is through the vehicle of your mind that you make your 
whole journey of life, isn’t it? And it is in an out-of-control state. 
It is not doing what you want it to do; it is doing its own damn 
things. You want to be happy, it makes you stressful. You want 
to be peaceful, it sets you into a turmoil. Today is your birthday, 
you want to have the most wonderful time, it gives you the most 
horrible time. Now this an out-of-control mind. So first of all, we 
have to see how to take charge of this. If you enhance it the way 
it is right now, it will only enhance the madness, isn’t it? 

So, the very process of your mind is in a compulsive state, 
not just the expression of it. If we want to go where we want 
to go in our lives, the first and foremost thing is, this body, this 
mind, this emotion, and this energy – we must take charge of 
them. If all these four wheels of your car are in your control, 
now you can drive this thing wherever you want. If they are 
not going the way you want to go, if you reach somewhere it 
must be an accident. 
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When you exist here as an accident, you are a potential ca-
lamity, isn’t it? And because you are a potential calamity, there 
is anxiety, stress all the time. That is why people have become 
unhappy. It is not because of relationships that people are un-
happy. Take away all relationships and you will see they will be 
even more unhappy. So you cannot be without people, you can-
not be with people. This is a problem, isn’t it? This is a hopeless 

Experiencing life at its peak
By igniting a flame of joy within, Isha Yoga propels inner transformation 
and has brought about a turning point in the lives of people from all 
walks of life. 
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state. You can be alone and joyful, no problem. Wonderful. Or 
you can joyfully be with people, wonderful. You cannot be this 
way, you cannot be that way, where to send you? (Laughs).

Questioner: What is the purpose of life, Sadhguru?

Sadhguru: You are asking me? (Laughter). The birds are busy 
gathering their food. Their food is busy trying to escape and 
live their life, isn’t it? And the cockroaches are busy, maybe they 
were busy in the night and now they are resting. Everybody is 
conducting their life. You are sitting here and thinking, “What is 
the purpose of life?” (Laughter). Where did you get this problem? 

You got this problem because a certain level of intellect was 
given to you. Now you have this problem of thinking that you 
are too important on the planet. Human beings are so full of 
themselves that they think there must be some God-given pur-
pose, a special purpose for them; that too, for each one of them. 
They are all working at cross purposes and they think they are 
doing God-given duties. 

All those people who believe they are doing God’s work, I 
hope God takes them there and gives them some work there, 
not here. I have been telling him, “Please don’t send your soldiers 

“Most of the time, you are only thinking about 
life, not living life.”
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here, keep them there. Why do you send them here? We don’t 
need protection, we are okay as long as it is on. When it is time to 
die, we will die. If you are so concerned about your security, keep 
them there.” (Laughs). But he keeps sending them here. Con-
quest you know, same old problem – imperialism. (Laughter). 
If God has to send his soldiers to Earth, he is trying to colonize 
the planet Earth. Not successful, but trying. If you are successful 
in colonizing a place, you can withdraw the soldiers. Yes? Not 
able to withdraw the soldiers means it has not been successful. 
(Laughs).

So what is the purpose of life? Unfortunately, the so-called 
religions in the world have filled people with these ideas. One 
thing I keep hearing everywhere is, “God made us in his own 
image.” Just this idea that “God made us in his own image” has 
rendered humanity into a bunch of vandals. We are walking on 
this planet like vandals, simply because we think, “We are God’s 
own soldiers here, in his image we have come.” If you see, you are 
just as much as a worm or an insect or a bird or an animal; as they 
have their life, you have your life. That is a fact, isn’t it? You do 
not know how elaborate a life they have. They have a complete 
life of their own. Maybe they exist only for two weeks. What you 
can do in 60–70 years, if somebody can do in two weeks, do you 
call him a genius or no? All this eating, growing up, sleeping, 
reproducing and dying, you take 60–70 years to do; they do it in 
six days. They are far more efficient than you with life, isn’t it? Far 
more efficient. 
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So, this idea that there is something very special about you, 
and you must have a special purpose, this has destroyed human-
ity. “Otherwise, how will I do something important?” You do 
not have to do anything important. These super ambitious idi-
ots who tried to do important things, they did the most horrible 
things. You just have to do what is needed, isn’t it? If you look 
at life around you, what is needed now, you do that. Nothing 
more is needed. 

You think you have a God-given purpose, and now the very 
life of this planet is threatened in so many ways. There is no 
creature on this planet which would destroy its own habitat, 
isn’t it? A worm which probably has a billionth of your mind, 
a billionth of your brain, even he is ecologically sensitive. He 
will never do anything that damages his habitant or his liveli-
hood. But why did our brain, which is so big, get all screwed up? 
Simply because of these stupid ideas that we have some greater 
purpose. 

Life is the purpose. If this life is not a great enough pur-
pose for you, please go to heaven soon. (Laughter). If being 
life, nourishing life, making this life happen in as exuber-
ant a way as you can if this is not a good enough purpose 
for you, you must proceed to heaven, isn’t it? So don’t look 
for such purposes. Such purposes have worked at cross pur-
poses with life. 
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Questioner: Sadhguru, can you define love for us?

Sadhguru: Defining love. Somewhere, the way the human 
being is right now, no matter where he is in his life, no mat-
ter what he is or what he has achieved, somewhere there is a 
sense of insufficiency. The way he is right now is not enough, 
he wants to include something else as a part of himself to make 
himself more complete. 

So love is a huge longing to include the other as a part of 
yourself. That which is not you right now, you want it to be-
come you. This is the longing of love. It starts from gathering 
simple things around you, to seeking spirituality or God. The 
fundamental longing is to have a larger slice of life than what 
you have right now. You want to experience life little more than 
the way it is right now. So this longing to include the other as 
a part of yourself is love.

Emotionally, how much ever you make this effort, you get 
close to that – you are almost there many moments – but next 
moment it falls down. It does not matter how intensely you ap-
proach it, you will see you are almost there and it falls apart, you 
are almost there, it falls apart. It gives you a taste of oneness but 
never establishes you there. 

So love is just a vehicle for oneness. What you are longing 
for is that oneness. Emotion or love is just one more vehicle to 
get there, but it is a vehicle which takes you close to the other 
bank and turns you around, close to the other bank and turns 
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you around – it never lands you there. When you get sufficiently 
mauled by the process of love, you will be ready for Grace.

What do we call as Grace? Anything that I say will be mis-
understood (laughs), because what is not logical and physical 
cannot be put into language, but… There are two basic forces 
within you which are constantly functioning, which seem to 
be in conflict with most people. They are not in conflict, but 
most people see them as in conflict. One is the instinct of self-
preservation which compels you to build walls around yourself 
to protect yourself. Another part of you is longing to constantly 
expand. One is trying to build walls, another is trying to expand.

The walls of self-preservation that you build for today are the 
walls of self-imprisonment for tomorrow, isn’t it? Many limita-
tions that you establish in your life as a protection for yourself, 
tomorrow you feel they are imprisoning you, and you want to 
break it and build a bigger prison for yourself. But day after 
tomorrow, the same big prison feels like a restriction, and you 
want to break it and go to the next stage.

So these are two longings: one is to preserve yourself, anoth-
er is to continuously expand. These two things are not opposing 
forces. These two things are related to two different aspects of 
who you are. Self-preservation needs to be limited to the physi-
cal body. It is only your body which needs to be preserved, ev-
erything else can be mauled and demolished and rebuilt every 
day. Every day in the morning, you can actually get up and build 
a whole new personality if you want. 
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Right now, your instinct of self-preservation has extended 
itself to the very way you think, feel and understand life, isn’t 
it? All the time you are trying to protect that, but self-preserva-
tion should be limited only to the physical body. Only the body 
needs preservation, everything else can be reshaped and recre-
ated as you wish any moment of your life. But right now the 
way you think, the way you feel, your values, your morals, your 
ideologies, your religion, all these things need to be preserved. 
Now in this there can be no expansion. Suddenly, there seems 
to be a conflict. If only one learns to keep one’s instinct of self-
preservation just within the body and not extend it to other 
aspects of life, every human being in the planet will naturally be 
spiritual, will naturally get to his Ultimate nature. 

So, if we have to use an analogy, gravity and Grace, let us put 
them as opposites. Gravity is one aspect of life which, in a way 
is related to the fundamental instinct of self-preservation in a 
human being. We are sticking to the planet right now because 
of gravity, otherwise we would be floating all over the place. We 
have a body today only because of gravity, otherwise we could 
not have gathered this body itself. So gravity is trying to hold 

“So, this idea that there is something very 
special about you, and you must have 
a special purpose - this has destroyed 
humanity.”
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you down, Grace is something that is trying to lift you up. This 
is only an analogy because Grace cannot be explained that way.

If you are released from the physical forces of existence, then 
Grace bursts forth in your life. It is not that Grace has to come 
– you know always in your calendars and your pictures you saw 
Grace coming as a few rays of light and reaching a particular 
person. It is not so. As gravity is active, Grace is constantly ac-
tive. It is just that you have to make yourself available to it. 
With gravity you have no choice, anyway you are available to it, 
but with Grace, you have to make yourself receptive and avail-
able to it. So whatever kind of spiritual work you do – whether 
you do a prayer or pooja or asana, pranayam, whatever you do – 
ultimately, you are just working towards making yourself avail-
able to the force of Grace, because without Grace you will not 
be lifted up. 

  

“Gravity is trying to hold you down, Grace is 
something that is trying to lift you up.”
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     As soon as one is born, a ready-made name is waiting, 
an identity that follows one throughout their life. Along 
the way, one picks up many other identities and plays 
many different roles. Though it creates an individuality, 
it separates one from the rest of the existence. 

In the following exchange, Sadhguru uncovers the 
roots of these identities and the ensuing conflicts that 
they create.

A False Identity

“The moment you identify yourself 
with something limited, you are in a 
natural conflict with the rest of the 
existence, you cannot help it.”
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Questioner: How to know in any situation what is actually good 
and what is bad? Because different people have different views 
about it. How can we live as truly good human beings? 

Sadhguru: See, right now the idea of goodness, when you use 
the word “good,” it cannot exist without the opposite of “bad.” It 
cannot exist. It is very relative. The moment you say something 
is good, essentially, you have to make something else bad, isn’t it? 
The more good I think I am, the more I will think all these other 
people are not okay. See, someone who thinks he is very good, in 
his mind, nobody in the world will be okay. If nobody in the world 
is okay, it is not a question of goodness; it is a question of sickness.

It does not matter how much you play it up, how much make-
up you apply on the bad and say, “We will accept the bad also,” 
the idea of goodness has come from considering something else 
as bad. The more and more you get identified with what you 
call as goodness, the more and more you will resist what you 
call as bad. In this resistance, the moment you say, “I am good,” 
you have divided the world into two. The moment you divide 
the world into two, there is no question of inclusion. There is a 
certain exclusion, isn’t it?

Now, what is it that we consider as human? If you look at 
the physical body, we are just animal. This is just biology like 
any other animal form. So what is it that makes us human? 
Somewhere within us, there is a certain sense of discretion and 
discrimination which is not there for the animal. So are you 

A False Identity
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exercising this discretion in every moment of your life or not? 
This is what makes you a 100% human being or a part-human 
being, part-animal. 

If you look at yourself right now, sometimes the outside situ-
ations decide what kind of person you are, isn’t it? Right now, 
if someone in front of you acts nasty, you will act nastier than 
him. Not necessarily, just an example, okay? (Laughter). Some-
body gets angry with you, you get angry with him. Sometimes 
your chemistry takes over, sometimes your hormones take over, 
something else takes over, so many forces are ruling you in a 
compulsive way. These moments you are not really a human be-
ing. You are many things in human form. 

There are certain moments when you are very conscious, 
when you are fully aware of what you are doing, only in those 
moments do you truly function as a human being. If you were 
fully aware and conscious of what you are doing with this mo-
ment, the way you function in this world and within yourself 
would be very different, isn’t it? If you were very consciously 
creating every process of life in you, you would definitely make 
yourself into a very blissful and ecstatic being. Whenever you 
are in a state where you are very happy and joyful, you are a 
wonderful person for everybody around you. 

So those moments when you are conscious, definitely you 
will not create any kind of unpleasantness within you. When 
you are unpleasant within yourself, you are capable of being 
unpleasant to somebody else. When some unpleasantness is 

A False Identity
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happening within you, knowingly or unknowingly, with good 
intentions or bad intentions, you will rub this unpleasantness 
off on other people.

Most unpleasant things on this planet have happened with 
very good intentions, isn’t it so? With the very best of inten-
tions, horrible things have happened. I want you to know even 
Adolph Hitler had a great intention for the world; he wanted to 
create a super world. As far as he is concerned, he is just weed-
ing out a few people who are in the way, okay? See, I want you 
to understand, in his mind, in his thoughts, and according to 
his values, he believed that he was creating a super world. So 
good intentions and you thinking you are good is not sufficient 
to make life beautiful. You have to become a truly blissful being, 
only then you will be pleasant to everything around you, not 
otherwise.

If you are joyful by your own nature – not because of what is 
happening around you – then if you really want to have a tag of 
a good human being, you can take it, but I would say it is better 
you are a joyful human being, not a good human being.

A False Identity

“The more and more you get identified with 
what you call as goodness, the more and 
more you will resist what you call as bad; you 
have divided the world into two.”
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Questioner: In today’s world, you see so much terrorism and 
violence. How do you explain this?

Sadhguru: See we need to understand this. Who is a terrorist 
and who is a patriot? The people whom we worship as patriots, 
someone else thinks are terrorists. Mangal Pandey1 is a great 
patriot for us, we are making movies about him, we celebrate 
him – but as far as the British were concerned, he was a terror-
ist. Yes? He was put to death because he was a terrorist. Bhagat 
Singh 2 is a great patriot for us, but he was a terrorist as far as 
the British government was concerned. 

The question is what you are identified with, isn’t it? The mo-
ment you identify yourself with something limited, you are in a 
natural conflict with the rest of the existence, you cannot help 
it. When it will become violent is just a question of situations.

Right now, if I identify myself with something limited, if I 
identify myself with my community, or my religion, or my na-
tion, or my ideology, whatever – when I will actually become a 
terrorist and kill somebody is just a question of situations, of 
where I am pushed to in the world, isn’t it? The moment there 
is a limited identification, there is a conflict. When it actually 
spills on the street is just a question of time and situations. 

1  Recognized as one of India’s first freedom fighters, his act of mutiny against 
a commanding British officer is considered the beginning of the Indian 
Rebellion of 1857.

2  A revolutionary, often referred to as “Shaheed” (martyr), his 64-day fast in jail, 
and his execution afterwards, inspired Indian youth to fight for independence.

A False Identity
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It is a limited identification which is making you violent and 
all of you, every one of you, if you look at your life, you have lim-
ited identifications. So whatever you are identified with, wheth-
er it is your family or your business or your nation, or whatever, 
when it is threatened, you will become violent, isn’t it so? 

So someone has become a terrorist and is willing to blow 
himself up simply because his identification is limited, either 
with a nation, or a religion, or a particular sect, whatever it is. If 
only this limited identity was not there, if he identified himself 
as just a human being, or as just a life form, then with whom 
would he be violent? Naturally, this passion would find beauti-
ful expressions, isn’t it?

The passion itself we do not want to kill; it is wonderful because 
that is what makes a human being worthwhile, isn’t it? Otherwise 
we will be just worthwhile wimps, no good for anything, isn’t it? I 
want you to understand, people who are exploding bombs are not 
evil people. They are wonderful people. All these terrorists, people 
who are willing to die for what they believe in, are wonderful 
people, it is just that they have been misguided to do things in a 
certain way. It’s really wonderful, but how unfortunate that such 
wonderful people are being used like this in a life-negative way. 
If only this passion found a gentler expression, this would be a 
fantastic quality among people, isn’t it? So what we need to look 
at is just the expression, the way they are expressing their passion.

A False Identity
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Questioner:  Is this limited identity coming from one’s culture?

Sadhguru: See, culture is something that we need to enjoy. We 
should not destroy the culture in which we live. Whatever the 
culture is, each one of us should keep the culture – that makes life 
colorful and worthwhile to go around. Otherwise, if all of us were 
the same uniformed people, life would not be interesting around 
us, isn’t it? But the limited identity is not coming because you are 
identified either as a Hindu or a Muslim or Indian or Pakistani 
or this or that; it is starting with your physical body.

See, what you call as your body, when you were born it was so 
small, now it has become so big. That means you accumulated 
it slowly, isn’t it? What you call as your physical body is an ac-
cumulation. It is a piece of planet that you picked up, and you 
made it into this, yes? Similarly, what you call as my mind is a 
huge accumulation of impressions of life around you. Depend-
ing upon what kind of social, educational, religious and family 
situations, accordingly, you have taken in those kinds of impres-
sions, and you formed a certain kind of mind. 

So both your physical body and your mind are accumula-
tions. What you accumulate is definitely not you, isn’t it so? It 
is yours, I am not disputing that, but it is not you. Yes? So the 
moment you start identifying yourself with the accumulations 
that you call as body and mind, and with the process of ac-
cumulating, all other identifications follow the same way, you 
cannot help it.

A False Identity
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If you want to become free from other limited identifications 
that you have... you try to shake off your Indian-ness, or your 
Hindu-ness, or your Muslim-ness, or whatever else, it does not 
go no matter what you do. If you drop that, you will identify 
with something else. See, suppose you drop your religion, you 
will identify with your class, or with your community in some 
way, okay? Because the basic identity, the wrong identification 
has started with the physical body and mind.

Now what we refer to as a spiritual process is just that in your 
experience you create a distance between you and your physical 
body, between you and your mind. These two accumulations, you 
learn to use them well, but you do not get identified with them. 
The moment you are not identified with these two, you will not 
be identified with anything. You can play your game whichever 
way you want in the world, but you will not get entangled.

You know, always the so-called spirituality has been talking 
about detachment. Why are they talking about detachment? 
Because you are afraid of involvement; you think that if you are 
involved, you could get hurt. If you are involved, you will not 

“Now what we refer to as a spiritual process 
is just that in your experience you create 
a distance between you and your physical 
body, between you and your mind.”

A False Identity
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get hurt; if you are entangled, you get hurt. It is the entangle-
ment which causes the pain and suffering, not involvement. 

People have generally known only entanglement, not in-
volvement. Without involvement there is no life, isn’t it? Can 
you experience anything without involvement? Whether it 
is the food that you eat, or the people around you, or the life 
around you, or art, or music, or whatever in your life – can you 
experience it without involvement? No involvement, no experi-
ence, isn’t it? 

Where there is no involvement, there is no possibility of any 
depth of experience in your life. But people have been always 

“If for at least a moment you have experienced something that you think 
is worthwhile, you must pitch your life for it. Otherwise what is the point 
living here?”

A False Identity Life and Death in One Breath
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telling you about detachment because they are afraid of entangle-
ment. They think if they get involved, they will get entangled. 
Because people cannot distinguish between involvement and en-
tanglement, a simple blatant solution seems to be detachment. 
But detachment is not a solution for life. It is a way of avoiding 
life, isn’t it? So people are telling you to keep away. If you want to 
keep away from life, you just have to fall dead, it is very simple. 
Why stay alive? So if you want to stay away from life, why are 
you trying to be alive and stay away from life? Just fall dead, your 
objective is fulfilled.

The fundamental basis of entanglement is that you are iden-
tified with things that you are not. The moment you are identi-
fied with something that you are not, entanglement is inevi-
table. Wherever you put your hand, it will stick to you. There is 
no other way. When you sit here now, in your experience if it is 
clear-cut within you that your body sits here, your mind is out 
there, and what is you is away from this, if a distinct separation 
is there from this, would you get entangled with anything in 
your life? 

Only because you are attached to this body, only because you 
are entangled with this body, you get entangled with every body. 
If you are not attached and entangled with this body, you will 
not be entangled with any body. You can throw yourself into 
anybody’s life with total involvement without the fear of en-
tanglement. Now you are afraid to talk to this person and get 
involved – “Suppose this person does something else tomorrow, 

A False Identity
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will I be hurt?” If this possibility is there, you would hesitate to 
involve yourself, isn’t it? If there is a possibility of entanglement 
and pain attached to it, definitely you would hesitate to get 
involved. When there is no fear of entanglement, that is when 
you would throw yourself into everything, isn’t it?

Questioner: Then shouldn’t we make efforts to bring some values 
into people? That way,we could avoid this violence and conflict in 
the world.

Sadhguru: See, why are we sticking to some values? This is 
fundamentally because there is no consciousness, there is no 
inner experience, yes? If your humanity is in full flow this mo-
ment, why would you need values? Why should I tell you, “Be 
good to this person?” If your humanity is fully active this mo-
ment, do I have to teach you, “Please be nice to this man, don’t 
kill him?” Do I have to tell you? Only because you are identified 
with something and are suppressing the basic humanity in you, 
now we have to tell you, “Please don’t kill this man, be good 
to this man. Okay, he is some other caste, some other creed, 
but please be good to him.” This kind of teaching is necessary 
simply because we have suppressed the basic nature within us. 
If your humanity is in full flow, at that moment, nobody has to 
tell you what is right and what is wrong. Whichever way you 
are, you will be fine.

A False Identity
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Now I want you to understand, whether it is old values, new 
values, or whatever, at no time in the history of humanity have 
all the people had the same values. Always, one person’s values 
and the values of the person sitting next them are different. 
Never in the history of humanity have all the people had the 
same values. Is it so? Even within a family of two people, two 
people do not share exactly 100% the same values. Yes? So if 
I stand by my values and you stand by your values, conflict is 
inevitable. This is the basis of conflict.

See, all values and moralities have come into the social sphere 
only because the inner dimensions have not found full flower-
ing. Because the interiority of a human being does not find full 
expression, somehow it is suppressed by various means; that is 
when we have to teach people what is right, what is wrong, 
what is okay, what is not okay.

 Now the whole spiritual process is just about this.The word 
“yoga” means union. Union between what and what? Right now, 
this fundamental experience of “me” and “the other” is the basis 
of all the conflict in the existence. Isn’t it so? There is something 
called as “me,” there is something called as the “other,” which 
is the basis of all conflict. This “me” and “the other” can get ex-
tended to groups of people, communities, nations and various 
types, but fundamentally, “me” and “the other” is the basis of 
conflict in the universe. Yes?

So what is “me,” what is not “me?” Right now, what are the 
things which you call as “myself?” Your thoughts, your emotions, 
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your body, your ideas, your philosophies, this is what you call as 
“me,” isn’t it? All these things you accumulated from outside, they 
are not you. If your experience of life transcended the limited ac-
cumulations that you have made in your life in the form of body, 
in the form of thought, in the form of emotion, and ideologies, 
and philosophies, and values, then there is no such thing as “me” 
and “you,” and there would be no conflict.

So the whole aspect of yoga, or spiritual process, is to bring 
you to this experience that if you sit here, there is no such thing 
as “you” and “me.” It is all me, or all you. For one moment, right 
now, if you experience all these people who are sitting here re-
ally as a part of yourself, after that do I have to teach you morals 
and values – “Be good to this person, don’t harm this person, 
don’t kill this person?” Would it be necessary for you? No. Only 
because you have created a false sense of identity about yourself, 
now we have to teach values and values.

If you want to go beyond this, if you want to live here with-
out values, then your consciousness has to flower, your human-
ity has to find full expression. Even for a single moment in your 
life, if you start experiencing these people how you experience 

A False Identity

“So the whole aspect of yoga is to bring you 
to this experience that if you sit here, there is 
no such thing as ‘you’ and ‘me.’ It is all me, 
or all you.”
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the ten fingers of your hand, after that I do not have to teach 
you any values or morality about anybody. With that which you 
have known as yourself, you have no conflict, isn’t it? The con-
flict is always with the other.

Questioner: So many things do not seem to be in our control. Are 
they happening because of our karmic background or according to 
a Divine plan?

Sadhguru: See, for every simple physical reality that we face, 
we are always looking for a mystical solution. This is endemic 
in India, you know. Because the land has seen so much of mys-
ticism, the common people in the country have started giving 
mystical reasons for every little thing that happens. You do not 
pass an examination – gods are working against you. Rains do 
not come, gods are angry with you. A big wave comes, something 
else is happening in heaven. These are simple physical realities 
which need to be handled physically.

Now what is karmic, what is not karmic? Your very existence 
here is karmic. When we say karma – the word “karma” literally 
means action. We are talking about your action. When it comes 
to action, you can perform action in four different ways. You can 
do action with your body, you can do mental action, emotional 
action and energy action. In all these four levels, action is con-
stantly happening. Some of it you are consciously doing, a large 
part of it is unconsciously happening, isn’t it? Every action that 
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you perform in these four dimensions, the imprint of this action 
is always left within you as a residue. So these imprints gather 
over a period of time and they develop their own tendencies. 

Let us look at it this way. From the moment you were born 
to this moment, every kind of action that you have performed 
in your life – physical, mental, and emotional – is it not decid-
ing what happens to you right now, how you are right now? 
Whichever way your karma is, that is the kind of person you 
are right now. From the moment you were born, what kind of 
family, what kind of parents, what kind of school, what kind of 
friends, where you went, where you did not go, what you did, 
what you did not do until this moment – is it not deciding the 
very way you think, feel, understand and experience your life 
right now? This is karma. 

Karma means it is a software that you wrote for yourself un-
consciously. Depending upon the type of actions that you per-
form in your mind, in your emotion, in your body and in your 
energy, accordingly you write your software. Whichever kind of 

A False Identity

“Karma means it is a software that you wrote 
for yourself unconsciously. Depending upon 
the type of actions that you perform in your 
mind, in your emotion, in your body and 
in your energy, accordingly you write your 
software.”
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happiness to an expression of their innate joy. Today, Inner Engineering is 
now online, available to anyone, anywhere in the world. 
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software you wrote, now after some time that is how this whole 
mechanism functions. Once you write a certain type of software, 
now this whole system functions only that way, isn’t it? It is not 
written by some other dimension or force; it is written by you, 
but because you did most of it unconsciously, you cannot believe 
you did it. 

You went up a mountain, and as you were walking down, you 
just dislodged one small pebble. This pebble rolled down and 
slowly became a huge avalanche and wiped out a whole village. 
Now you cannot believe you did it, isn’t it? You cannot believe 
you did it, because you just dislodged a single pebble, but it has 
picked up momentum. 

Now, if you can write a software unconsciously, you can also 
write it consciously, isn’t it? When we say a spiritual process, we 
are talking about re-writing your software consciously. Some-
how you wrote it unconsciously. Now that you have become 
aware enough, why not write it consciously? 

If you wrote it consciously, you would not write a software of di-
saster, a software of pain, a software of suffering, anger and hatred, 
isn’t it? If you wrote it consciously, definitely you would write a 
pleasant software for yourself, not an unpleasant software. Nobody 
is seeking to be unpleasant consciously, but people are becoming 
unpleasant in so many ways because a large part of them is still 
unconscious. So do you become unpleasant consciously, willingly? 
No, but a large part of you is compulsive. That is why you become 
unpleasant, isn’t it? 
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You are happening as a compulsive being, not as a conscious 
being. That is the basis of all unpleasantness in a human being. 
If you had written your software consciously in your life, defi-
nitely you would have written a software of ecstasy and blissful-
ness, not a software of pain, suffering, tension and frustration in 
your life, isn’t it? So this is karma.

Karma is deciding not about what happens. Karma is decid-
ing how you experience your life. The quality of your life is always 
decided by how you experience, not by what you have around 
you. You can sit in a palace and be utterly miserable. You can be 
on the street and be joyful. So it is the quality of your experience, 
not what you have, which decides the quality of your life. What 
you have just brings convenience to you, that is all.

Questioner: So is this something like destiny?

Sadhguru: (Laughs). See a hundred years ago, whatever 
people thought as destiny, today you have taken many of those 
things into your hands. Isn’t it so? Whatever your grandmother 
thought was destiny, you have taken it into your hands and are 
making it happen the way you want it. 

So all the things that we do not understand, all the things 
that we are not able to logically compute, we are always calling 
it destiny. It is convenient. All the things which are unpleasant 
in us, we are blaming it on destiny. We do not want to admit 
that we are like this because we are like this. “We are like this 
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because our destiny is like this.” Your destiny is written by you 
unconsciously.

See if you have mastery over your physical body, 15–20% of 
your life and destiny will be in your hands. If you have mastery 
over your mind, 50–60% of your life and destiny will be in your 
hands. If you have mastery over your life energies, 100% of your 
life and destiny will be in your hands. How much out of control 
you are, that is how much destiny you talk about. 

Questioner: So is there such a thing called the Divine plan? Do 
we have a choice? What’s the role of free will in this? 

Sadhguru: About the Divine plan, I must tell you something. 
I happened to be in an international conference where people 
were discussing, you know, about poverty alleviation, about hun-
ger in the world, about how we can influence the world lead-
ers and the governments to do something about people who 
are dying without the basic thing called food. So one person 
stands up – and he is supposed to be a very responsible person 
in the world – he says, “Isn’t this all Divine plan, that 50% of the 
people should eat well and 50% of the people should starve to 
death? Is this not all Divine plan?” 

Now I could not just sit there. See now somebody else is hun-
gry, somebody else’s children are dying without food, it must be 
Divine plan, but if you are hungry you will have your own plan 
as to how to fill it, isn’t it so? Somebody else is dying without 
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food, it must be Divine plan, but if your stomach is empty, you 
will definitely have your own plan as to how to fill it up. Is this 
not so? You will have your own plan. 

 So, somehow in the name of divinity we have just lost our 
humanity. Don’t talk about divinity, let your humanity over-
flow. When your humanity overflows, you will touch divinity, 
otherwise there is no way. It is simply empty talk; it doesn’t get 
anybody anywhere. 

Too much God in this world, that has been the biggest prob-
lem, isn’t it? Everybody is talking about God simply because 
they have not realized the immensity of being a human being. 
The immense potential of being a human being has not been 
understood or experienced, that is why anything little good 
means they say “it is Divine.” 

Human is a tremendous possibility; it can touch the very 
peak. Do you know in our culture they say if God had problems 
he came down to visit the sages for consultation? Yes? Do you 
know many stories like that? So, that shows that human is a 
much bigger possibility. Because people have not realized the 
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immensity of their humanity they’re all the time talking about 
divinity. I want you to overflow with your humanity first, then 
we will see about divinity. 

Questioner: But what about surrender then? I mean there is 
so much talk about surrender in this journey. Doesn’t it mean we 
should surrender to the Divine plan?

Sadhguru: See when we say surrender, surrender is not to 
anything. Surrender means it is a simple art of keeping your-
self aside. You are too full of yourself, if you know how to keep 
yourself aside in the way you exist, or at least in the way you 
act, this is what you are referring to as surrender. Somebody 
has surrendered to power, somebody has surrendered to work, 
somebody has surrendered to something else. You just keep 
yourself aside, you learn to keep yourself aside. If you know 
how to keep yourself aside completely, then suddenly a totally 
different dimension starts functioning within you. 

Questioner: So we’re talking about that non-identification?

Sadhguru: Yes. The ultimate surrender is that you are not 
identified with your own body and with your mind, with your 
ideas, with your emotions – you are not identified with it. This is 
surrender. Once you keep this aside, a completely new dimension 
begins to function within you. You want to call it Divine, you call 
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it Divine. You want to call it God, you call it God. You want to 
call it Shiva, you call it Shiva. You call it whatever you want, but 
that which is the basis of Creation becomes active within you. 

Right now when you are identified with the body and mind, 
you are just a piece of Creation. The moment your identity is 
taken off from this, suddenly an explosion of what you call as 
the Creator begins to happen to you. Now, “How can this hap-
pen within me unless I look up at the heaven and invite the 
God to make it happen to me?” This is the fundamental thing. 

See today, when you were born you were this much (gestures 
a small size), now you have become this much. You did not 
go for weekly stretching, did you? The body is being created 
from inside. You are providing it the food, alright, but where 
is it being created from? Within or outside? Definitely from 
within, isn’t it? So the manufacturer of this body is within this 
one. That means the Creator is within, constantly functioning, 
isn’t it? It is just that you have ignored him for too long be-
cause you are too identified with the physical and the mental 
aspects of you. 

See, the whole idea of God and Divine has entered your 
mind only because you have seen the Creation. You came out 
of your mother’s womb and looked around, so much Creation 
already. Obviously, you did not create it. Who created it? You 
looked at your mother, your father, this man, that man – no-
body had the face who could fit in that dimension that they 
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could have created all the magnificent Creation that is around 
you. Then you naturally looked up. 

So your idea of God has come to you only because some 
experience of the Creation came to you, isn’t it? It is because 
you saw Creation that you thought up a Creator. So what is 
the Creator? What kind of Creator do we have, is it a man or a 
woman, or is it an animal, is it half an animal? Half man? What 
is it? This is cultural. Every culture has its own idea of what the 
Creator looks like. 

If you want to experientially approach this, the only doorway 
to the Creator is the Creation, and the closest piece of Creation 
to you is yourself, isn’t it? With everything else there is a certain 
distance. The nearest piece of Creation is yourself. 

So if you want to approach the Creator, definitely turning 
inward is the best way, but what means do you have to turn 
inward? All you have are sense organs. Sense organs are es-
sentially outward-bound. You can see what is outside, but you 
cannot roll your eyeballs inside and see what is inside. If an 
ant crawls up on this (referring to skin), you know it. So much 
blood is flowing, do you experience it? Because sense organs 
are essentially outward- bound, that is the reason why this 
dimension has not come into your experience. 

Right now if you want to move from this point to next point, 
if you want to go beyond the limitations of five sense percep-
tions, the physical body should evolve to its next stage. The 
mind should evolve, the emotion and the energy should move. 
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The four realities in your life are just this. This is the only way 
you can move because this is what you consider as myself. These 
are the four wheels which you have to learn to move. You can 
use these four dimensions to go ahead.

So if you want to experience this, you have to transcend the 
limitations of the senses, only then the inner dimension becomes 
a reality, otherwise it is just a fairytale. Once the fairytale is told, 
it can get exaggerated from generation to generation to such a 
point it can go to such ridiculous heights – which has happened 
in so many ways. So whether you seek it here or there or in what-
ever form, ultimately what you are seeking is that which is the 
source of Creation, isn’t it? Yes? When you say Divine, when you 
say God, you are talking about a dimension which is the basis of 
all Creation. So if you are seeking this, the best place to seek it is 
definitely within you, not somewhere else. 

Questioner:  Can reading scriptures, like the Bhagavad Gita  for 
instance, help one experience this divinity? 

Sadhguru: See, I am not saying this with any disrespect or 
demeaning it, but all scriptures in the world – it does not matter 
how they came – were written by a human being, isn’t it? It does not 
matter if God himself spoke, it was still written by a human being.
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Questioner: But still what was written in the Gita, what Krishna 
spoke thousands of years ago, is still relevant for millions of people 
today. He set an example for us to follow. Can’t we have trust in him?

Sadhguru: How do you know that Krishna is not the big-
gest liar in the world? When you have problems trusting the 
man who is sitting next to you, from where do you get to trust 

 “Meditation is like the fragrance of a flower. You cannot extract this 
fragrance; if it blossoms, fragrance spreads unconditionally.”
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a man who was 3,500 years ago? Simply because everybody is 
shouting slogans, “Jai Krishna, Jai Krishna” it does not mean 
anything. 

And can you call Krishna a good man? He definitely does 
not fit into any ideas, any values or any morality that you have in 
your life. See, if you go by what Krishna says by the word, it will 
end you up somewhere else. Right now, we are talking about 
Krishna because there is a distance of time. Suppose there was a 
man like Krishna in your neighborhood – you would have huge 
problems just accepting him, forget about worshiping him.

Questioner: Why?

Sadhguru: Why, because if you sleep off in the middle of 
the night, your wife will go and dance with him. Your daughter 
will go and dance with him. Your eighty-year-old mother also 
wants to go dance with him. (Laughter). 

Let us understand this, whatever happened between Krishna 
and the gopis 1 is not seen by the society as something Divine. 
Whatever happened in a certain consciousness between two 
people is not understood and experienced by the other people.

Even then, Radhe’s sister again and again plotted to kill Krish-
na, you know that? Today, their love affair is hugely celebrated: 
she is a married woman with children and she is having a roaring 
1    Milkmaids of Vrindavan and devotees of Krishna during his childhood. Most 
celebrated is Radhe, about whom there are innumerable stories recounting her 
unwavering love.
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affair with this man. So definitely the society wants to kill him. 
It was so then, and even now it is so, isn’t it? Maybe it is taking 
them to a different dimension  – that is between the two of them 
– but as far as the social scene is concerned, it is a huge scandal. 
Even then it was a scandal, even now it is a scandal. Between the 
two of them, something beautiful is happening, that is different. 

So if Krishna comes alive in your neighborhood… if your 
neighbor’s child comes and raids your refrigerator, will you 
think he is Enlightened? (Laughter). See, this is what Krishna 
did, okay? Today all of it is romance, all of it is wonderful, but in 
reality, in your life if it happens, things would be very different. 

So when you say scriptures, it does not matter what Krishna 
said, it is somebody else who wrote it down. If you look at a 
human being, human minds are given to enormous distortion. 
This is a reality. Right now we are sitting here and I am speak-
ing; in half an hour’s time when you go out, each one of you will 
have a different version of what I have spoken. I am 100% cer-
tain about that. So whatever the human mind produces, there 
is bound to be distortion. 

I am not saying these scriptures are worthless or useless, or 
anything. Maybe they are of enormous value, you don’t know, 
but they were written by human beings. But this book (referring 
to self) was written by the Creator himself. If you want to know 
yourself, when this book is alive and kicking here – written by 
the Creator himself where there cannot be a mistake – instead 
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of reading this, you reading some other book to know yourself, 
does it make sense to you? If you were dead, if you lived an in-
teresting enough life, we will write a book about you and read 
it, okay? (Laughs).

If you are serious about making any journey, you must be 
willing to start from the seat where you are sitting, isn’t it? If 
you try to start from the other end of the town, your whole life 
will go in hallucination. You can only start from where you are 
sitting right now. See if we really want to take a step in our lives, 
first thing is to identify where we are, and what is the next step. 
The next step and the next step and the next step; this is the 
only way a person can move from one place to another. If we 
want to start from the Supreme being, you cannot. You have to 
start from you, isn’t it?

So why don’t you come to this simple reality? What is it that 
I know experientially? Leave the things that you believe, leave 
the things that you have read, leave the things that you have 
heard. What is it that you know experientially about life and 
yourself ? And what is it that you do not know? You will see you 
may know many things about the physical realities in the world. 
You may know many things about this city and how to manage 
your life here, but you will see, you do not know anything about 
yourself. 

Right now you do not know, and it is most important that 
you see that you do not know. “I do not know” is a tremendous 
possibility. “I do not know” is the basis of all knowing in the 
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existence. If you destroy “I do not know” with conclusions and 
beliefs and whatever else, you destroy all possibility of knowing. 
If you believe it, you will not get anywhere, if you disbelieve it, 
you will not get anywhere. All you will have is a conclusion to 
talk about. It will solace you for today, but it will not lead you 
to liberation. It will not lead you forward one inch, existentially.

If you are just looking for a little bit of solace, a little bit of 
comfort, yes all these things will work. But if you are looking 
for the Ultimate nature of who you are, then all these things 
will not help. The only way is to turn inward, there is simply 
no other way. You can read about Krishna, or a Jesus, or Bud-
dha just as an inspiration, how wonderfully they lived. You do 
not know, but they seem to be living beyond the limitations in 
which you exist. Isn’t it so?

All books, all philosophies, all people that we talk about are 
only inspiration to go beyond our limitations. Once you are suf-
ficiently inspired, then books are of no consequence, you have 
to turn inward because here is a book written by the Creator 
himself. Ignoring that, you are reading a book that is written 
by a human being. So if you are seeking your Ultimate nature, 
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then teachings, values, philosophies, books are of no value to 
you. You have to turn inward.

Questioner: Being a Hindu, I’m often asked “What is Hinduism?” 
and I find myself lost. So many gods and goddesses, such vastness 
–  can you please give a definition of Hinduism?

Sadhguru: The word “Hindu,” where does it come from? It 
comes from the word “Sindhu.” Sindhu is a river. The civilization 
that was born on the banks of this river was called the Sindhu 
civilization. When the Persians came they could not pronounce 
“Sindhu,” so they called it “Indu.” So it became Indu. Over a period 
of time, I do not know who did it, they made it Hindu. 

So, Hindu is a geographical identity and to some extent a 
cultural identity. It is not a religious identity; Hindu was never 
an “ism.” It is only when hugely aggressive, competitive reli-
gions came, the Hindus tried to organize themselves as a reli-
gion, but even now they are not successful – because they can-
not; because there is no one belief system. 

There is no belief system at all. You can believe that God is 
a man and be a good Hindu. You can believe God is a woman 
and be a good Hindu. You can believe God is a monkey and 
be a good Hindu. You can believe God is a cow and be a good 
Hindu. You can worship a snake and be a good Hindu. You can 
worship a tree and be a good Hindu. And if you do not worship 
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anything, still you can be a good Hindu, because it is a geo-
graphical and cultural identity. It is not based on any particular 
belief system.

This culture, which grew in this particular part of the planet, 
over a period of time focused its whole attention on the ulti-
mate development, or the ultimate wellbeing of the human be-
ing. The immediate wellbeing was not too important for them; 
the ultimate wellbeing became the most important for them. 

These days you have forgotten this, but generally it is said 
that Hindu means there is only one goal in your life: mukti. 
Mukti means liberation. The Ultimate liberation is the only 
goal that a Hindu has. For him, his business, his career, his 
family are all secondary things – only stepping stones towards 
his Ultimate liberation. His relationships are not important 
for him. For him, the only thing is liberation. Even God is just 
one more device for him to attain to his Ultimate liberation. 
Nobody else looks at it this way.

Generally in every religion, God is the ultimate goal. This 
is a culture where we do not see God as the ultimate thing 
because we understand that we created him. And we can cre-
ate any number of gods that we want, any kind we want. We 
learned this whole art and science of consecration, that we can 
make a rock into Divine. 

Let us say you ate chicken in the afternoon. In one afternoon, 
the chicken is becoming a human being, isn’t it? According to 
Darwin’s theory of evolution, from a chicken to a human being, 
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we do not know how many million years. (Laughter). But in a 
single afternoon you are transforming a chicken into a human 
being, aren’t you? In your body. This process is called digestion, 
where one thing is transformed into another. 

Or if you go further backwards, if you take manure and put 
it at the root of the plant, maybe in a month’s time it becomes 
a sweet apple. It is just a lump of shit that is hanging there 
(laughter), but so sweet and wonderful, isn’t it? It is the same 
thing, isn’t it so? This is called cultivation or agriculture, where 
you are converting one thing into another. 

Similarly, you can convert a stone into Divine; this is called 
as consecration. This science was explored in a huge way, and 
people learned how to create very intense forms of energy, 
which are way beyond where a human being is right now.

Today science is proving to you that everything is the same 
energy. So, between a rock and you, what is the difference? Dif-
ferent level of intensity and function, isn’t it? And religions have 
always been saying that God is everywhere. So if God is every-
where, this (pointing to his chair) is also God, and this (point-
ing to himself) is also God. But it is not the same thing in your 
experience, isn’t it? It is not the same thing in its function. So 
what is in its Ultimate function and Ultimate possibility, you 
call it as God. What is in its lowest function, maybe, you will 
call it a rock or something else. But it is the same energy. So 
to transform this one (referring to an object), into that Ultimate 
possibility, is the science of consecration. 
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This science was explored and they started manifesting the 
Divine in a million different ways, whichever way they liked. 
In how many ways it has been done, if you look at it, it is 
just absolutely incredible. Even people who are living in In-
dia have unfortunately not explored in how many ways these 
things have been done, and it has been hugely lost these days. 
But if you explore the deeper dimensions of this culture in 
terms of what has been done for inner wellbeing, nowhere else 

“Every human being can just sit here right now with absolute ecstasy 
within themselves irrespective of what is happening around them.”
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has humanity invested that much time and energy to look at 
the inner wellbeing of a human being. 

I think one person who put this forth very beautifully was 
Mark Twain. Mark Twain had heard so much about Indian 
mysticism that he traveled to India and spent a little over three 
months there. He had a good guide who took him to the right 
places. And before he left or just after he went back, he said, 
“Anything that can ever be done either by man or God has been 
done in this land.” And much more has been done. It is abso-
lutely incredible. 

If you explore the mysticism in India, it is so incredible that 
you will not believe that it has happened on this planet. Because 
this does not come from a belief system. It happens as a science. 
Because of this, you cannot call Hindu as a religion. It is a way of 
life, it is a culture, it is a geographical identity which is desperately 
trying to organize itself as a religion because of extra competi-
tion that has come. (Laughter). Very aggressive competition has 
come, so they are trying to organize themselves; but they will 
never manage because there is no one particular belief system to 
organize people around it.

In other words, what Hindu way of life means is everybody 
can have their own religion. That is, in your family, if there are 
five people, five of you can have your own religion. You can wor-
ship the monkey, another person can worship the snake, another 
person can worship the cow, another person can worship the tree, 
whatever he likes. Whatever he can relate to, he can worship that; 
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or if he has no need for worship, he need not worship and he is 
still a good Hindu. I think this is the freedom and sense that we 
need in the world today, isn’t it? See, the conflict in the world has 
always been projected as good versus bad, but it is not so. The 
conflict has always been one man’s belief versus another man’s 
belief, isn’t it? 

First of all, why do you believe something? Because some-
where you have lost the fundamental sincerity to simply accept, 
what you do not know as you do not know. Everything that you 
do not know, you have to believe, isn’t it? If you see “I do not 
know,” you cannot fight with anybody. You believe “This is it,” 
that is when you fight with somebody, isn’t it? Belief gives you 
a certain sense of confidence and stability, but it is a dangerous 
confidence. Confidence without clarity is a deadly mix. 

I do not want to make political statements, but you manufac-
ture these presidents of powerful countries, when you have too 
much confidence and no clarity. (Laughter). We have again and 
again produced these people on the planet because they have 
enormous confidence and no clarity, isn’t it? And this comes 
from belief. When you believe something that you do not know, 
it gives you enormous confidence. It looks like power, it looks 
like strength, but it is always a destructive strength – confidence 
without clarity. You do not need any confidence in your life. 
What you need is clarity. How much clarity you have with life, 
only to that extent you can handle it, isn’t it? 
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 The furthest limits of ignorance is not reached because of 
effortful thought, nor is it reached because of good deeds that 
one can perform, but only because of the mindless ecstasy that 
is set forth because of a vibrant one. This mindless ecstasy takes 
you to the very boundaries of your ignorance, at the same time 
it also reveals the bond that keeps you as a limited self. When 
I say ignorance, everything is just ignorance. What we call as 

The Linga Bhairavi Consecration Process
Through his rare mastery over the life energies, Sadhguru consecrated 
the Linga Bhairavi Temple using prana pratishta - a mystical process 
using one’s own life energies.
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Linga Bhairavi 
Representing the creative and nurturing aspects of the universe, Linga 
Bhairavi is the ultimate manifestation of the Mother Goddess – all-
powerful and all-encompassing.  The Devi is an absolute woman of 
ultimate proportions, fierce and compassionate at once. The energy of 
Linga Bhairavi strengthens the three basic chakras in the human system, 
thus stabilizing one’s body, mind and energy system. 
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knowledge is just ignorance. One can just move from one level 
of ignorance to another until he becomes willing enough to fall 
into the Ultimate oblivion of a Realized one. 

Ignorance means different things to different people. Once it 
happened, Tenali Ramakrishna… If you have not heard of him 
before, he was a very humorous bard in the court of a South 
Indian king who built a huge empire in this part of the world. 
Because he came from the village named Tenali and his name 
was Ramakrishna, generally he was known as Tenali Rama. 

On a certain day, he was sitting with a group of people 
and discussing some philosophical matters. But there was one 
man, who was just outside the circle, who went on making 
irrelevant comments. After some time Tenali Rama couldn’t 
take it anymore. He said, “You are a fool! You are a good-for-
nothing, and you are nothing!” That man was stung by the 
insult. He said, “How can you say I am nothing?” Tenali Rama 
repeated, “Yes, you are nothing. You are really nothing.” That 
man said, “How dare you say I am nothing! I am the town’s 
cobbler.” Tenali Ramakrishna picked up his footwear, tore it, 
and threw it at him and said, “If you are really the cobbler, fix 

“You do not need any confidence in your life. 
What you need is clarity. How much clarity 
you have with life, only to that extent you can 
handle it.”
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this and make it like new.” That man immediately picked up 
the footwear and left to fix it. 

So, when somebody says you are nothing, if you are a cob-
bler, it is an insult. If you are truly into meditation, that would 
be the truth for you. (Laughs). Ignorance is always in many 
different layers and boundaries.

Life continues to be a mystery; it has always been, still is, 
and it always will be. At different times we have thought dif-
ferent things are mysterious. The borders of our ignorance may 
be enhanced over a period of time. In these millions of years 
of human evolution on this planet, definitely our brains have 
grown, become more capable of intellectual processing and 
perception. With all this evolution, life has become only more 
mysterious, not less mysterious. 

Maybe a thousand years ago, we did not know how this body 
functions. Now, we have opened it, looked at it, done so many 
things with it; we know many things. The more and more we 
get to know about this, it is only becoming more and more mys-
terious, like never before. A thousand years ago, if you looked 
up in the sky with your naked eye – I don’t know if anybody has 
counted, but maybe there are five to ten thousand stars up there 
that you could see and count. Today, we have powerful tele-
scopes with which we have looked beyond this, now we know 
there are billions of stars. It is only getting more mysterious 
and more complicated. As you enhance your perception, it will 
become more and more mysterious. 
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Science is supposed to bring clarity to your life. But today 
modern physics is creating more confusion, and it sounds more 
mysterious than mysticism. The mumbo-jumbo of mysticism 
sounds reasonable compared to what modern physics is talk-
ing about today. An Einstein sounds much more unreason-
able than a Harry Potter. (Laughs). Really. Because they are 
talking in totally mysterious ways. And as our perception and 
so-called knowledge increases, life is becoming only more and 
more mysterious. 

So all that we are doing is pushing the borders of our igno-
rance, making it larger and larger. Today modern science is say-
ing this is an ever-expanding universe. If you have to expand, 
you need some space to expand into. If it is ever-expanding, 
where is it going to expand? What is it going to expand into? 
So, it is a continuous mystery. Unless you become an absolute 
void by yourself, you do not know the depth of your ignorance. 

So Enlightenment is not a knowing; Enlightenment is 
touching a borderless ignorance. Everybody’s ignorance has 
a border. An Enlightened being’s ignorance is borderless – it 
is boundless. When life happens in limited ways, everything 
seems to be clear. When things beyond your limitations begin 
to happen, nothing is clear anymore. 
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Ordinary to Extraordinary

“To have the awareness that we 
are only moving from one form of 
ignorance to another, is the greatest 
blessing that one can start with 
right now.”

In a world where “knowledge is power,” ignorance 
is considered the depth of inferiority. Right from 
childhood, we are trained to believe that the more we 
know, the better a human being we become. In the 
following chapter, Sadhguru leads us to the freedom 
of being “absolutely ignorant” – unfathomable for 
today’s culture and mindset. 

What is real and what is not? Assumptions and 
preconceived conclusions crumble, and the line 
becomes hazy between illusion and clarity, between 
ignorance and enlightenment, and between the 
ordinary and extraordinary, as Sadhguru takes the 
seeker from the limited scope of words and ideas, to 
the unlimited possibility beyond any language.
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Those of you who have been on the path… The word “path” 
is a deception, because a path is supposed to take you some-
where. But you are only getting more and more lost. (Laughs). 
Yes? Maybe a little joyfully lost, but lost. If you get completely 
lost, when you see there is no hope of getting anywhere, that is 
it. It is only because you are trying to get somewhere you can be 
lost. When you realize that you are absolutely lost, hopelessly 
lost, when all hope of finding something is gone, then you are 
just fine. So, if your ignorance crosses all boundaries, when you 
become utterly ignorant, you are fine. Utterly ignorant means 
you have become empty. Emptiness is ignorance. The ultimate 
ignorance is Shiva: “that which is not.” “That which is” is some 
kind of knowing. 

As long as one is in pursuit of something or the other, it is 
an endless process. As long as we are getting identified and 
attached to different situations we get into, however beautiful 
the situation may be, the moment you think “this is it,” you 
are trying to freeze yourself into a certain state of ignorance. 
When you realize that every peak is only a launch pad for the 
next peak, and the next peak is not the goal or the destination, 
then the only thing that can be the destination is an Ultimate 
oblivion. That sounds very negative and uninspiring for any-
body – absolutely uninspiring, not a destination that anybody 
would want to seek. People would like to go to heaven, people 
would like to sit in sweet places, sit in God’s lap, do pleasant 
things. If life gets too sweet, you may die a diabetic. (Laughs). 
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To have the awareness to know that we are only moving from 
one form of ignorance to another, is the greatest blessing that 
one can start with right now. 

Once there was a yogi who sat in a temple yard and did his 
own things. There were moments when he was Godlike; then 
people gathered and started worshipping him. Next moment 
he would be like a madman; then people went away thinking 
they made a mistake. Like this, he was alternating between one 
thing and another all the time. 

One particular householder, who was a regular to the tem-
ple, got drawn to this yogi. He saw that the yogi did not eat for 
many days if nobody served him. So he took it upon himself; 
every day he cooked food and brought it for the yogi. Until he 
ate, he just sat there, he himself not eating. He sat there and ate 
what was leftover. He made this his life, and he made this his 
mission. The yogi sometimes ate in the morning, sometimes ate 
in the afternoon, sometimes the evening, sometimes the next 
morning. You never know when he eats, but this man dedicat-
ed himself to this one task: cooking food, bringing it for him, 
until he eats he does not eat. He waited and waited. 

This went on for some time, a few years. One day, the yogi took 
a certain fondness to this man and he said, “From tomorrow I will 

“Enlightenment is not a knowing; Enlightenment 
is touching a borderless ignorance.”
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come to your house. You don’t bother to come. You cook the food 
and be ready, I will come to your home and eat it there.” The man 
said, “Okay.” He went home and the next day he prepared food 
and waited. He was sitting and waiting, but the yogi did not turn 
up. Then a dog was bothering him; a dog was trying to smell the 
food and go near the food. He chased it away many times, but it 
kept coming back. So he took a stick and gave a nice beating to 

Sadhguru dancing 
on Mahashivarathri.
Mahashivarathri, the 
great night of Shiva, is 
a night of wakefulness. 
On this night, falling in 
February-March, there 
is a natural upsurge 
of energy within the 
human system, which 
is of tremendous 
spiritual significance. 
Celebrated every year 
at Isha Yoga Center 
with live musical 
performances by 
renowned artists and 
powerful meditations 
by Sadhguru, the 
night provides 
the opportunity to 
explode into a totally 
different dimension of 
experience.
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the dog. The dog moved away, stood back, tears appeared in its 
eyes, and then it went away. Then until evening he waited, the 
yogi did not come. 

Then he went to the temple, and the yogi was just sitting 
there, tears flowing from his eyes. The man was disturbed. He 
said, “You said you would come home, and I waited and waited. 
And why the tears? You said you would come, that’s why I wait-
ed, otherwise I would have come.” The yogi said, “I came many 
times to your house – twelve times, to be exact, I tried to enter 
your house. You abused me, you chased me, then you beat me 
up, so here I am.” Then the man realized the dog actually tried 
to enter the house twelve times. 

So a master need not always come in the form of a small 
white swan, as it has been written in the legends; he may come 
as a dog. If you get too attached to a particular form, a particular 
experience, a particular state within yourself, you will miss the 
whole point. To progress in one’s path simply means that you 
have an expanded sense of ignorance. 

All these years, scientists believed that someday we will know 
what is the nature of the existence. But today, a lot of top-level 
physicists are coming to this point where they are beginning 
to talk in terms of how we will never know; we will just go 
on expanding the borders of our ignorance, but we will never 
know. This is what mysticism meant. A mystic means an utterly 
ignorant person. Everybody else is a little bit ignorant, a little 
bit knowledgeable; they know some things, they do not know 
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some things. Someone who does not know anything at all, who 
is not burdened by knowledge, is a mystic. Because knowledge 
is an accumulation. Someone who is simply not burdened by 
any kind of accumulation is a mystic, because he has chosen to 
be utterly, absolutely ignorant, not in parts. 

Once it happened, a man was trying to carry a huge grand-
father clock, from a truck to his house, on his back. A drunk 
came by and said, “Hey mister, you just take my advice: get 
yourself a wristwatch.” If you are carrying a grandfather clock 
on your back, it may have great value, but you cannot even look 
at the time, you have to ask somebody, “Please look at the time 
and tell me, what’s the time?” Aren’t you slowly becoming like 
this these days? “How am I?” It is alright, sensible people ask, 
“How are you?” (Laughter). Now, a lot of people are coming up 
to me and asking me, “Sadhguru, how am I?” I’m supposed to 
enlighten. (Laughs). What to do? 

Questioner:  Namaskaram Sadhguru. This is the first time that I 
am staying for a week in the ashram.1 Sometimes I feel comfortable 
and want to stay here, but at other times I feel uncomfortable and 
want to go home. I am so confused. Please guide me about what I 
want to do.

1  Referring to the Isha Yoga Center, located at the foothills of the Velliangiri 
Mountains, Tamil Nadu, India.
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Sadhguru: Generally, everybody feels this way. (Laugh-
ter). When you are there you feel like being here, when you 
are here you feel like going there, that is there in everybody. 
Even after thirty years of marriage, people think “Did I do a 
mistake?”Eight, nine children, yet “Did I do a mistake? Should 
I have taken a spiritual path?” Even after ten years in brahm-
acharya1, “Did I do a mistake?” There are a few like that.

So this is not today’s problem; it is an age-old problem. If you 
are here, it wants to be there. So whatever you wish to do, you 
must bring yourself to a moment of joy and clarity within your-
self, and at that moment what you decide – even if you die – you 
must go by that. Why I am saying joy is because when you are 
happy you are not compulsive. When you are very happy and 
clear, at that time if you look at things and see that “Yes, this is 
what is more sensible for me” – just do that. It does not matter if 
it feels like hell; it does not matter if you go through hell for ten 
years, you just do that, because that is where your wellbeing is. 
Whenever your emotions go up and down, your mind says many 
things – that is not important. It says one thing in the morning, 
one thing in the evening; it says one thing today and another 
thing tomorrow, that is of no consequence. When you are in dif-
ferent states of compulsiveness, if you make decisions as to which 
way to turn, you will be endlessly lost. 

1  The path of the divine. A life of celibacy and studentship on the path of 
spirituality, moving towards ultimate liberation.
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Nischala Tatvam, Jeevan Mukti 1. It is not about what you are 
doing. It is just that you are doing it in an unwavering way. You 
are just unwavering, you have become one pointed. It does not 
matter what it is – if you want to be a butcher, be a butcher in 
an unwavering way, it will open up. Just not wavering for a mo-
ment. What you have decided in a moment of clarity and joy¸ 
just sticking onto it, without wavering a little bit. Nobody can 
deny it to you. Every day you are off and on, off and on, it does 
not happen. 

Every day when your thoughts and emotions fly this way and 
that way, you keep changing your mind. Changing your mind, 
changing your mind, you will go in circles – endlessly in circles. 
One who changes direction too often is obviously not inter-
ested in going anywhere, isn’t it? You know the world is round, 
so whichever direction you go, it does not matter; as long as you 
go without changing direction you will make the journey, isn’t 
it? You will complete the journey. If you change your direction, 
it will put you into an endless state of being lost. 

So you want to be there, be there, no problem. You want to be 
here, be here. Don’t go on changing your mind every day. Morn-
ing one way, evening another way – you are a torture to yourself 
and everybody around you. One who is constantly changing their 
mind is a torture to himself and to everyone around. Isn’t it so? 

1 A line from the Sanskrit composition “Bhaja Govindam,” written by 
the eighth century Indian philosopher, Adi Shankaracharya. Lit. “from an 
unwavering, steady mind comes liberation in this life”
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Right now you are thinking, “Tomorrow morning, I am going 
to do my yoga.” Tomorrow morning when the gong rings at five 
o’clock in the morning – I hear it every day, I don’t know how 
many of you hear it – the moment it goes “dong” then your body 
says “To hell with this yoga, all I want to do is sleep.” Its priori-
ties keep changing and changing and changing. 

Dhyanalinga 
“Dhyana” means meditation, and “linga” literally means form. Through an 
intense process of consecration, Sadhguru established the Dhyanalinga 
with all the seven chakras energized to the peak. This unique meditative 
space does not ascribe to any particular faith or belief system, nor does it 
require any rituals or worship. Simply sitting in its sphere allows even those 
unaware of meditation to experience deep states of meditativeness.

Life and Death in One BreathOrdinary to Extraordinary
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There is another way to live where the greatest pleasures that 
you have known in your life will look like an ant’s pleasure. This 
being is capable of that. When it comes to body and mind, we 
are all differently capable; no two bodies are equally capable, no 
two minds are equally capable. But when it comes to this being, 
every being is equally capable of containing the very existence 
within himself. 

Scientists are saying, “It is ever-expanding, how to contain 
it?” That is the whole beauty of it. That which is endless, that 
which is eternal, that which is boundless, and that which is al-
ways expanding – that can be contained in this being. About 
that, no two beings are differently capable; every being is equal-
ly capable. 

It does not happen simply because you keep changing direc-
tion; wherever you find a little niche which is comfortable, you 
try to settle down there. This so-called “getting civilized” has 
become a huge detriment for spiritual process. Not essentially, 
but I would like to say this, because if you were a nomad… You 
know what nomad means? It means you are not mad. (Laugh-
ter). So who is not a nomad? One who is mad. One who is mad 

“Whatever you wish to do, you must bring 
yourself to a moment of joy and clarity within 
yourself, and at that moment what you decide 
– even if you die – you must go by that.”
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settles down; one who is not mad, moves on and on and on, 
does not settle down anywhere. 

The moment we stop being nomadic, we get into a certain 
kind of madness of safety and security. Whether it is physi-
cal, psychological, or emotional, we are always looking for that 
niche, where we can settle down and sleep, and once you find 
a niche and it gets too sweet and comfortable, then you do not 
have the courage to step out and once again make the journey. 

So if all you are looking for is a picnic, then it is okay. You 
know, if you want to try to climb the Seventh Hill 1, you climb 
a certain distance where your knees will be creaking and your 
breath will be sounding like a steam locomotive, “passshh, 
pussshh, passshh, pussshh,” it’s going. Then you look around; 
the beautiful rocks, the bamboo around you and the valley is so 
beautiful, everything is so wonderful. “What is the purpose of 
taking one more step?” Your mind tells you, “This is wonderful. 
This is it.” I am not questioning the beauty of the place; I am 
not questioning the pleasure of being there. But right now this 
argument has come, this new level of logic has come in you, 
simply because your lungs are working like a steam engine, and 
your legs are creaking like an unoiled bullock cart.

Do you see every time, for different situations that you get 
into, different states of comfort or discomfort you get into, you 
develop a new logic? Have you noticed this with yourself ? Like 
they say, when you are a student, everybody is a communist. 

1 The seventh peak of the Velliangiri Mountains, it is considered to be a sacred 
site and is visited by thousands of pilgrims every year.
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The moment you come out of your education and get yourself 
a job, you become a socialist. The moment you get married, you 
become a capitalist. According to your new situations, different 
levels of comfort or discomfort, new levels of logic will come. 
Now the world has come to a point where the Maoists have 
become capitalist, that is it. (Laughs). 

It keeps happening. That is why in a certain moment of clar-
ity and joy, when you look at something, what you see as your 
wellbeing, you stick to that. Tomorrow it looks like horror to 
you, it does not matter, you stick to it. It feels like hell, you stick 
to it. That is wellbeing. 

Questioner: When I am truly joyful and clear, there is an 
exuberance inside; it is like I am melting. But people around me are 
pulling me down, even though I try not to let them. And if I keep to 
myself, I feel lonely. What do should I do?

Sadhguru:  See, I want you to understand this. The more lonely 
you feel, the more depressed you feel, the more the need for having 
company. Yes? The more joyful you become, the more exuberant you 
become, the less and less you need company. So when you are alone, 
if you feel lonely, that means you are obviously in bad company. 
(Laughter). If you were with a good person why would you feel 
lonely? You would feel great. Exclusive, isn’t it? So your exuberance 
is not manufactured. If it is manufactured, yes you need company. 
Now people’s idea of exuberance is “Let’s talk, let’s dance, let’s listen 
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to music, let’s do this, let’s do that!” Not necessarily. You can just sit 
quietly here and be absolutely exuberant. 

If you are exuberant by your own nature, if life has become 
exuberant, activity is just a consequence. But if your life is not 
exuberant, and you are trying to crank it up with activity, then 
activity is the means. 

This is the big difference. Either you dance and arrive at a 
certain state of exuberance, or because you are exuberant and 
you cannot contain it, you dance. These are two different things. 
Yes? Either because you are happy you burst out into laughter, 
or somebody told you, “Every day in the morning if you laugh 
and laugh, one day you will become happy.” (Laughter). These 
are two different ways. Tell me, which way does life work? Look 
at everything around you; which way is it working? 

Is it because there are flowers that the plant and the root came 
up like a support to the flower? Because there is a beautiful flower, 
this plant and its root grew, so that it can have a nice pedestal? 
Is that so? This is so with this microphone – they did not want 
to trouble me, so they manufactured a stand, a stem, to it. Is that 
the way a flower happened? Because the exuberance in the stem 
could not be contained, it flowered, isn’t it? This is the way life 
should happen. If you try to live the other way, it is going to be a 
very hard life. 

The hardest life in the world is to be constantly putting your-
self out into the world like you are joyful when you are not. When 
you are not happy, to show everybody that you are happy, it costs 
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phenomenal amount of life. Have you noticed this? Some people 
are there, when they are happy, they are happy. When they are 
not happy, they are not happy. They just show it to everybody, the 
whole world knows their act of life. Some people manage to (ges-
tures fake smile) all the time, but it takes a phenomenal amount 
of energy to keep it up like that. You will grow diseases in your 
body, I am telling you. You will grow lumps and tumors in your 
body, if you constantly try to put on an act. This is happening all 
over the world. 

Actually if you are willing to be a subject, I can demonstrate 
it to you; within a few hours I can make you grow a tumor. 
(Laughter). Really, I am not joking. If you make your mind in 
a certain way, you will do that. The only saving grace for you is 
that you never do anything steadily. Your joy is off and on; your 
misery is off and on. Never fully on. If you become utterly mis-
erable, you will see the consequence of it. If you become utterly 
joyful, you will see the consequence of it. If you become utterly 
angry, you will see the consequence of it. You do not see the 
consequence of anything because you are always off and on, off 
and on, off and on. 

People ask me, “Sadhguru, what kind of attitude and emo-
tion should I have?” I say, “Any damn thing is okay.” You want 
to be angry, be angry twenty-four hours, non-stop; you will get 
realized. I am not joking. You like love, be loving twenty-four 
hours. You will get realized. Just keep it on for twenty-four 
hours, you will come to a certain realization. That is all it takes. 
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Everything, every cell, every atom in the existence can be a 
doorway to the beyond if you go steadily at it. But the problem 
is, people keep shifting and shifting and shifting. That is the 
biggest problem with today’s world, like never before. People 
think it is a virtue for them to say, “Our attention spans are very 
short.” If you keep shifting, nothing happens. Which way you 
want to go, I am not deciding that – go wherever you want to 
go, but steadily. Not every day altering it, altering it, altering it. 

Wall Mural in Spanda Hall, Isha Yoga Center.
After austere yogic practices, the yogi in this painting has attained to the 
Ultimate. This scene, painted using only natural vegetable dyes and earth 
extracts, is part of a larger mural that depicts the life of a spiritual seeker. 
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Questioner: Sadhguru, you were talking about perception and 
clarity, but at the same time, illusion also looks so very real. Where is 
that fine line between illusion and perception? How do I rationalize 
between “Okay, I am in an illusory state” or “I am in perfect clarity?” 
How do I really make that distinction at any given moment?

                                                                                                                                                      
Sadhguru: Now you are talking about the line between illu-

sion and perception. There is no fine line. It is all one big illu-
sion. By the time you know it, life has passed by, but you do not 
have to worry, because passing by is also an illusion. Nothing 
passes by.

So if everything is illusion, isn’t Enlightenment one big illu-
sion? In a way it is. That is why I have been talking, not about 
knowing, but about ignorance. In some of these programs, ear-
lier we used to make our brochures like this: “From ordinary to 
extraordinary. Do this yoga and you will move from ordinary 
to  extraordinary.” People thought they were going to become 
very special. When they came in, after they enrolled, paid their 
money, after all that happened, then we told them, “This is about 
becoming more ordinary than others, extra-ordinary, this is not 
about becoming special.” (Laughter).

The club of the Enlightened Ones is a place where there is 
no such thing as illusion and perception, where everything is 
illusion. I have twenty-four fingers, can you see? (Laughter). 
Can you see or no? No? What can I do? That is ignorance, 
lack of perception. (Laughter). You have missed it. Now you 
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tell me, is number ten less of an illusion than number one? Is 
it? Is hundred more of a reality than number one? Everything 
is made up. Isn’t it so? The only reality is zero; rest is all made 
up. It is not incidental that zero was discovered in India. This is 
the only culture where the maximum number of people spent a 
huge amount of time with their eyes closed. If you sit with eyes 
closed, initially fantasies will go on, chattering will go on, gods 
will come, devils will come. If you simple sit, sit, sit, then you 
will see that you are one big vacuum. You are just one big zero. 

If you perceive that you are an empty shell, would you call 
that perception, or would you call that a realization of what an 
illusion you are? It is up to you what you call it, but there is no 
fine line, that is the whole problem. Or that is the beauty of it, 
there is no fine line, there are no lines to cross, it is just fine the 
way it is. But the problem is you are in a certain state of com-
pulsiveness that you have to move somewhere. 

This compulsiveness has essentially come as a consequence 
of the huge accumulation that you have made within yourself. 
This accumulation has happened because you have the illu-
sion that you are perceiving something. Because you believe 
that you are perceiving something, the accumulation has hap-
pened. You are actually not perceiving anything, you actu-
ally are not. Tell me after all these years of being with me, 
what have you perceived? Whatever you perceived and you 
are feeling wonderful about it, two days later I come back and 
demolish it anyway. (Laughs). Whatever you think you have 
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attained, I come back and trample it anyway. So what have 
you perceived in these many years?

Slowly you are beginning to make yourself comfortable in 
your ignorance. That is good, because that is the only place you 
can be. And that is not some kind of damnation. That is the 
beauty and the mystery of life. In so many ways we told you 
in the Isha Yoga program1 itself, “You are nothing.” When we 
say that you are a nothing, can “nothing” be perceived? Or is it 
an illusion? Nothingness means non-existence. That means you 
are an illusion yourself; you are a make-believe happening. But 
you do not know. You think you are something. 

When you say the illusion looks real, only illusion can look 
real. What else can? If you go to a cinema, don’t you see people 
on the cinema screen, they were not even three dimensional, 
isn’t it? All the great heroes that you have seen – and you may 
have joined the fan club, a Rajnikanth 2 club or Robert Red-
ford3 club, or whatever – all that you saw of them was just flat 
on the screen, just a little bit of light playing. If you raised your 
hand a little bit, your hand would be there instead of his face. 
Isn’t it so? Did you ever try that? Did you interrupt? You must 
do these things. (Laughter). If you raised your hand, the great 
1  A scientific approach to spirituality offered by Isha Foundation, it is a 

method designed by Sadhguru that transmits powerful tools for individual 
transformation.

2  A popular Indian film actor, nicknamed “Superstar.” He started his life as a 
bus conductor in Bangalore and with his distinct stylishness and flair, he rose 
to become a phenomenal icon in Tamil Nadu.

3  Californian actor and movie director who has received two Oscars. Founder 
of the acclaimed Sun-dance film festival.
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hero’s face would be gone and your hand would be there, isn’t 
it? That is how fragile he was, but didn’t he look larger than life? 
Don’t you worship him today more than all the people around 
you who are flesh and blood? You only saw light and sound. 
But hasn’t it become more real than the real? Though they are 
only two dimensional, isn’t what happens in the cinema much 
more real than the reality of life? So illusion is always exagger-
ated. It definitely looks more real than the real, always. 

Have you heard of Ramakrishna Paramahamsa? Ramak-
rishna became a devotee of Kali1. For him, Kali was not a deity; 
Kali was a living reality. She danced in front of him, she ate 
from his own hands, she came when he called, and she left him 
dripping with ecstasy. This was real, it was actually happening 
– you could have tested him if you wanted; chemically, he was 
all ecstasy. 

One day he was sitting on the banks of the Hoogli River, and 
a very great yogi, a rare yogi – very few like that have ever hap-
pened – Totapuri came this way. Though Ramakrishna’s body, 
mind and emotion was dripping with ecstasy, his being was 
longing to go beyond this ecstasy. Because somewhere there 
was an awareness that that itself is a bondage. 

When I tell people simple things about their lives, when I 
say everybody has the choice right now to be either this way 
or that way, people say, “That is easy for you, Sadhguru, you are 

1  A powerful goddess, a fierce depiction of the feminine energy, signifiying 
annihilation.
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aware.” Tell me, who is not aware? Please look at yourself and 
see. Even in an extreme moment of emotion or anger, there is a 
spot of awareness even in you. Isn’t it there? If it is not there, that 
means you have become pathologically ill. Otherwise, even in 
the most extreme moments of emotion within you, there is one 
dot of awareness. It is just that you are empowering the emotion, 
because you have an investment there, you are not empowering 
the awareness, that is all. Have you ever had a situation in your 
life when there was not even a spot of awareness in you? It was 

Mount Kailash
Kailash has been revered for millennia by various cultures as the spiritual 
center of the world. For those who know how to access it, the mountain is 
like a mystical library of spiritual knowing. The Kailash and Manasarovar 
Sojourn offers the rare privilege to taste the immensity of these sacred 
spaces under the guidance of a living Master. 
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always there. It is just that you did not invest on that. You are bet-
ting on the wrong horse. You are betting on the horse that you are 
used to, a known horse. 

So because of your friendship with your anger, friend-
ship with your love, friendship with pleasure, friendship with 
whatever sweet emotions that can happen within you, you are 
investing on that. You are not investing on that tiny spot of 
awareness which has always been there with you. There is no-
body who is not aware. It is just that most people have not 
empowered their awareness. They have empowered something 
else, so accordingly life is happening. 

So Ramakrishna was longing somewhere, but the sweetness of 
ecstasy that he was experiencing was too much to leave and go. 
This should not be misunderstood, but this is not any different 
from a drunkard being addicted to his drink, a drug addict being 
addicted to some substance. It is not any different. The only thing 
that is different is alcohol and drug may be damaging the system. 
This may not be damaging the system because this is internal, 
but the addiction is same, the attachment is same, the longing for 
that is same and the limitation is also same. 

It is beautiful; there is no question about that. Ramakrishna, 
whenever he had contact with Kali, his object of devotion, he 
would be dripping with ecstasy, and he was fine with that. He 
did not want to leave the beauty of that and move on.
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 When Totapuri came, this transpired between them. Tota-
puri said, “This is very simple. You have the necessary energy, 
you just have to empower your awareness. You are empowering 
your emotion, you are empowering your body, you are empow-
ering the chemistry within you. You are not empowering your 
awareness.” So Ramakrishna said, “Okay, I will empower my 
awareness and sit like this.” The moment he has a vision of Kali, 
he is again gone into uncontrollable states of love and ecstasy. 
Any number of times he sat down, but the moment he sees 
Kali, he just flies off.

Then Totapuri said, “Next time Kali appears, you have to take 
a sword and cut her into pieces.” Ramakrishna asked, “Where 
do I get the sword from?” Totapuri said, “From the same place 
where you get Kali from.” (Laughter). “If you are able to create 
a whole Kali, why can’t you create a sword? You can do it. If you 
are able to create a goddess, why can’t you create a sword to cut 
her? Get ready.” Ramakrishna sat. The moment Kali came, he 
burst into ecstasy and forgot about the sword and the aware-
ness and everything. 

So Totapuri told him, “You sit this time, the moment Kali 
comes… see, here,” he picked up a piece of glass, and he said, 
“With this piece of glass, I am going to cut you. Where you are 
stuck – that I am going to cut. When I cut that, you create the 
sword and cut Kali down.” So when Ramakrishna was just on 
the edge of ecstasy, when Kali appeared in his vision, Totapuri 
took a piece of glass and cut him really deep across his forehead. 
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Then Ramakrishna created the sword and cut Kali down, and he 
became free from the Mother and the ecstasy of feeding off her. 
And that is when he truly became a Paramahamsa. Until then, 
he was a lover, he was a devotee, he was a child to the Mother 
Goddess that he created.

So this is not something that you go about making distinc-
tion between what is reality and what is illusion. You don’t do 
that. Whatever is happening within you, it does not matter 
what is happening within you, you keep your steering wheel 
straight. As I have been telling you for some time now, you 
keep your direction straight, whatever is happening within you, 
it does not matter, you just gas it and gas it and gas it. As long 
as you are travelling straight, you just keep the throttle down. 
Don’t go off the gas pedal, just down and down and down. That 
is all. That is your business; rest I will take care. Your business 
is to put your right foot down, not the other one, just the right 
foot down all the time. See, left foot up, right foot down (refer-
ring to the way he is sitting on his chair) (Laughter). 

If you put this down (pointing to his left foot), this may 
touch the brakes or the clutch. Then you will simple rev in the 
same place; you will not go anywhere. All the time, a leaden 
foot down. Whatever is happening – illusion is happening, 
gas it; reality is happening, gas it. God is happening, gas it; 
Devil is happening, gas it. You have to break through all of 
that. You don’t think, “Okay, this is reality, let me settle down 
here. This is illusion, let me discard this.” No. You just gas 
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your way through all that, it does not matter. You don’t try 
to decipher what is illusion, what is reality. The moment you 
try to do that, it will become endless intellectual circus. Too 
much circus it will lead to – an endless circus, and a purpose-
less circus, because it will not get you anywhere. It will make 
you look smart among people, but Existence will see you as 
stupid, because it does not open its doors for you. It does not 
matter how smart you are with people, how smart you are in 
the society, this Existence will not open its doors. It will open 
its doors only to the smartest, and the smartest is also the 
dumbest. Really. 

“So shall I be dumb?” You cannot be dumb, just see that. 
If you try to be dumb, you are trying to be smart, isn’t it? Do 
you see this? Do you see you cannot try to be stupid? If you 
are acting stupid, that means you are trying to be smart. You 
are being super-smart. So you cannot do that. That is why I 
always say, “Whatever is happening, see that you are stupid,” 
because you cannot do that. You cannot do nothingness, isn’t 
it? You can do something, you cannot do nothingness. You 

“There is nobody who is not aware. It is just 
that most people have not empowered their 
awareness. They have empowered something 
else, so accordingly life is happening.”
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can be a somebody, but you cannot be a nobody. “I am a no-
body” is a great assertion of your somebody-ness, isn’t it? You 
cannot do it. When you tire and simply sit quietly, it happens. 
Your effort has to tire, or you need phenomenal intelligence 
to go beyond effort. 

So right now, whatever is happening, you are only trying 
to get out of it. You are driving through the mountain, you 
are trying to get out of it. You are driving through wonder-
ful plains, you are hurrying up to get out of it. All the time 

“I don’t know any scriptures, I don’t know any religion, I don’t know any 
philosophies. All that I know is myself, and that is more than enough.”

Life and Death in One BreathOrdinary to Extraordinary
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gas pedal down. Wherever you are, however beautiful it is, as 
quickly as possible you want to get out of it, that should be 
your intention always. However wonderful it is – you are in 
God’s lap, you must be getting out of it as quick as possible. 
If you are doing that constantly, then you will get to that Ul-
timate stupidity, where you do not have to try to be smart – 
you have given up on that. Then you are at ease, absolute ease. 
Life is at ease. When this life (referring to self) comes to ab-
solute ease, then the whole Existence is wide open, no door 
is closed, everything is open. Just everything – Creation and 
Creator is accessible to you, simply because this has come to 
ease, total ease. 

  

“It does not matter how smart you are with 
people, how smart you are in the society, 
this Existence will not open its doors. It will 
open its doors only to the smartest, and the 
smartest is also the dumbest. Really.”
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Riding on the solidity of scientific theories and 
proven facts, one tries to go through life logically 
figuring everything out. Yet amidst the logical structure 
of life, a few moments may come when one begins to 
wonder about what is beyond this enclosure.

What is the nature of the trap? How to recognize it? 
And how to become free? Step by step, Sadhguru takes 
the seeker by the hand, illuminating the suffocating 
trap and pointing the the way out. Addressing the 
residents of the Isha Yoga Center in India, he gently 
fans that burning universal longing for freedom. 

From Ordinary to Extraordinary

The Trap of a Dream

“A dream is more impactful than 
reality for most people.”
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A seed of any kind in the world can find its ultimate poten-
tial through simple nourishment. A mango tree, if it finds soil 
and nourishment, will find its sweetness. A mango tree does 
not need a Guru to produce sweetness. When this is so, why is 
it that a human being, who seems to be the highest potential of 
all life on this planet, is not able to get to his Ultimate nature 
by himself ? What is this trap? What is the nature of this trap? 
Why is outside help needed? Why can it not be an inside job? 

It is just like, if you were trapped in a prison, if you were 
imprisoned, the prison is made in such a way that it does not 
provide tools to break through. Everything that could help you 
to break through has been taken away in some way. If it has to 
be an inside job, then all the prisoners, or at least a substantial 
number of prisoners, should get together and push the gates 
or the walls or whatever. But if an individual prisoner makes 
an attempt to get out by himself, all by himself, the chances of 
him getting out of the prison are quite remote. Most prisoners 
who have been sentenced to life, though there is much longing 
to get out, never make it out because they do not have outside 
help. If you can organize all the prisoners together and force 
your way out, you could do it, but the very nature of these pris-
oners are such, it is very rare that they get organized. 

Whether it is in the prison or in an ashram, all of them get-
ting organized like one organism and functioning like that is 
rare. So, outside help from somebody who is not in the same 
limitations, somebody who is not imprisoned within himself, 
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somebody who is not contained by the physical cage which is 
the body, someone who is free – that kind of help becomes inev-
itable and necessary. This is the reason why the wise traditions, 
particularly of the East, have always insisted on an Enlightened 
Guru; or if he passes on, a strong sangha or a sathsang 1, where 
people are together as one. Every Realized being, before he left, 
always tried to organize his people into one group. Those who 
did not do it, the moment they left, the very spiritual process 
lost its relevance. When the master was there, it worked. The 
moment he was gone, the very spiritual process became irrele-
vant, because they did not organize a strong organism of people. 
When the Guru is alive, the sangha is not so important, but 
when he is alive if the necessary organization is not done, after 
he is gone, it is impossible to put people together. 

Now, you are trapped in this mechanism which you call as 
“myself,” which is self-created – because who you are right 
now is just a memory of the past. Everything that you are 
right now is just a memory. Both memory and imagination 
have no existential relevance; they are not true. It is for this 

1  A group or congregation of spiritual seekers. 

“Everything that you are right now is just a 
memory. Both memory and imagination have 
no existential relevance; they are not true.”
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reason that for ages they went on insisting that everything 
you are experiencing right now; your very life and your very 
existence as an individual, is a dream, it is maya, it is an illu-
sion. “If it is maya, why do I suffer? Right now, my body is 
aching, is that maya? My knees are hurting sitting here right 
now, is this maya?” You must understand this: whatever you 
believe becomes your reality. 

“When you sit with someone, if you feel threatened by him and you want 
to run away, but every chance you get you want to be with him, that 
means you’ve found your Guru.”

The Trap of a Dream Life and Death in One Breath
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If you walk into the forest at night, and if you fear snakes, 
if you just see a dead tree branch lying there, you think it is 
a king cobra. It looks like that usually. In the moonlight, it 
looks like a king cobra, and someone behind you sighed – 
some people are always sighing – and you think the snake is 
hissing too. The moment you think it is a snake, your whole 
body reacts to that. You start sweating; you start getting para-
lyzed, fearful, everything that needs to happen with a snake 
happened. Just because you believe it is so. There is no such 
thing there. It does not matter, but you believe it is so. So that 
is the way it works for you. 

Let us say you are walking in the forest, and there really is a 
king cobra with his hood raised, standing up six feet tall – you 
know, a king cobra can stand up to six and-a-half to seven feet 
tall? He is looking at you like dinner (laughter), but you do not 
know. It is too dark, you cannot see it. Everything is just fine 
with you, it is like picnic, isn’t it? Because you believe it is safe. 

The very nature of how you are made right now is whatever 
you believe becomes your reality. This complex, huge heap of 
impressions of memory that have been taken in, which have 
been manipulated into different shapes and forms according to 
your thought and emotion, has become such a complex prison. 
Figuring your way through the prison is not possible, because 
who you are is controlled by it. You built a prison, and this 
was not built with the intention of imprisoning yourself. This 
prison was built with the intention of self-preservation. When 

<?> A powerful goddess, a fierce depiction of the feminine energy, signifiying annihilation.
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you build a wall to preserve yourself, the walls that you build for 
self-preservation are also the walls of self-imprisonment. It just 
takes a little while to realize that. 

Once you build this wall with a complex amalgamation of 
memory and imagination and emotion involved, your very soft-
ware is such that it is not geared to cross this wall. You must 
understand, you are not even going and knocking your head on 
the wall because your software is geared only to run within the 
walls, never to even go and touch the wall. Unless you become 
conscious enough of those dimensions of memory which are on 
the unconscious levels of your memory bank, unless you move to 
that space, you do not even touch the wall. Your software keeps 
you well within the wall space, never even makes an attempt. 

Within the prison, you will seek freedom. Within the prison 
you seek power, you seek freedom. You know, inside the prison 
there is a whole kingdom. Somebody is running a whole king-
dom inside. He is the boss there, he manages things there, he 
feels like a king inside a prison. Within the prison you can seek 
a certain amount of power and freedom. That is allowed, but 
if you become powerful within the prison, you will not even 
make an attempt to get out of the prison. Such a longing will 
not come. Prisoners who are convicted in a prison for a short-
term sentence do not get involved with all this – they are just 
eager to get out. Those who are there for life, they know there 
is no way out of it, so they are forming kingdoms inside. They 
know anyway they are going to be inside the prison for the rest 
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of their life, so they are trying to make something out of it, find 
some kind of meaning to an imprisoned life. 

So, outside help unfortunately becomes necessary because 
without outside help, you will not even realize there is another 
possibility. You will start seeking freedom and power from within 
the prison spaces. And generally, most prisons in the world are 
very orderly, they are kept well. Everybody gets up on time, goes 
to bed on time, eats on time, everything happens on time. It is 
a very orderly arrangement because for the people who man-
age the prison, this order is the safety. If there is a disorderly 
moment, they cannot figure out what is happening there. But a 
prison which is very orderly is very hard to escape from. 

If you get very organized within yourself, you will see that 
the prison becomes very hard to break. A very orderly prison is 
always a secure prison. The more secure a prison is, the farther 
away from freedom you are. It needs a little chaos. When things 
are chaotic, it is easier to break through the walls, but if chaos 
goes beyond a point, it becomes unmanageable. So to maintain 
a balance of a certain order and a certain level of chaos is a lot 
of complex management. 

Once it happened, a surgeon, a general and a politician, all of 
them retired, met in the coffee shop of a golf club. So, the surgeon 
does not have his scalpel, the general does not have his guns, the 
politician does not have his power or his people. They were just talk-
ing and the surgeon said, “Of all the professions in the world, my 
profession of being a surgeon is the oldest profession.” The other two 
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asked, “How so?” He said, “You know, before this Adam and Eve, it 
was just Adam and Adam’s one rib was taken out. From that rib, Eve 
was made. Who else but a great surgeon can do that? So, it is the 
oldest profession.” The general said, “No, no, no, you are missing one 
point. Before even Adam came, do you remember, it says that there 
was chaos, and order was brought? Who else but a good soldier can 
bring order to such a situation? Soldier’s job was the first thing in 
this creation.” The politician chuckled and said, “All that is fine, but 
who created that chaos?” (Laughter). 

So, managing chaos, just enough so that your system does 
not get too orderly, and the prison does not become too strong 
that it cannot be broken – it can only be done by somebody 
who is not in the prison. One who is in the prison cannot do 
that. If he creates chaos, he will create totally destructive chaos. 
Only somebody who is not sentenced can create such a thing. 

It is because of this that traditions always insisted on a live 
Guru, and where the situations were conducive, these Gurus 
demanded total surrender. Where it was not conducive, they 
talked elaborate philosophies. Krishna very unabashedly said, 
“You have to surrender to me, there is no other way.” He never 
feared, it never occurred to him that somebody may think he 
is too egoistic. Saying, “I am everything, you must surrender 
to me” is a very dangerous statement in today’s world. But he 
never felt like that. He lived in a situation where he could sim-
ply say, “I am everything, you must surrender to me. There is 
no other way.” In recent times we have not had such freedom 
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to say such things. You have to weave it around and weave it 
around before you ever bring people to such a state. 

Here in this culture, people have been trained to surrender. 
Right from their childhood, wherever you take your children, 
children are told, “First thing is bow down. Any elderly person 
you see, first bow down, touch their feet.” This is because the 
whole culture, the whole nation at one time lived with a single-
minded purpose of Ultimate liberation. The whole population 
in this land was completely dedicated to Ultimate liberation. 
Mukti was the only goal in their life. Because of that, the cul-
ture trained people right from their childhood not to make too 
much out of yourself. Just bow down to everything that you see. 

Like this, many devices were built so that surrender becomes 
natural, but we got English educated (laughs), and it became very 
difficult to bow down. Because in the West, it was always taught 
to people, “Never bow down to anybody. You stand up straight. 
Never bow down,” because bowing down was seen as a weakness. 
Surrender is unthinkable. The most horrible thing that you can do 
is surrender. They never realized the beauty of surrender. 

From falling in love, now they have twisted themselves out 
to making love. Falling became a negative thing; bowing down 
became a negative thing; surrender became a negative thing. 
By doing this, humanity has surrendered the most beautiful as-
pect within themselves. They have surrendered the beauty of 
life to gross ego. Ego is worshipped. The very idea that you 
need somebody to come out of your limitations has become 
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unacceptable. With that, it may take an extremely long time to 
even realize that there is a possibility beyond the way you exist 
right now. 

If one celebrates their ego as strength, if one does not under-
stand the limitations of his existence, if one believes oneself to 
be everything, or if one is unwilling to be helped because it is 
considered weakness, then even to realize there is a possibility 
will take a very long time. If a different type of sense, which is 
not of the five senses, has to arise within you, first of all, you 
must understand the limitations of the five senses. 

Once it happened that a young wife was sharing with a 
friend, “It looks like my husband has a sixth sense.” Her friend 
asked, “How so? How do you know this?” She said, “Because, 
it is obvious he doesn’t have the five.” (Laughter). So he must 
have a sixth sense, you know?

Right now if you simply sit here, just the presence of what is 
here, suddenly something is struggling to go beyond the physical. 
That makes some people noisy, some people very mobile, some 
people like mopping machines on the floor. (Laughs). Different 
expressions, but essentially what is happening is that something 
beyond the physical does not like the physical limitations. But, 
even for this to happen, I want you to understand, it has hap-
pened with outside help. Otherwise, this life would have gone 
on, without ever knowing anything like that. Just ideas and sto-
ries. Ideas and stories are not transformation; they just create a 
dream, and a dream is more real than reality. 
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Suppose you were fast asleep and dreaming, and you thought 
an elephant has come into your bedroom. You got terrified, and 
out of that fear you woke up, and there is no elephant. Even 
though there is no elephant, you will still sweat, you will palpi-
tate, you will go through everything as if something happened. 
The moment you woke up, you know it was just a dream, but 
still you fear. 

When we say a dream, don’t take it lightly – a dream is 
more impactful than reality for most people. So, the trap of a 
dream is not a simple trap. It is a very powerful trap, self-cre-
ated. Especially because it is self-created, you have no means 
to break it. For what you have created, there is a certain sense 
of attachment and liking to it. You cannot break it. Have you 
seen at different stages in your life, some silly little things 
which are in your drawer, you know it is of no use, but you 
cannot throw it away? Even if it is causing some trouble, you 
cannot throw it away because it has been there for so long. 
There is a certain sense of attachment to it. 

So, it is very hard to break what you create. It takes clarity of 
perception or it needs outside help. Otherwise it could take a 
very long time. And when I say long time, I am not talking in 
terms of years… it could take a very, very long time. 

Asking for outside help, or even if it comes unasked, allow-
ing outside help, needs a certain gracefulness, needs a certain 
humility. Otherwise, you cannot allow outside help. Lots of 
people cannot receive something gracefully. Always the social 
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ethics have taught you that giving is important, taking is not 
important. Yes, taking is not important, taking is ugly, but re-
ceiving is very important. 

Actually, everything that is worthwhile in your life, you are 
receiving. I want you to just look at any aspect of it. Right now, 
the clothes that you are wearing, for this cloth to sit here right 
now, do you know how many things and how many people are 
involved in delivering this here? Somebody planted a cotton 
seed; then that plant grew up – a million organisms were in-
volved in making this plant grow up; and then the cotton – you 
know, the whole process from ginning, to spinning, to weaving, 
to everything – do you know how many people? Then the cloth, 
and then the maker, and the seller, and the agent, and every-
body else, and now here it is, sitting here. How many thousands 
of people are involved in just this cloth sitting on your body 
right now? The food that you ate, for it to get into your system, 
how many people and how many different lives have partici-
pated in making this happen? None of these things you could 
do all by yourself, isn’t it? 

If you understand this, and if you receive this gracefully, you 
will be overwhelmed with gratitude. If gratitude becomes your 
very life breath, you will also become very receptive. When 
you are grateful, you are very receptive. Not a cultivated grati-
tude. You know, people have always told you the three magic 
words – one of them is “Thank you.” Gratitude happens to 
you when you are overwhelmed by something or somebody. 
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Suppose you were very hungry and you thought you were go-
ing to die; somebody just gave you a piece of bread, now tears 
of gratitude will come to you. If they gave you a loaf at some 
other time when you were well, it would not have meant any-
thing to you. But at that moment, that piece of bread, when 
you look at that person who gave the piece of bread to you, 
there is enormous gratitude because you are overwhelmed by 
the experience. 

With every aspect of your life – a piece of cloth, or a piece of 
bread, or a morsel of food, what it takes for it to be created and 
to land on your plate and get in to your body – if you recognize 
how much is involved to make a single aspect of your life hap-
pen, gratitude happens. If you just see, from microorganisms 
to human beings, how many lives are participating in making 
things happen for you every moment of your life, if you are con-
scious of it, if you peel your eyes and look at it properly, you are 
overwhelmed with gratitude because you could never do this by 
yourself. If you are overwhelmed with gratitude, you are in an 
extremely good state of receptivity. 

Gratitude is also a state of surrender, please see this. When 
you are grateful, you very naturally bow down. Nobody has to 

“If you are overwhelmed with gratitude, you 
are in an extremely good state of receptivity.”
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tell you. I do not know if you have noticed this, even if some-
body does not belong to Eastern cultures, even if bowing down 
is not at all a part of their culture, when they are grateful, they 
will stand a little bent. Have you noticed this? They will not 
stand like this (gesturing erect posture). When they are full of 
gratitude, there is a need to bow down. Being overwhelmed 
with gratitude and surrender are not different. Instead of sur-
render, we could talk the language of gratitude, because it still 
accommodates your ego a little bit. Surrender is too pure. Too 
pure, in that, there is no room for any of your nonsense. In 
gratitude, you can still be there a little bit. If gratitude happens 
as step one, surrender will naturally follow. 

Questioner: Sadhguru, when I’m into the height of my emotions, 
surrender seems to be the nearest, sweetest thing possible. When so 
many other things overpower me, it goes out of my vision. Can I 
consciously do the Sharanagati1? 

Sadhguru: Don’t try to surrender because what will you sur-
render? What is it that you are going to surrender? If you bend 
down, that is not surrender, that is good exercise. (Laughter). If 
you declare, “I have surrendered,” that is a horrible ego. So, how 
will you surrender, what will you surrender? What have you got 
to surrender first of all? It is out of a certain realization that sur-
render happens. 
1 Lit. surrender in Sanskrit.
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See these words can be very misleading because you have 
always been taught, self-worth, self-esteem, confidence, isn’t it? 
These are the valuable things that make your life. Surrender is 
against all these things. Only when you are worthless, you can 
surrender. Please see. If you have self-worth, self-esteem, con-
fidence, how to surrender? But can you live without confidence, 
can you live without self-esteem, or some sense of self-worth? 
Right now, no. 

See, I have no sense of self-esteem or self-worth. That is why 
any moment I am willing to go. If necessary, next moment I 
am willing to go because I do not think this is worth anything. 
Personally, I do not think this is worth anything, keeping this 
on, but because it seems to be useful for many lives around 
us, we keep this going. But there is no self-worth, because the 
sense of self itself is gone, so where is the worth? 

Self is not worth anything, and to that which is not worth 
anything, if you add esteem, that is a lot of trouble. And be-
cause of this esteem, if this worthless thing becomes confident, 
that is real trouble. But for the sake of survival, people believed 
unless you believe in yourself you cannot survive. It is not true. 
It is not true in an essential way, but people believe that, and 
it becomes true for them. Because whatever you believe in, if 
you add sufficient focus and emotion to it, it becomes real, you 
know? It becomes very real. 
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Ananda Alai - “A Wave of Bliss.”
Large spiritual gatherings, or mahasathsangs, draw thousands of people 
from all over Tamil Nadu. Sadhguru has set forth this movement in 
various cities to ensure that every individual receives at least “one drop of 
spirituality” in his lifetime. The basis of the spiritual sciences traces back to 
15,000 years ago when Aadhi Yogi, the first yogi, transmitted his knowing 
to the Sapta Rishis, the seven sages who brought it to humanity. 

 “Devotion is not towards somebody, the object of 
devotion is immaterial. It is just that with devotion you 
have dissolved all the resistance in you so that divine 
can simply transpire like breath.”

The Trap of a Dream
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All kinds of nonsensical belief systems around the world 
have become absolutely real for lots of people. Not for a small 
number of people. For a vast majority of population, it has be-
come real. They believe it, and it is so. So, because of belief, 
these things have become real. But whatever you believe and 
whatever you empower with your thoughts and your emotions 
have no existential basis. 

When you talk surrender, you are talking about passing from 
the limitations of one dimension to another. You knocked your 
head on the wall sufficiently, now you understood that unless 
you become like thin air, you will not pass. See, suppose you are 
imprisoned and the doors are thick; you cannot go. There is a 
gutter, a filthy gutter, if you crawl through this filth, you can get 
out to freedom. Will you choose to crawl through the filth or 
no? You will, right? If that is the route to freedom, through the 
most horrible filth, you will crawl. It will go into your nostrils 
and your mouth and everywhere, but it does not matter. It leads 
you to freedom so you will crawl through filth. That is surren-
der. That is surrender because you have realized that you cannot 
cross the prison walls standing, that is why you are crawling. 

Surrender is a certain realization that in your present form you 
cannot pass the gate. So you find a more intelligent way to pass. 
That will not come by cultivation, that will come only by a certain 
realization. This comes either out of your intelligence, or because 
life has ground you sufficiently, or because you are insane enough 
to fall in love in an unbridled way – not in a conditional way, not 
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in a sensible way, not in a nice way – in an insane way. Insane like 
a Ramakrishna, or a Mirabai1, or Akka Mahadevi2. There have 
been any number of them who are insane; these are the known 
names. They are not sane, they are not nice – I want you to know 
they are not at all nice, but they are fantastic. That which is fan-
tastic need not be nice. Usually, it is not nice. I am not nice either. 

Questioner: Sadhguru, the world is shrinking because of 
communication. Should we welcome other cultures or should we 
stick to our own culture? If we welcome other cultures, then to 
what extent? 

Sadhguru: The world is shrinking because of communica-
tion? Yes, definitely we can reach across the world with a simple 
gadget like a cell phone. In terms of our ability to communicate 
and travel, yes, it is true; we can go around the world in twenty-
four hours’ time. In that way, yes, but in terms of human rela-
tionship and experience, the world is not shrinking, the world is 
going apart in a big way. Like never before, humanity is suffering 
from loneliness. If it was shrinking, if truly communication was 
happening, there should have been no such thing as loneliness. 

1  A Rajput princess of the medieval period in India who, intoxicated by her 
devotion for Lord Krishna, spent most of her life as a wandering saint, 
singing praises of her Lord.

2  A 12th century Indian saint. She was a queen in the state of Karnataka who 
left the palace to go in search for Shiva, whom she considered her husband. 
Her spiritual couplets are revered even today as classical poetry.
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Today, it is a very common sight to see husband and wife walk-
ing together, both of them talking on the cell phone to some-
body else. (Laughter). Don’t you see that all over this place? They 
are together. (Laughs).

Those who are far have become near, those who are near have 
become far because of electronic communication, isn’t it? People 
are in your house, but they are watching the television. Are they 
with you? They are somewhere else. They are playing cricket in 
Kolkata. (Laughter). Isn’t it so? Nobody is with you, people are 
moving farther and farther away because of this electronic com-
munication. I am not speaking against it. It is just that, I do not 
think the world is shrinking, it is reorganizing itself because of 
communication technology. 

So because of this, because there is a television in your 
house, what is happening anywhere in the world is happening 
in your house. All kinds of people have entered your house 
today. The kinds of people you would have never allowed into 
your house have all entered your house, isn’t it? Murderers, 
drunkards, drug addicts, rapists, everybody is entering your 
house now. Once you turn on the television, who comes and 
who does not come is not your choice. Everybody comes into 
your house. So, “How much of it should I allow? Should I 
allow it or not? Should I stick to my own culture or should I 
welcome other cultures? Should I integrate culture or resist 
the influence of other cultures?” 
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First thing I want you to understand is, generally what you 
call as culture is what somebody did yesterday; the mess that 
they created yesterday is today’s culture. The mess that you cre-
ate today is tomorrow’s culture. Cultures were generally not 
engineered towards a purpose. It generally happened according 
to the requirements of the land, the time, and the situation that 
existed at that time. A few cultures engineered their culture in 
a certain way, but generally, most of the cultures just happened 
because of the events that they faced. 

So, “Should I stick to my culture or somebody else’s culture?” 
Every culture has something to offer. If you have chosen to 
take your life in a particular direction, a certain type of culture 
may be suitable for you. If you have chosen to take your life in 
a different direction, then another kind of culture is suitable 
for you. If you have chosen to be moving on the spiritual path, 
then you need to create a certain type of culture. 

Wherever there was genuine spiritual process, uncannily you 
will see they generally developed the same kinds of cultures. If 
there was a Realized being and he spoke about how to be, you 
will see it is almost word by word the same anywhere. But over 
a period of time, those things get distorted, get influenced by 
the local cultures and organized forms of religion, and get into 
a totally different shape and form. 

At one time, a long time ago, this whole subcontinent of 
India had a culture like how we are trying to create here in 
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Isha1. We are just trying to create that here: a very well-bal-
anced state of chaos and order. It is very difficult to manage 
these two things at the same time. If we want to make every-
thing orderly, it is very easy. Everything will work properly, 
but spirit will die. If you make it very chaotic, people will 
become very spirited, but things will collapse. Once things 
collapse, people also fall apart. 

It is like a rollercoaster. When we say a rollercoaster, people 
are usually thinking it is a wild thing. Not true. A rollercoaster 
is more controlled than your car. If you drive your car, it may go 
off here and there a little bit. Any moment you can go off the 
road and back on the road. A rollercoaster is 100% fixed on its 
rails, always on the track, never going off for a moment. Perfect 
order, but on the surface it is total disorder. Only people who 
are sitting in it think it is a wild thing. People who are manag-
ing it think it is a perfect machine, in proper order. It never goes 
off the track. 

So we are trying to manage it like a rollercoaster. One part 
of it is always perfectly on rails. Rest of it is going wild. It looks 
like you do not want to have anything to do with it because it is 
so crazy. At the same time, another part of it, the bottom line is 
fixed so perfectly well that it never goes off the track. It takes a 
steady stomach to take that ride. (Laughs). If you do not have a 
stable stomach, you cannot even sit in a car, you know? 

1 Lit: Formless Divine energy. Here referring to the non-profit organization, 
Isha Foundation, created by Sadhguru to offer a spiritual possibility to the world.
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Don’t choose any cultures. Act intelligently in your life, with-
out identifying with any culture. If you are choosing to go in a 
particular direction, a certain type of culture is advantageous. If 
your life is all about enjoying the physicality of life, turn West. 
They do it better. If your life is about knowing the inner dimen-
sions, turn East. We have always done it better. 

The choice is not about which culture. The choice is, what is 
it that you want to do with your life? What is suitable for your 

Volunteers at Isha Institute of Inner-Sciences in Tennessee, USA
This center houses the Mahima hall, where advanced yoga programs 
take place regularly. In 2010, with the help of dedicated volunteers, the 
center hosted a ninety-day residential program called Anaadhi, during 
which more than 200 participants underwent powerful spiritual initiations 
- a phenomenon never before witnessed in the Western world.
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way, your search, your longing? You arrange your life intelli-
gently around that; you will belong to some culture. What does 
it matter? 

When I was just four or five years of age… my parents were 
not such temple-going people. Though they had no such incli-
nation, somehow their culture told them, and they wanted to go 
to the temple once in two, three months. So, when they want 
to go to the temple, I have questions. I have a condition, “If 
you cannot answer the question, I am not entering the temple.” 
They could not answer my questions, so I never entered the 
temple. So where to leave me? They always left me with the 
footwear man and they gave him some money. 

If they had given me that money, I would have sat in one 
place. (Laughter). They don’t understand the dynamics of life. 
Because since I was nine, ten years of age, I earned my own 
pocket money, always. I never took a single rupee from my par-
ents. So, even when I was four or five, I understood the dynam-
ics well. If they had given the money, “So, this is the fee for you 
staying quiet,” I would have just stayed quiet. Instead of that, 
they gave the money to that footwear man and told him, “You 
make sure that he stays right here… and he is not easy.” I re-
member he always held me like this (gestures holding his arms). 
He is doing his business with one hand. With the other hand, 
he always held me like this. So, there was no escape. 

So I sat there and I was trying to understand his business. 
People come and they leave their footwear with him. At that 
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time, it was just five paise per pair of footwear. Or ten paise if you 
have a family or something. Then, somebody will want to save 
some money and they leave their footwear elsewhere, without 
leaving it with him. So sometimes, these outside footwear, God 
puts it on and walks away. And these people come out, and when 
this footwear is missing, they curse the Creation and the Creator, 
sometimes they think this man has engineered this footwear dis-
appearance, and a whole drama happens. And even this man, he 
does not keep it in a proper way. Whatever he collects, he throws 
it in a heap and when people come, he gives them the wrong 
footwear – you know, a whole drama was happening. 

This footwear thing went deep into me. So, when we first 
started doing the yoga programs, first thing I said was, “Foot-
wear should be parked properly.” (Laughter). Wherever you go, 
Isha Yoga means outside footwear will be neatly parked. No 
confusion about it and we do not let God walk away with it. 

So if you bring this culture into yourself, whether it is foot-
wear or a crown, you handle it with the same care, with the same 
concern. Whether it is an ant or an elephant, you treat it with the 
same concern. Whether somebody is a king or a beggar, you treat 

“Wherever there was genuine spiritual 
process, uncannily you will see they generally 
developed the same kinds of cultures.”
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them the same way within yourself. You learn to do the simple 
tasks of your life and the most important tasks of your life with 
the same involvement. Whatever you have seen in the Isha yoga 
programs… the volunteers are going about as if carpets are some 
kind of precision instruments. Have you seen this? They are go-
ing on like this, holding it like this, holding it like that – it must 
be exactly where it should be. Yes, everything in your life must be 
handled that way.

So here in Isha, everybody is a volunteer. A volunteer sim-
ply means somebody who is willing. Not willing to just do 
this or that, somebody who is willing to do just anything. If 
you do not make a distinction whether something is small or 
big, if you do not make a distinction whether something is 
dear to you or not dear to you, if you handle everything with 
the same level of involvement, that is a good culture. That is 
a very good, conducive culture for a spiritual seeker. No other 
culture is good for you. That should be your culture – a culture 
of involvement with everything. 

These are two types of cultures: everything is important 
or nothing is important. These two are spiritual in nature. 
This is what you see in this country. There are some people 
who do not care for anything. There are some people who are 
concerned about everything. But the moment you think that 
something is important, something is not important, you are 
on the wrong culture. This is great, this is not great, this is 
good, this is bad – the moment you make this distinction and 
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start treating things accordingly within yourself, you are on 
the wrong culture. 

Outside how we handle things, there is some discretion; but 
within you, there is no discretion, everything is same. If you just 
learn this and put this into your life, you are on the right cul-
ture. That is not spirituality; it creates a conducive atmosphere 
for a spiritual process. 

So, this is the reason why in the Eastern cultures, if you see a 
cow, you bow down. If you see a snake, you bow down, if you see a 
tree, you bow down. If you see a beggar, you bow down, if you see 
a king, you bow down; if you see God, you bow down. Whatever 
you see, you bow down. This is not some kind of subservience. 
This is taking away the distinction of your judgment as to what is 
important and what is not important. Everything that has been 
created in this existence is important. That is why it is here.

If the Creator thought it is worthwhile to create a rock, 
why do you think it is not important? If the Creator took 
such elaborate care to create an ant… have you looked at an 
ant closely? If you look at an ant closely, you will see, it is 

“If you do not make a distinction whether 
something is small or big, dear or not dear to 
you, if you handle everything with the same 
level of involvement, that is a very good, 
conducive culture for a spiritual seeker.”
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Exuberance of colors in the Isha Yoga Center, India.
Abundant with wildlife, the Isha Yoga Center is set in one of the most 
scenic parts of South India, at the foothills of the Velliangiri Mountains. 
Pristine hills with thick virgin forest, sparkling rivulets and waterfalls make 
for a stunning backdrop to this powerful site for inner transformation.
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an exquisite piece of art. If somebody took so much care to 
create this tiny little creature, who the hell are you to think 
it is not important? 

If you can look upon and act upon everything in your life, 
with the same sense of involvement, that is the best culture. 
That culture you must bring it into yourself and your children. 
It will do good, wherever they go, East or West. 

Questioner:  Sadhguru, I see what you are saying, but how can 
I bring that culture into myself, where I’m open to everything?

Sadhguru: When we did the ninety-day Wholeness pro-
gram1, though I was using logic, we were slowly taking them 
into a realm that they could never logically understand. For 
ninety days, people just stayed in the ashram – and there was 
no ashram, it was just a hut. They just stayed there. This was the 
first program that happened there. We made them see things 
that they had never believed possible. As the program was go-
ing on, I would ask a question and they would say, “That was 
okay, but this, Sadhguru…” And I would keep asking, “Yes or 
no, yes or no, yes or no?” First few days and few weeks there was 
this struggle, but as their experiences went into a complete-
ly different realm, all of them developed one slogan. When I 
walked into the hall one day, they wrote on a huge banner: “Yes 
1 Program conducted in 1994, where Sadhguru led a group of forty seekers on 
an intense inward journey, through powerful spiritual practices.
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and yes.” Whatever you ask, before you ask the question – “yes 
and yes.” (Laughter). 

If you become like this to life, if you become “yes and yes” 
to life, everything will happen beautifully, nobody can stop it. 
So being a volunteer means training yourself to become “yes 
and yes.” “Oh, is this being stupid? Can’t I use my discretionary 
mind?” If you used your discretionary mind to its fullest extent, 
you would naturally become “yes and yes.” Because you have 
used it in immature ways, you have become “no and no” or “no, 
no, no, no, no… oh, yes.” (Laughter). 

You know, a lot of people in India, when they speak English 
language, they say, “no, no, no, no, no, no, no.” Have you heard 
this? I keep reminding people, “Just one is enough.” If you say, 
“yes, yes, yes,” okay. We want to hear that. When you say “no,” 
one is enough, isn’t it? It is not just a way of speaking. People 
have become one big “no.” To get them to say “yes,” it needs 
coaxing, you have to woo them, otherwise they will not say yes. 

If you do not want to say yes, learn to say neither. Not in 
conversations, with life. If you can be like this: no “yes,” no “no,” 

“Don’t choose any cultures. Act intelligently 
in your life, without identifying with any 
culture. If you are choosing to go in a 
particular direction, a certain type of culture is 
advantageous.”
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– simply. Then the problem is, you will become an ascetic. Peo-
ple think an ascetic is a no to the world. He is neither yes nor 
no. “Whatever life is, let it be.” That is one big yes, isn’t it? That 
is another way of saying yes, without uttering it. 

If whichever way life is, that is the way you are, then you are 
one big yes, because life is all yes. Everything is transacting with 
everything, it is just one big yes, isn’t it? If the tree says, “No. 
Why should these idiots breathe the oxygen that I give out? I 
will hold back,” for sure, he will die. You may not die. You will 
run to the next tree, you can go to the next garden, but he will 
die for sure, isn’t it? 

So if I say “no” to you, it is not that you will die, it is me 
who will die. “No” is the poison of life. If you drink the poi-
son, you die, not somebody else. But always, human beings 
have this idea of performing a miracle. When you become 
angry you become no, isn’t it? When you become resentful, 
you become no. When you become fearful, you become no. 
When you become hateful, you become no to life. Is it so? But 
the problem is, whenever you become like this, whenever you 
become resentful, you think something will happen to some-
body. No, life does not work like that. Resentment, fear, anger, 
hatred, these things are like this – you drink the poison, but 

“If you become ‘yes and yes’ to life, everything 
will happen beautifully, nobody can stop it.”
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you expect somebody else to die. Life does not work like that. 
You drink it, you die. 

So the process of what we do here is to slowly make you into a 
“yes” – one big “yes.” It is not that something is important, some-
thing is not important: everything is important. Whether it is 
about the program, or the kriya, or the volunteering process, all 
these things are structured so that you become “yes” in the body, 
“yes” in the mind, “yes” in your emotions and “yes” in your energy. 
It is very important, because all of them can self-imprison them-
selves; all of them are capable of that.

Questioner:  Guruji, when you are in deep states of grief or pain, 
what can one do at that time to alleviate the suffering?

Sadhguru: Don’t alleviate it; go deeper into it; because pain 
is one of the few things that you have which takes you very 
deep into yourself. Don’t waste that opportunity. Just sink into 
it totally, succumb to it. It will take you very deep. If you can just 
maintain a certain awareness about it, then pain can be a tre-
mendous tool of growth. Anyway you are suffering; why don’t 
you use it for your growth, rather than trying to apply a balm 
and trying to get out of it? Once you have gone to a certain 
depth, you will not come out of it because somebody applies an 
ointment on you, or somebody says sweet words to you; anytime 
tomorrow you will again fall back. Instead of that, consciously 
dig deeper into your pain, maintain a certain awareness about 
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it; you will see pain becomes a tremendous rejuvenation and a 
tremendous rebirth for you. 

If you are feeling painful, you come to me; I will make it more 
painful for you (laughs), because I do not think it is wrong. As 
long as people are growing, I do not care how they do it. Some-
how you do it – Yogaratova, Bhogaratova1 – somehow you do it. 
What does it matter how?

Questioner: Sadhguru, how should one prepare for the last leg 
of the journey on this planet, spiritually, physically, and morally?

Sadhguru: The last mile. A young boy and a girl who were 
studying in a college fell in love with each other. They fell in 
love and things built up. Problems of caste and creed came up 
for the family and the family said, “No way are you going any 
further with this. Enough loving you have done, leave it.” They 
said, “No, no we want to go ahead.” Big resistance and heat 
picked up. If the families don’t create this heat, most love af-
fairs will fall apart, really. If nobody resists a love affair, they will 
leave it very easily. The moment they resist it, it becomes like a 
cause, like they are fighting an injustice. (Laughs). 

So it went on and a big social thing happened. Then they 
decided, “This is it, we will end our lives.” Their last leg on 

1  A phrase from “Bhaja Govindam” which means to somehow attain to the 
Ultimate, whether through yoga or through bhoga (pleasure or enjoyment) - 
whichever way.
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the planet. So they came to Velliangiri hills1, there is one nice 
peak, if you climb up there, you have a clear 700–800 feet drop. 
Without touching anything, you can go for a free fall of that 
much at least. 

They came there, they held hands and said, “Let’s jump.” The 
girl said, “Raju, I am feeling scared.” The boy was in the mood 
and said, “Come, hold my hand and jump.” She said, “No, you 
do it first, then I will come. I will be right behind you.” The boy 
had seen too many Hindi films and he jumped. The girl stood 
at the edge of the cliff and screamed, “Oh Raju, I love you!” 
(Laughter). Then the next level of logic came and she thought, 
“Oh, how sad. Raju is dead, but the problem is also over. All this 
family, society, all this clash is over. Why waste one more life?” 
(Laughter). 

So how should you do the last leg? Hurtling, free-falling. 
Because it is a last step, don’t walk slowly, go all out. If you 
jump off a mountain or an airplane or something you will fall. 
But that is the most beautiful thing that can happen to you, 
falling. Only problem is that the damn planet is waiting there 
to receive you (laughter), otherwise the falling is an absolutely 
wonderful, miraculous experience. 

Once it happened. Shankaran Pillai fell off the second floor 
and when he fell, he hurt himself. People gathered around him 

1  Lit. White Mountains, these revered mountains are part of the Nilgiris Bio-
sphere 30 kms from the city of Coimbatore, in South India. Known to be the 
abode of many sages and saints, Isha Yoga Center is located at their foothills.
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and asked, “Did the fall hurt you?” He said, “You idiots, it is not 
the fall, it is the stopping.” (Laughter). 

So do not make a distinction between the first step and the 
last step. If you made a distinction in the beginning, and now 
you are towards the last steps, at least now you learn. It does 
not matter whether you have another a hundred steps to walk 
or just one – walk the same way, don’t make the distinction. 
People say, “At least towards the end of your life, you must think 
about God.” (Laughs). How should you live your life? You must 
have lived it so blindly that you did not look at anything. The 
last moment you say, “Ram, Ram,” and think everything will be 
okay. No, it does not work like that.

Have you heard of Biju Patnaik1? That man lived in his own 
way, quite freaky. On top of that, he was a Chief Minister, in 
political focus. When he was on his death bed, at that moment, 
people brought the Gita and they wanted to read the Gita to 
him. He said, “Shut up with all that nonsense. I have lived my 
life well.” (Laughter). 

Usually, it does not matter if somebody was an atheist, when 
they are beginning to go they will think, “Maybe it will help me 
there, why not?” But this man, even in the last moment he says, 
“Nothing doing. I lived my life well. I don’t care what happens 

1  Started as a freedom fighter and later became a dynamic Indian politician. 
He was instrumental in Indonesia’s independence from the Dutch and was 
granted the highest civilian honor of “Bhoomi Putra” or “Son of the Soil” by 
the Indonesian government.
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there. If it is there or not, I don’t know. So let me go blind.” 
Hurtling…simply. (Laughs). It is a good way to go.

So what should I do? You, know there is a Sanskrit verse, “Bal-
astavat krida saktaha” – when you were a child, your playfulness 
engaged you fully; your playfulness was fulltime. Then you be-
came youthful, all that playfulness looked little silly. You thought 
you are getting more serious and purposeful. But then what to 
do? Your intelligence got hijacked by the hormones. After that 
you could not see anything. 

Suddenly you looked at this woman, all kinds of things hap-
pened. You looked at this man, all kinds of things happened. 
They were quite okay just last year, but now suddenly… some-
how from within, you got poisoned in such a way that every-
thing started looking in a certain way. You will see, once this 
hormonal hijack is over, you look at everybody, you look at a 
man or a woman, they look just normal. When this was on, 
when you looked at them, they looked like fire. (Laughter). It 
consumed you. It was not unreal, it was real. It was very real, 
isn’t it? 

Then age happened. Old people are simply worried. A child 
is too engaged in play. You cannot talk to him about the Ulti-
mate. Youth is fully hijacked by hormones. You cannot talk to 
him about it. Old people are worried about what their hierarchy 
will be in heaven. You cannot talk to them about it. Then who 
the hell is there? Someone who is neither a child, nor youthful, 
nor old, someone who is just life – only to him you can speak. 
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So don’t think of this as your first step or last step. Just be 
here as a piece of life. That is the best way to be. You are not a 
young man; you are not an old man. You are just a piece of life. 
Earth will decide when it should take your body back. When 
the manure is matured, it will collect it back – the trees are wait-
ing. (Laughter). Don’t worry about that. You are just a piece of 
life. In terms of this life, this is not young, this is not old; this 
has to mature into something bigger. 

And only if you are here as a piece of life, all the aspects of 
life will happen to you. If you sit here as a man, some things will 
happen to you. If you sit here as a woman, some other things 
will happen to you. If you sit here as a child, something else will 
happen to you. If you sit here as a doctor, or an engineer, or an 
artist, this or that – different things will happen to you. Only if 
you sit here as a piece of life, everything that can happen to life 
will happen to you, isn’t it? 

So whether you are two days old or you only have two days 
left, see how to just be here as a piece of life, not identified with 
any damn thing. Not identified with the earth or the heaven, 

“Don’t think of this as your first step or last step. 
Just be here as a piece of life. That is the best 
way to be. You are not a young man; you are not 
an old man. You are just a piece of life.”
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simply being here. Then, whether we have one day to live or a 
hundred years to live, what does it matter? When it does not 
matter, everything that needs to happen to this life will anyway 
happen to you. And that is willingness. The moment you identi-
fy yourself to be a man, you are only willing for certain things. If 
you say “I am a woman,” you are only willing for certain things, 
isn’t it? If you are here as life, you are willing for everything. 
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The mystery of the “end of life” has consumed 
man since time immemorial. Though it is considered 
the universal destination, the word itself evokes fear 
in many people. From ghost stories and afterlife 
aspirations, to lectures and philosophies, people have 
let their imaginations loose on this mysterious event, 
inventing innumerable ways of coping with the idea. 

Articulating the most intricate aspects of death, 
Sadhguru pushes aside all misconceptions and 
throws light on this seemingly dark subject. 

The Trap of a Dream

Death is a Fiction 

“Death is a fiction created by people who 
live their lives in total unawareness. 
There is only life, life and life alone, 
moving from one dimension to another, 
another dimension to another.”
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Questioner: We have heard that man should get out of this 
cycle of birth and death. Can you speak about that? 

Sadhguru: I always insist that you do not believe anything 
that is not yet your experience. It does not matter who says it. 
This does not mean disbelieve. No. You do not know, that is all. 
Somebody tells you a story. You do not know whether it is true 
or not true. 

Even if I say something, do not believe this nonsense, but do 
not disbelieve it either. Just see, “Somebody is willing to sit in 
front of so many people and talk absolute nonsense, something 
that is totally absurd. Let me see what this is about.” If you keep 
that much openness, the possibility is alive in your life. If you 
believe it, you will kill it. If you disbelieve it, you will kill it. 

So, about putting an end to the cycle of birth and death, 
there are many dimensions to the life process. Once the life 
process passes the dimension of being embodied in a physical 
frame, we generally consider this as death. When the body be-
comes unsuitable to sustain life, life has to move on. So it does. 

If you have to leave this body, your energies should become 
feeble. If you have to enter another body, your energies have 
to become feeble. You become so feeble that you can slip out 
of your body and you can slip into something else if you wish, 
because your energies have become so feeble that they do not 
have the vibrancy of normal existence. If the body breaks, your 
life energies do not become feeble. They are still vibrant, but the 
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body broke for some reason. Now, this being will have a long 
transition because the vibrancy of the energy is still there, it has 
to wear itself out.

There is something called as prarabdha. Because of this pr-
arabdha, a certain vibrancy is there in life energy. Prarabdha is 
the allotted karma for one lifetime. Because if the whole stock 
that you have comes into one life, you cannot live. You have a 
warehouse. This warehouse is referred to as sanchita. You cannot 
handle the warehouse of karma. So, a retail stock has been given 
to you to dispense in this life, but generally most people gather 
more new stock than getting rid of the old stock. (Laughs). In 
the process of getting rid of this much stock (gestures a small 
amount), they gather that much (gestures a large amount). 

This could go on and on and on, not because you are under 
some punishment or reward. It is just nature finding its own 
cycle. So when a certain awareness arises within you, some-
where you begin to feel the meaninglessness of the cycle. It is 
all nice, we are enjoying it, but just going on and on does not 
make sense. When that awareness comes, that is when you start 
talking about mukti. Mukti means you want to become free 
from the process of life and death. Not because you are suffer-
ing. Suffering people cannot attain mukti. You are fine, you are 
joyful, but you have had enough of the kindergarten, you want 
to move on. However beautiful your school life was, don’t you 
want to go to college? Yes? That is all. You have seen enough of 
it. Now you want to move on.
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This being, whatever you call as this “me” right now, let us say 
you are emptiness, or darkness. I always use negative terminol-
ogy so that your imagination does not fly away, because if I say 
light, then you will start shining all over the place. If I say God, 
then you will start doing funny things. This empty darkness 
that you are – you cannot imagine much about darkness, isn’t it? 
So we always use negative terminology so that your imagina-
tion does not fly off and make you very hallucinatory.

So this empty space within you is like a bubble. Karma is 
the wall of the bubble. Without karmic substance you have no 
existence. Karma is not your enemy. It is only because of kar-
mic substance you are glued to the body. If all your karma is 
removed, you cannot be held in the body. So it is a bubble. Even 
though you slip out of the physical body, this bubble is on, and 
once it loses its vibrancy, it will find another body naturally. 

So, we want to prick the bubble right now. When you say 
“I want mukti,” what you are saying is, you want to prick the 
bubble in such a way that this emptiness, which is enclosed 
within the bubble, bursts. Let us say we blow bubbles here now. 
Lots of bubbles, but the moment they burst, the air inside the 
bubble – where does it go? It has become a part of everything. 
So mukti means just that. Enlightenment also means the same 
thing. If you are not aware of this already, for most beings, their 
moment of Enlightenment and their moment of leaving the 
body is the same. Just a few who know the tricks of the body, 
who know the fundamental mechanics of the body, manage to 
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retain the body for a certain period of time. Otherwise, the mo-
ment of Enlightenment and the moment of leaving the body is 
the same for most beings.

If the life energies become overly intense, you cannot keep 
the body. If the life energies become feeble, you cannot keep the 
body. Only if it is in a certain band of intensity you can hold on 
to the body. If you raise the intensity beyond a certain pitch, you 
will leave. If you drop it below a certain level, you will leave. So 
these are the two types of yoga that you see in the world. One is 
withdrawing, withdrawing so that you become more and more 
feeble so that you can go. Another is revving it up to a high 
pitch of intensity, so that the physical cannot hold you anymore. 

So two types of yogas are being done – some to become fee-
ble, some to become intense. Socially, the intense thing may be 
more appreciated, but it does not mean anything. What some-
body thinks of you has no existential relevance. It has some 
social relevance, but existentially, what the world thinks about 
you or above all, what you think about yourself, has no relevance 
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at all. I should tell you a joke. It is getting dead serious, with all 
this death and beyond… (Laughter).

One day the Pope died. Naturally, being the Pope, he pro-
gressed towards heaven. At the gates of heaven, Saint Peter 
was sitting on a tall security stool smoking a Cuban cigar. Pope 
went and looked at this ghastly scene of Saint Peter, that too 
smoking a Cuban cigar – a banned one. (Laughter). So, Peter 
blew the smoke in his face and asked, “Okay man, who are 
you?” Pope was totally taken aback, “What is this!” Anyway, he 
held back and said, “I am the Pope.” “What about it, Popie? 
Move on.” He said, “How dare you! I am God’s representa-
tive on the planet. My name is Pope.” Peter took another deep 
lungful of smoke, blew it at his face and said, “Aey Popie, move 
on. Every day, all kinds of guys come here and want to go in. 
Move on.”

The Pope said, “How dare you say such things to me! If you 
want, you ask God! I am his representative on the planet.” “Is 
that so? Let me see.” So Peter raised his voice and said, “Hey 
Boss, there is somebody out here who claims to be your repre-
sentative on the planet. His name is Pope. Do you know him?” 
A grave voice from inside the gate said, “I do not know anybody 
like that.” “The Boss doesn’t know you. Move on, man, enough!”

Pope was distraught. “What is this! How can the old man say 
he doesn’t know me! Must be Alzheimer’s.” (Laughter). “You 
ask Jesus. He knows. He knows me. I am his representative 
on the planet.” So Peter once again raised his voice and said, 
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At home in the lap of the Himalayas.
“These mountains are so alive with spiritual vibrations. Many known and 
unknown spiritual masters chose these mountains as their abode and 
have illuminated the place with their energies. Himalayas are certainly an 
uplifting experience for all spiritual seekers.”
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“Hey Sonny, there is somebody out here who claims to be your 
representative on the planet. His name is Pope. Do you know 
him?” A gentle voice from inside said, “I do not know anybody 
like that.” “Enough man, Sonny doesn’t know you. Move on.”

By now, Pope was really breaking up and said, “How can this 
be?! How can they let me down like this? No, you ask the Holy 
Ghost, he knows me. I am his representative on the planet.” 
Saint Peter once again raised his voice and said, “Hey Spooky, 
there is somebody out here who claims to be your representa-
tive on the planet. His name is Pope. Do you know him?” A 
very mischievous voice from inside said, “Ah, Pope! Is he here? 
He is the one who spread all those malicious stories about me 
and Mary. Don’t you let him in.” (Laughter).

So whatever you think about yourself, whatever the world 
thinks about you right now does not mean a damn thing ex-
istentially. When you say spirituality, you are seeing how to 
progress existentially – not socially, not psychologically, not 
emotionally. You want to progress on the existential level. You 
want to go somewhere on that level, because your emotion, your 
society, your psychology is all just pure imagination. Isn’t it so? 
Maybe sometimes pleasant imagination, but still imagination, 
isn’t it? So, the progression of a being beyond his body is not 
dependent upon who he was in the world, what he thought of 
himself, what everybody thought of him. It simply depends on 
how conscious he is, what he has generated beyond the physical 
within himself. 
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Why human birth is considered so valuable is mainly because 
of this. Only in this one birth, being a human being, you can 
use your discrimination and act consciously. It does not matter 
what kind of life you have lived until now, this moment, you can 
still act consciously, isn’t it? You have lived a most horrible life, 
it does not matter, this moment, you can still act consciously. 
That freedom and that discretion is always with you. 

So if this consciousness arises, or if a certain intensity is 
picked up, or if the intensity is dropped beyond a certain point, 
you become unsuitable for living in the body. When that situ-
ation arises, there are possibilities for you to break the bubble 
completely. If you want to break the bubble and still retain the 
body, then you need engineering. You need to know all the 
tricks. Or you have to do some conscious karma to retain the 
body. There are any number of things that people do. I do not 
wish to speak about myself because so many things are happen-
ing with me.

For example, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. A fantastic hu-
man being, a very crystallized consciousness. During his own 
lifetime, people saw him Godlike, but Ramakrishna was mad 
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about food. Do you know this? He was insane about food. Now 
he will be talking to his disciples and say, “Please wait.” He will 
go to the kitchen and ask his wife, Sarada , “What’s cooking to-
day?” He was just madly taken by food. Sarada felt so ashamed 
of him, “Why are you like this? I am not concerned about food. 
We see you as Godlike, and you are crazy about food. What is 
this?” He would say, “It’s okay, but what’s cooking?”

One particular day she was so ashamed of him, she became 
angry and angry words flew out of her. Then Ramakrishna said, 
“The day you bring the thali…” you know, in that part of the 
country, it is a pre-served plate. Especially in Bengal, the thali is 
so big and it is all pre-served, and he always sat on a swing and 
ate his food. So he said, “When you bring the thali on a certain 
day, if I show no interest in the food, you must know there are 
only three more days left.” Six years later, she took the food to 
him, and he turned away. Suddenly she remembered, and she 
broke down and cried. He said, “There is no point crying now, 
time is up.”

He was using food as a conscious karma to create a desire, a 
conscious desire every day – at least ten times a day he has to 
think of food to keep the body going. Otherwise if he sits here 
like this (gestures sitting silently), he will leave the body. He has 
planned out some work for himself. So he wants to hold on 
to the body for some more time. Like this, different yogis cre-
ate different methods; some are simple, some are very complex, 
various kinds of processes. Once the bubble is gone and you are 
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just keeping it consciously there, in many ways you are existen-
tially not on account.

You know, this happened about four years ago, I think. Ev-
ery year, we have been going to the Himalayas, taking a few 
people. It is called the Dhyan Yatra. From Bhojwas, we go to 
Gomukh, and from Gomukh to Tapovan. Tapovan, everybody 
cannot climb because it is a very tricky climb. Just a few people 
go, and I did not go up either that time. Have you been there 
anybody? Nobody went to Tapovan? You must see Himalayas 
before you are too old and too bald for anything. When you 
still have legs, you must see Himalayas. Being born in India, if 
you do not see Himalayas… Oh, you really miss something of 
Himalayan magnitude. (Laughs). It is something one must see. 

So, they went up there and there is a seeress. There is one lady 
called Bengali Maa. They said they have come with their Guru, 
so the lady asked, “Who is your Guru?” So they pulled out a 
picture of mine and showed it. She just looked at the picture and 
said, “He’s not here anymore; he has gone long ago.” They said, 
“No, no, he has come with us.” She said, “No, no, he cannot be 
here. He’s gone long ago.” Because I am not on account. I am still 
on the voters list, though. (Laughs).

Existentially, I am not on account. That is why I can live any 
way I want. (Laughs). When you are not accountable; you can 
live any way you want, isn’t it? And when you are not on ac-
count, you do not need to seek anybody’s permission, you can 
close your account as you please.
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Questioner: Sadhguru, a lot of the spiritual traditions talk about 
the moment of death as the most significant moment of your life. Is 
that really true?

Sadhguru:  All the moments in your life before that moment 
are most important. If you do not realize that, it is like trying 
to catch the final moment of your life. You cannot. Unless you 
have caught many moments in your life as a deep, penetrating 
experience for yourself, you just cannot catch the final moment 
of your life. 

This whole idea of death as it has been spread around in the 
world today… let us look at it this way. Did you ever die? No. You 
have no experience of death. Did you ever see a dead man? You 
may have seen dead bodies, but did you ever see a dead man? 

Questioner: No.

Sadhguru:  Did you ever see somebody who actually died and 
came back? No. There may be a near death experience. Near is 
not good enough. Near water is not as good enough as water 
(laughs), isn’t it? So some people have nearly died, that is not 
good enough. 

So you have not experienced it, you have not seen it, nor have 
you had a first-hand information from anybody. So from where 
did you get this idea that there is something called as death? Death 
is a fiction created by ignorant people. Death is the creation of 
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people who live their lives in total unawareness. There is only life, 
life and life alone, moving from one dimension to another, another 
dimension to another. 

See, what you call as life right now, the process of life, you 
can also refer to it as death. You can say “I am living right now” 
or you can say “I am dying right now.” Actually, from the day 
you are born you are slowly dying. One day the process will be 
complete. (Laughs). Right now it is on the way. You may be 
thinking you are going many places, but as far as your body is 
concerned, without a moment’s distraction, it is going straight 
to the grave, nowhere else. Isn’t it so? 

So is death okay or not okay? Even these kinds of questions 
which are coming up are silly, because whether you say it is okay 
or not okay, anyway you will die. Every moment you are playing 
between life and death and life and death – actually it is so. This 
inhalation, exhalation... You inhaled, life happened. You exhaled 
and did not inhale again, death happened, isn’t it? See, every mo-
ment in yoga we say inhalation is life, exhalation is death. You 
exhale, and if you do not take in the next inhalation it dislodges 
you from the body. So fragile, isn’t it so? Something so fragile is 

“Actually, from the day you are born you are 
slowly dying. One day the process will be 
complete.”
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the basis of your existence here. Death is walking with you every 
step. It is so close all the time. 

There is nothing wrong with death; it has to happen. Only 
because there is death, there is life. You need to understand that 
the moment you are born, you have a death sentence upon you. 
When, where, and how is the only question, but you are on death 
row. Your death is confirmed, isn’t it? We do not know whether 
you will get educated or not; we do not know whether you will 
get married or not; we do not know whether you will know joy 
or not; we do not know whether you will know misery or not; 
but we know one day you will die. That one thing is guaranteed. 

This whole fear about death has come simply because you 
have no idea what it is. You have formed ideas about every-
thing, just about everything. But it does not matter what ideas 
you have formed about life, when you are confronted with the 
moment of death, you really do not know anything. That is one 
space of life which has remained uncorrupted by the human 
mind. (Laughs). Everything else we have corrupted, isn’t it? 
Whatever was supposed to be sacred, all these things are hugely 
corrupted by the human mind. Human minds have corrupted 
love, relationships, God, Divinity – everything they have cor-
rupted and twisted out whichever way they want. Death is one 
thing that they are still clueless about – though a lot of people 
would like to talk authoritatively about it. They know they are 
going to go to heaven; they are dead sure about it. If they are so 
sure, I don’t see what they are waiting for. (Laughter). 
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They are doing everything not to go to heaven. Why? If you 
are so sure you are going to a wonderful place, a better place 
than this, then you must hurry up. But because you are not sure, 
you talk. You are not 100% sure where you will go, what will 
happen to you. Just to solace yourself, just to be able to psycho-
logically handle life, you create all these things. But essentially, 
the very idea of death has come to you because people have 
been talking about it without knowing about it. Otherwise, if 
your societies did not speak about it, you would just know the 
way you are right now, your present existence, is not permanent. 
That you would know, but you would not have any other ideas 
about it. Even now you do not have any idea about it; you imag-
ine that you have. 

Your whole life, you are only living in your mind, not in this 
world. Just look back and see, in the last twenty-four hours, 
how many moments have you truly experienced them the way 
that they are? You are only thinking about life. You are not 
experiencing life. So you are a psychological existence; you are 
not an existential existence. Whatever happens in your mind 
is irrelevant, because you can make anything happen. You can 
imagine anything and think it is true. (Laughs). What hap-
pens in your mind, what you think and feel has nothing to do 
with the reality of life, but right now, humanity has invested so 
much towards what they think and feel. What this essentially 
means is that your own petty creation that you create in your 
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mind has become so important for you that you are missing 
the magnificent Creation of the Creator. You missed it all. 

 Right now, when you sit here, this body is just a piece of 
this Earth. It has popped up from this Earth and it will go back 
to this Earth. Before you and me came here on this planet, a 
countless number of people walked this planet, isn’t it? Where 
are they? All topsoil. You will also become topsoil unless some-
one buries you real deep, fearing that you may rise from the 
dead. (Laughs). So this body right now is a debt that you have 
taken from the planet; it is a loan from the planet. 

Let us say I give you a one-million-dollar loan today – I 
will not, I am just telling you. (Laughter). And in ten years’ 
time, you made this one million into one hundred million. Af-
ter ten years, if I come looking for you, what would you do with 
me? You would welcome me, I am your dear friend, isn’t it? 
You would welcome me gladly and give back my million, and 
maybe give me an extra million, and send me. Suppose I gave 
you one million today and in ten years’ time, you squandered it 
completely and you lost everything. If I come looking for you, 
what do you feel? Terror. When a debtor comes, it is worse than 
death for most people, isn’t it? (Laughs). 

So this is just the same. This is a loan from the planet. If you 
have done something truly wonderful out of it, when the mo-
ment to pay back the loan comes, you would give it back joyfully. 
Otherwise, when the moment to pay back the loan comes, you 
will shiver in your pants. 
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Life and Death in One Breath

So how you die is in many ways indicative of how you have 
lived within yourself. It is in that context that traditions may 
have spoken about the significance of the last moment. And 
the last moment is significant because if you can maintain 
awareness at that moment, the quality of that moment endures 
beyond that. You can try this with your sleep. Tonight when 
you go to sleep, create a very loving atmosphere within yourself. 

“I want you to 
remember every day 
- if possible, every 
moment of your life - 
that you are mortal. 
This will keep you in 
a very sensible and 
graceful way of living.  
If you forget that you 
are mortal, then you 
will live a very blatant 
and stupid life.   
If you constantly 
remember that you are 
mortal, you will walk 
gently and sensibly 
upon this planet.”
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Be very conscious and loving and fall asleep with a big smile on 
your face. You will see that this quality will perpetuate through 
the night. When you wake up in the morning, you will see this 
quality radiating out of you. 

So eastern cultures have always insisted that you must sleep 
in a particular way, you must wake up in a particular way. For all 
these things, they fixed particular methods as to how to do it. 
Yoga and spiritual processes have specific ways as to how to go 
to bed, how to wake up in the morning. When that moment of 
transition is of a certain quality, naturally that quality endures. 
So when that moment of death is of a certain level of awareness 
or pleasantness, naturally that pleasantness and awareness will 
endure – because when you are here in this embodied form, you 
have a discretionary mind. Right now, whatever is offered to 
you, you can choose. If I give you a mud ball and an apple, you 
can look at this and eat the apple, not the mud ball. But once 
you have left your body and your discretionary mind, after that 
you do not have choices, you only move by tendencies. Every 
individual acquires a certain tendency depending upon the im-
pressions that he has taken in. Even now, please see, with those 
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who are alive, unless a person exercises a certain level of aware-
ness and intellect, he will function only by his tendencies. Even 
now, so many people on this planet are causing misery to them-
selves not because they want to. They are going by their ten-
dencies, they have become compulsive. Compulsiveness simply 
means that you are not exercising your discriminatory intellect, 
you are not aware enough to do that. So that is true even now, 
that is absolutely true. Once you have dropped the discrimina-
tory intellect completely, you will have no choices. You will go 
according to your tendencies. 

So in that final moment, if you create a certain tendency of 
pleasantness, then the transition of going beyond the body will 
be very pleasant. Generally, in almost every culture, this aware-
ness is there to some extent. When a person is near death, that 
is not the time for anger, that is not the time for remorse, that is 
not the time for hatred. All those things you drop and do the best 
that you can do to create a pleasant atmosphere around him. 

It once happened that there were two sisters, Mithilda and 
Lucia, who had a feud between them, and they had not spoken 
to each other for thirty-five years. Mithilda, at the age of eighty-
seven, was about to die. She was on her deathbed. Then Lucia 
came to see her. Mithilda looked at her and said, “Okay, I am 
going to die. So if I die, all that I hold against you is forgiven, 
but just in case if I make it, it is all the way it was.” (Laughter). 
Everything is just the way it was. You better know that. 
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So you waste life and try to make use of death. You cannot. 
If you maintain a certain level of awareness right through your 
life, the moment of passing can also happen in your awareness. 
You live a life of unawareness and you expect to be aware at that 
moment – such things don’t happen to people. 

You just practice this tonight, the last moment of passing 
from wakefulness to sleep, that last moment, maintain your 
awareness. See if you can, but you will see if you try to be aware, 
you will be awake. Only when you lose your awareness you will 
fall asleep. Just use this as a method every day. With total perse-
verance you go at it, you will see in a few days you will get there, 
where at the final moment you are aware. Suddenly everything 
about your life, the fundamental quality of your life will change 
just by doing this one simple thing. Phenomenal things that 
you have never imagined possible will become a reality if you 
can just manage a moment of awareness – that moment when 
you are transiting from wakefulness to sleep. If you do that, you 
will also transit from life to death in full awareness. 
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Questioner: What can I do to make myself aware?

Sadhguru: So how to become aware? What is this awareness? 
Awareness is on many different levels. What you are aware of is 
all that exists for you. This must be understood. Right now you 
are sitting here – don’t turn back and see – right now, there is 
a huge dinosaur standing behind you, but you are not aware of 
it. Does it exist for you? No. So it does not matter that such a 
huge animal is standing there, you are not aware of it, so it does 
not exist for you. Only what you are aware of exists for you. 
Right now, your awareness is limited to a small aspect of your 
life. The whole aspect of spirituality means to become aware of 
everything that you are, so that before you go, you know life, 
you experience life in its totality. To live and to live totally, that 
is spirituality. So that you know life in all dimensions, you do 
not go just knowing a little part of your life. You want to know 
all of it.

So, if you want to know all of it, how to know? If we have 
to use an analogy, let us say we turn down the voltage for the 
lights. Now let us say just one light is there. It just lights up only 
so much, and only that much we see. If you turn up the voltage, 
suddenly you are able to see much more because the light has 
spread. Awareness is just like this. Right now, your energies, your 
body, your emotion, your mind, everything is functioning with a 
certain limited voltage. You crank up the voltage, suddenly you 
start seeing so many things which were not in your experience 
until that moment. 
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In a way, to put it very simply, to put it technically, you need 
to turn up your voltage. You can turn up your voltage simply 
with your enthusiasm, but that will not take you all the way. 
There are other kinds of technologies to turn up your voltage in 
a certain way where all the time you are high.

 See, within myself right now, I am absolutely drunk. Not with 
alcohol, okay? I never touched it. I am totally drunk within my-
self. Am I balanced enough and logical enough to handle any 
situation? Yes? So all the time I am fully drunk on one level, on 
another level I am perfectly sane. If I want to flip, any moment I 
will flip. If you are like this – inside you are fully charged, outside 
you are control – this is what is needed in your life if you want to 
experience life in its totality. You try to exercise control over your 
life, and you started putting this control over your very process 
of life, so life is happening like a trickle. Life within you should 
happen like a huge explosion, but outside it is fully controlled.

You will see initially when you go into a phase like this, even 
the outside tends to happen like an explosion for some time, but 
within a limited period of time you will gather some control over 
it. Outside is controlled, inside is an explosion. That is how it 
should be. Every moment of your life, within you life should be 
an absolute explosion. Outside of you it is properly controlled. 
When it is like this you will get to use your physical body, your 
mind, your emotion everything that you have to its fullest extent. 
Things that you never thought you were capable of, suddenly you 
start doing simply because your voltage is full.
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Questioner: Sadhguru, we have so many choices about life. The 
more aware I become, the more choices I am seeing. But are there 
any choices about my death? 

Sadhguru: So are there choices about death? There are, defi-
nitely. What you are referring to as death is just the last moment 
of life  – that final moment when you transcend the limitations 
of your physical body. That happens only once in your lifetime. 
Almost everything in your life may happen many times over. 
But this one thing happens only once in your lifetime and it is 
the last thing that you do. The last thing that you do in your life 
is death. I want you to understand death as life, not something 
else. Everything that you can experience is life. What you call 
as death also is life.

So this is the last act of your life. Is it not important that you 
choose to make it happen gracefully and wonderfully? If you are 
fearful of it, if you are ignorant of the ways of life and you create 
resistance towards it, naturally you will miss that possibility. 
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A yogi always wants to know the time and the date of his 
death ahead of time. He fixes it. Many years before, he says, 
“On this day, at this time I will leave,” and he leaves, because 
he has created the necessary awareness within himself to leave 
consciously, without damaging the body. Like you take off your 
clothes and walk away, like that you take off your body and walk 
away. If you can do that, that is the ultimate possibility in your 
life. Once you have gained this much awareness to know where 
you, as a being, and this physical body which you gathered are 
connected – where the connection is, what is the hold – once 
you know this, then you can disentangle yourself whenever the 
moment is right for you. 

So is this suicide? Definitely not. Suicide happens out of 
frustration, out of anger, out of fear, out of the inability to bear 
with suffering. This is neither suicide nor euthanasia. This is 
about being so aware that you know when life has completed 
its cycle and you walk out of it. And this is not death either; 
this is known as samadhi where a human being has developed 
sufficient awareness within himself where he can separate who 
he is from the physicality that he has gathered. So in that level 
of awareness one can leave. If you do not attain such a level of 
awareness, at least if you manage certain things, you can make 
that last moment very graceful, pleasant, joyful and blissful for 
yourself. 

What I have seen is, most people die with a sense of being 
lost, in disappointment or fear – those problems are there. 
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Even those people who seem to die peacefully, they die in 
disappointment and frustration. The sense of being bewil-
dered that it is getting over, despite all that hope and activity 
– there is a sense of being bewildered and deceived by life. 
That is what you will see at the moment of death. It is my 
wish and my blessing that this should not happen to you. 

When you die, you must die joyously with a huge smile 
on your face. I have seen many people around me dying joy-
ously with a big smile on their face. That is a wonderful way 
to go. I want to see that you die that way, and if you want 
to die joyously, you should know how to live beyond your 
limitations right now. If you do not learn how to transcend 
your limitations when you are alive, you dying joyously does 
not arise at all. 

So when we say a spiritual process, we are not just helping 
people to live well. We also help people to die well. Helping 
people to die well does not mean we will assist them to die, as 
euthanasia enthusiasts are talking about – not in that sense. It 
is very important that the moment of passing from the physi-
cality to the beyond, from being embodied to being disembod-
ied, happens in utmost awareness and grace. We can create that 
moment for every human being, if that human being is willing 
to cooperate and willing to pay some attention to himself now. 
If one wants to exercise this choice, a certain amount of prepa-
ration is needed. As I said earlier, if you can practice this every 
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day, that you move from your wakefulness to sleep in awareness, 
if you manage that, this last moment of passing from life to 
death will happen absolutely gracefully for you. 

Questioner: I work in a clinic with lots of cancer patients. Even 
if it is obvious that they will die, they are full of hope. Doctors make 
all the efforts, but the truth is they have to die. I cannot understand 
where this hope is coming from because it is clear that people have 
to go, they have to die, right? 

Sadhguru: Now that you say anyway a person has to die, shall 
we let him die? Death will anyway happen, you do not have to 
support it. It is life that needs support. Yes? Death does not 
need your support. It will happen. Life needs your support be-
cause life is a brief happening, death is a very big one, you know. 
See, about life and death, if we use the analogy of light and 
darkness, you would understand this better. 

Light has been always glorified. If you say Divine, you say 
Divine light. You will not say Divine darkness, isn’t it? But you 
tell me, which is more all-encompassing? Light is a brief hap-
pening, it needs a source which burns. And whatever kind of 
light source, whether it is a light bulb, or the major source of 
light for you right now, the sun; both will burn out one day. Yes? 
We know that today, isn’t it? Light is a brief happening. When 
there is no light, darkness is all-pervading, isn’t it? It is in the 
lap of darkness that light has happened. Yes or no? It is in the 
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lap of darkness, light happens here and there. So, which should 
you refer to as Divine?

But darkness has always been associated with evil in the 
West. But in India, when an ignorant person comes, we refer 
to Divine as light. When an evolved person comes, we refer 
to Divine as darkness. Because when a person is ignorant, if 
you say, “Divine is darkness,” he does not want to go there, be-
cause darkness is something that he has always feared. Death 
is something he always feared. Dark corners in the street are 
always something that he feared, isn’t it? But when a person 
has evolved beyond certain limitations, if he has tasted some-
thing beyond the physical, then we always refer to the Divine 
as darkness. Shiva is known as the Dark One.

Now, your idea of life is just keeping the physical body alive. 
The physical body is something that you have borrowed from 
this Earth and you have to shed it. There is no question about it. 
It does not charge you any interest, but it takes back every atom 
that it gave you. Nobody can carry a single atom from here, isn’t 
it? So, it is just a question of physical body – but it needs support. 

Every day you are eating whatever you can afford to eat. This 
is a life-support system, isn’t it? For somebody else, food is not 
going in because there is cancer in the throat. They are trying to 
put it here directly (pointing to stomach). Whatever they know 
they are doing. It is okay, but at some point, there is no meaning 
just going on stretching it. There is no meaning to stretch life 
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by making the physical body exist for a few more days and a few 
more days, at an enormous pain for the person.

The culture should also learn to let people die peacefully; it is 
very important. Because existing for another one month or two 
months or three months will not make any difference for anybody. 
Yes? Just stretching it a little more. But because the only thing that 
people know is physical body, they do not want to let it go.

People on the spiritual path shed their body consciously 
when the body is in full health. People on the spiritual path 
decide when to leave, and when their body is in full health, 
they leave it. A good body, a body which is in utmost wellness, 
they leave it because they have known something other than 
the physical. So for them, dropping the physical is not a big 
issue. Now when people have not known anything other than 
the physical, physical is the biggest issue. That is why they are 
stretching it. Divine should enter, it is time.

Questioner:  Namaste Sadhguru. A month ago my mother passed 
away. In our community, the rituals1 for the dead are very long and 
are sometimes very painful for the close ones. I did all those things, 
but am not really convinced with what I have done. When I asked, 
“Why am I asked to do all this?” I was not given any explanation. 
Is there really any meaning to these rituals?

1  Referring to a complex set of rituals performed for the deceased, generally 
within two weeks of passing away, for which the family is required to 
provide various items.
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Sadhguru: Whoever conducted all this, did you pay them or 
did you run away from there?

Questioner: Whatever they demanded I paid them.

Sadhguru: You paid them, then the job is done. There is no 
problem. (Laughs). See for you, your mother died, it is a big 
thing; but you need to understand somebody else’s mother is 
not dead; they have to live. Their mother, their wife, their chil-
dren, they all have to live. 

You feel that somebody is making a business out of your 
mother’s death and you feel angry about it, frustrated about it. 
But this is a perpetual business – whatever economic meltdown 
that may happen, people will continue to die. When such an 
opportunity is there how to let it go? It is a perpetual business.

So, we complicated these things in so many ways. At the 
same time, it is not that there is no basis at all to these rituals. 
No, there is a basis. Unfortunately, over a period of time people 
distort it and exaggerate things in such a way that it just be-
comes commerce.

So many people did not treat their mothers well when they 
were alive. At least for those twelve days or thirteen days, they 
want to do something to feel psychologically free from that. And 
compared to the fees that the psychiatrists charge these days this 
is not much. (Laughs). They are still only asking for cupfuls of 
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rice, cupfuls of grams, cupfuls of nuts and this and that. Maybe 
they ask you for a cow or footwear, or umbrella, whatever.

See your dead mother definitely cannot use the umbrella, 
nor does she need the umbrella, isn’t it? If you did not have a 
body, we would have the sathsang outside in the rain now, isn’t 
it? Only because you have a body, it gets soaked, it gets sick, all 
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Pancha Bhuta Aradhana
The basis of all creation is the five elements. By purifying these five, one 
can attain to both physical and mental wellbeing. One can derive these 
benefits by participating in the Pancha Bhuta Aradhana. This offering of 
the five elements to the Dhyanalinga uses mantra (sound), yantra (form), 
tantra (technology), and sarvanga sadhana (the human body as an 
instrument of worship). 
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these problems arise. Only because you have a body, you need 
a roof. Where there is no roof, you need an umbrella. Footwear 
also, the same thing. Head or foot, same problems, but there is 
somebody else living here who needs all these things.

Not everybody lives the same way, not everybody dies the same 
way. When I say not everybody lives the same way, all of you be-
ing here in last three days, all of you are getting up at the same 
time, all of you eating the same food, all of you going through the 
same sathsang. But all of you are still not living in the same way, 
even in these three days. Each individual person is living his own 
way. Isn’t it so? So you will all not die the same way. 

Right now, if a piece of sky falls upon us and all of us get 
crushed and die, we still will not die the same way. We may 
die in the same situation, of the same cause, but we still will 
not die the same way. So different people die different ways, 
and when people die in certain ways, a little bit of assistance 
would do very good things for them, if there was somebody 
here aware enough and capable enough to do something about 
that. A long time ago, there were some people who could do 
a genuine job on these things. I am really thinking we will set 
up these death services for people where things will be done 
properly, not just as a ritual, not as a commercial process but 
genuinely, what needs to be done.

This man who came for the rituals, did you actually give the 
cow, or just the money?
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Questioner:  Money.

Sadhguru: That is okay. Simply bringing the cow, taking 
it back, selling it again is too much unnecessary transaction. 
(Laughs). This is okay. This is alright. See, I am not against 
commerce. It is just that we must be straight enough to say, “this 
is commerce.” Spiritual process should be handled as spiritual 
process, and commerce should be handled as commerce, but 
most of the time, people are mixing up the two. They are trying 
to handle business like a spiritual process, and spiritual process, 
generally, like a business. This is going on everywhere.

It happened once that an airplane took off from Austin, 
Texas. Within a few minutes, after it took off, when it was 
sufficiently away from the airport, suddenly they found that 
the engines were failing. The pilot announced to the pas-
sengers, “I really don’t know what to do. I don’t have enough 
time even to turn around; I don’t have enough altitude to 
turn around and get back. We just don’t know what to do. If 
somebody knows something religious to do, please do it.” So 
one man immediately got up, took off his hat and went about 
collecting money, because generally that is the most religious 
thing. (Laughter).

So, about this man who came and collected money for the 
cow, which is supposed to be exported for your mother’s use up 
there – is there really anything to it? Somewhere way back, I do 
not know how many generations ago, his great, great, super-great 
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grandfather knew what to do about your mother, but these fools 
today did not learn anything over generations. Now they are just 
doing business. Those people knew what to do. 

One thing that you need to understand is, when somebody 
dies – as you know death today – it does not matter whether 
he happens to be your father, your mother, your husband, your 
wife, your child, how dear a friend he was – it does not matter. 
The moment he leaves the body, he has got nothing to do with 
you, because everything that he knew about you is physical, isn’t 
it? All that you know about that person and all that they know 
about you is either the physical body, or mind, or emotion. All 
these things belong to the sphere of the physical. So when he 
leaves the physical, all those things are gone and there is noth-
ing like “me and my dead father.” Once he is dead, he is not your 
father. He is over.

So when you say somebody is no more, you are only saying 
they are no more with us. You are not saying they are no more, 
really no more. They are just no more with you, the way you 
knew them. So when one leaves the body, for whatever rea-
son, the fundamental reason is because the physical body has 
become unsuitable to sustain and nourish life. When this hap-
pens, what will happen to that being? The physical body and 
the conscious mind goes – the discretionary aspect of his mind 
is gone, but the content of his mind is not gone. You under-
stand what I am saying? The discretionary choices are gone, but 
the content of his mind is not gone. He still has the qualities, 
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but he has no discrimination. So now once the discretionary 
mind is gone, he will only proceed according to his tendencies. 

Essentially why death is happening is because these life en-
ergies are programmed in a certain way. If life has to be em-
bodied, it must be in a certain level of intensity, a certain range 
of intensity. If it becomes too intense and goes above a certain 
point, it will leave the body. Or if it becomes feeble beyond a 
certain point then it will slip out. This is called as dying natu-
rally, out of old age. People just lie down, close their eyes, and 
they are gone. Nothing broke – his liver did not go wrong, his 
kidneys did not go wrong, his heart did not go wrong – life 
simply became feeble and slipped out. That means he lived his 
full term. Whatever this particular life was programmed for, it 
went through its full course, so it leaves.

Only very few, rare human beings leave because of excessive 
intensity; a certain number leave because of old age; most of 
the others die because something broke. Either you crashed 
your car or you smoked yourself to death or you drank yourself 
to death or you worked yourself to death, or something else 
broke – in some way, you made the physical body inhospitable 
for life. Something went wrong in this mechanism; now it 
cannot host a life, so life leaves. But it is still in a certain level 
of intensity that it could have continued to be embodied for a 
much longer period.
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When life leaves like this, then it cannot find another body 
immediately; it has to hang. Let us say, by normal course, he 
would have died after ten years, but today, because of exces-
sive work or stress or whatever, his heart broke and he died 
today. Ten more years were there for him approximately, but 
he left the body. Because he has left the body, because he has 
lost the discretionary mind, because he has lost the ability to 
perform any kind of karma as such, these ten years may become 
a hundred years without the body. With the body, with the dis-
cretionary mind, this would have been over in ten years, but 
without the body, without a discretionary mind, this may take a 
hundred years or five hundred years; we do not know. 

This depends on various things, depending upon what kind 
of karmic substance he carries. Knowing these things, we cre-
ated a whole science as to how to help people beyond their 
body – because most people die of infections and diseases and 
ailments. We could not help them when they were in the body 
because we could not figure out what is the ailment, or he did 
not get the treatment, or something happened, and he died. 
Now we want to help him in such a way that he dissolves this 
quick, so that he does not hang around for too long. There is a 
whole science behind these rituals.

So this man to whom you gave the cow money, you are giv-
ing it to him because his great, great, super-great grandfather 
knew what to do. You are still paying him for the knowledge 
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that the super-great grandfather knew. This fool also should 
have learned, but somewhere it all got dislocated. Now it has 
just become a plain ritual where he has learned a few mantras 
and you don’t know what it is to check. He could be abusing 
you in Sanskrit. (Laughter). As you were feeling he was terrible, 
he must have looked at you and started abusing you in Sanskrit 
language. You don’t know. Probably while you were cursing him, 

The Kala Bhairava Karma
During a critical period in the continuum of life, detailed rituals and 
the sounds of sacred chants help create the right atmosphere for the 
deceased. 
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he was cursing you and your mother. Cow business is happen-
ing, but nothing else is happening. (Laughs).

So these things have unfortunately happened because mod-
ern societies have become more and more superficial by the 
day, for which we will pay a price. Here and hereafter, in both 
we will pay a very big price because we are becoming extremely 
superficial with the life process. 

If your mother died, if you sent me a picture of your mother 
I would have done something for her in the first three days. 
No cow money. Until now we have done this for thousands of 
people, we have not collected cow money, but now you gave me 
a good idea. (Laughter). No – no cow money, okay? For these 
kinds of things, no money. 

Suppose you die, and somebody sends a picture of you, we 
could do something. Sometimes we can do a lot; sometimes we 
can do little. Sometimes we can do an absolute job, sometimes 
we can do little, depending upon who it is. And we won’t tell 
you what we have done, but we will do something for sure. For 

“Spiritual process should be handled as 
spiritual process, and commerce should be 
handled as commerce, but most of the time, 
people are mixing up the two.”
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some, we can do a great amount of help, for some, we can just 
push them a little bit. Depending upon how they died, why 
they died, who they are – various aspects are involved in this.

This is a very essential science, a very essential understand-
ing of life, because everybody dies, everybody loses somebody 
who is dear to them. At some point in our life, we will lose 
somebody who is dear to us. Definitely, we would like to see 
that something nice happens to them. So we had means for 
all these things but now, we are all English educated, isn’t it? 
We got English educated, and we are ashamed of these things, 
because now your mother’s death is a mumbo jumbo. No, this 
is not mumbo jumbo. 

All these things should not be business. See, there are a 
few things which should never be commercialized: education, 
health, spiritual process. These three should never be commer-
cialized. Once these three things are commercialized, that so-
ciety is heading down. It may take some time but it will head 
down. You can see this happening with the most affluent coun-
tries.. Wherever they made education, health and religion a 
great commercial activity, they are heading down. It is bound to 
happen in any society. 

We are picking that up in India in a big way now. So we 
will see, because of this economic boom, this cow-business will 
happen a lot for some time. And then we will head down. There 
is no other way. 
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So a few things should be kept off commerce, it is extremely 
important. That is why we are looking for volunteers all the 
time, so that dedicated people conduct certain things, not peo-
ple who are looking for livelihood.

Questioner: What do the death rituals do for a person?

Sadhguru: When a person dies, the life energy does not leave 
the body all at once. For all practical purposes one may be dead, 
but still – if you are a doctor, or if you are old enough to have 
seen enough deaths around you, or if you happen to be running 
an undertaker’s business, you would know this – when a person 
dies, the hair and the nails on a dead body continue to grow 
up to 11–14 days, sometimes up to 40 days. Are you aware of 
this? You will need a shave even then... Not me, you. See the 
advantages, (referring to his beard) you know, we are prepared. 
(Laughter). 

The hair growing means the stubble will come out. If a man 
had a clean shave and died today, you will see if you keep his 
body in a morgue for three days, after three days he will have a 
stubble. Hair is continuing to grow. Nails will continue to grow. 
That means life is active in some form. Maybe not enough to 
recognize him as a live person, but life is on in some form, in 
a minimal form, because the receding of life from the physical 
body happens slowly. 
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 There are five dimensions of vital energies, or pranas, in the 
physical system. These five can be further classified as per spe-
cific functions. They are known as: Samana, Prana, Udhana, 
Apana and Vyana. The first thing that leaves the system at the 
time of death is Samana, or the body’s “fire.” When Samana 
starts receding, the body starts to become cold. The next to 
recede is Prana, the “air.” When that is gone, the breath and 
thought stops. Once Samana and Prana have left, for all practi-
cal purposes, one is dead; medically you will be declared dead, 
once these two things leave. The others are still there and will 
recede slowly. 

Udhana starts receding between 6 to 12 hours’ time. Ud-
hana represents sound or vibration. As it recedes, there will be 
certain withdrawal sounds in the body. Maybe medically, they 
have found ways to listen to the body’s sounds and reverbera-
tions, while Udhana is receding. Once Udhana has gone, the 
possibility of life coming back into that body has been sealed 
off. Once the sounds or reverberations of life are gone, then it is 
99.999% certain that life will not return to this body. 

Apana, the body’s “water,” starts receding between 6 to 18 
hours’ time. Vyana, the “earth,” which is in charge of the pre-
servative nature of the body, starts receding between 12 to 18 
hours. Once Vyana begins to recede, rigor mortis will set in. As 
long as that is there, the body is still flexible and feels like it is 
alive, but it is dead because the Samana and Prana have already 
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left. Of the five, the Vyana recedes slowest, so the bondage with 
the earth breaks last. 

A yogi with sufficient mastery would be able to gather all 
the five at once and leave. Or if for some reason, he chooses to 
leave Vyana behind, he can also do that. Otherwise, Vyana takes 
somewhere between 11 to 14 days to recede. That is why all the 
death rituals are within that time. In this tradition, they say the 
body must be burnt one and a half hours after death happens, 
to make sure everything leaves fast, and the being does not 
linger on. The rituals after the cremation are done with asthi, or 
the ash, that stays alive for quite some time.

If a yogi has done enough work upon these five, when he 
leaves he will gather everything. He does not want to linger 
with a dead creature. When he vacates, he just vacates. He does 
not want to leave anything of himself behind – which is a good 
way to leave. So to leave like this, one needs certain mastery 
over his own energies. If such a mastery is not there, if you do 
not know how to do it, somebody who knows how to do it will 
do it to you after you are dead. 

See, suppose you are living in a rented house and your land-
lord asks you to vacate and you vacate in parts – you take your 
furniture, but you leave your kitchen things; you take your 
kitchen things, but you leave your bed things; because you want 
to keep coming back and do something with the house. If the 
landlord sees that you are hesitating to vacate and you are va-
cating in parts, then he will take everything and throw it out. 
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So that is exactly what needs to be done. That is why the ritual, 
if it is done properly. But unfortunately as I said earlier, these 
rituals have just become a kind of ritualistic circus without the 
necessary science behind it, without the necessary understanding 
and expertise behind it – mostly, not always. There are still people 
who can do it well. 

 So, if you do not know how to vacate, if you are too at-
tached to the dwelling in which you have been and you want 
to vacate in installments, somebody else can push you out a 
little bit. So that can always be done, because so many people, 
almost everybody on the planet is beginning to die unawares 
without the necessary understanding of the life mechanism 
within themselves. 

 So, I am really thinking we will set up this death service 
for people not just as a ritual, not as a commercial process but 
genuinely, where things will be done properly.The main prob-
lem with ritual is when the level of integrity drops in the social 
fabric, all rituals will turn corrupt. These rituals were created 
when the sense of integrity and commitment for each other 
was so strong that there was no room for any kind of misuse. 

Death is a Fiction

“This has been very much a part of yogic 
culture that if somebody dies, and he does 
not have the awareness to conduct his death 
properly, then somebody else does it for him.”
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That is when these rituals were created, knowing that one hu-
man being will never misuse the other human being’s wellbeing 
in any sense. But when the general fabric of integrity has gone 
down in the social structure, then all rituals will be under suspi-
cion because there is room for misuse. 

If I teach somebody how to handle the dead, they want to 
display it to their friends – how they can make the dead dance 
or do something. This kind of ridiculous sense of childishness 
has entered humanity, and being whimsical is considered as 
freedom, which is a very dangerous way to go. Once people 
consider going by their whims as freedom, then nothing of any 
profoundness can be brought about in the society. All you can 
do is eat, drink, dance and fall down at the end of the party. 
When you get fed up with the party, have an overdose and die, 
we need to set up services for them also. 

So, we are developing a few people who can handle the dead 
because a large part of the world, a large segment of humanity 
is growing up, living, and will die without any understanding 
of the life mechanism, as to how it happens within themselves. 
Are there any volunteers for handling the dead? (Laughter). 
What is needed is just a certain level of integrity and a cer-
tain dedication to do certain type of sadhana which is different 
from normal sadhana, which can easily be set up here. And it 
is a very important service that is needed in the world. When 
I say a service, it is not about just conducting some ritual and 
pleasing people and doing something pleasant or unpleasant 
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and going away. It is about doing something that works for 
the dead: the service is for the dead, not for the living. I am 
thinking we should train a few brahmacharis and sanyasis who 
are here to start with, and when they conduct it and people see 
the impact of that, then maybe slowly train others. But it is an 
express need, it is not something that can be delayed because 
the dying do not wait; they anyway die. 

Every day people are dying, nothing is being done for them. 
And they did not live with the awareness that they can do it for 
themselves. If people lived with the necessary awareness and 
the necessary sadhana, then you do not need any ritual; they 
will handle it themselves. But when they do not have that, it 
is a very important part of life that death is handled properly. 

Questioner: How can we make sure that someone’s death is 
handled properly, even if they did not live with awareness?

Sadhguru:  Life is one kind of sound. Death is another kind 
of sound. Those who cannot hear the sound of death think death 
is silence. Death is not silence, it is just another kind of sound; 
maybe not within the hearing range of a normal ear, but still it 
is another kind of sound. Every sound has a form attached to it. 
So the sounds of life have forms of life. The sounds of death have 
forms of their own. Dealing with these forms is an important 
part of making life a fulfilling process because one who does not 
know how to conduct his death will definitely have problems 
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conducting his life. People have gotten used to living a botched-
up life – to be anxious, to be insecure, to be hateful, to be jealous, 
to be in various states of unpleasantness through the day – slowly 
humanity has begun to see it as normal. 

None of these things are normal. These are abnormalities. 
Once you accept them as part of life they become normal. Be-
cause the majority has joined the gang of unpleasantness and 
they are all saying, “Unpleasantness is normal. Being nasty to 
each other is normal. Being nasty to myself is normal.” 

Someone trusted that you would be doing good things at least 
to yourself and said, “Do unto others what you do unto yourself.” 
I am telling you, never do unto others what you are doing to 
yourself. (Laughter). Because I know, by being with people, what 
they are doing to themselves is the worst thing. Fortunately, they 
are not doing such horrible things to others. Only once in a way 
they are giving a dose to others, but to themselves they are giv-
ing it throughout the day. If you are a very blissful human being, 
what he is saying is great. When you are practicing to go to hell 
– self-torture so that the devils cannot succeed – then it is a good 
idea. People have gotten used to living in a disturbed state. It is a 
botched-up life. 

 On a certain day, a man who had ambitions for his busi-
ness, decided to shift his business from a smaller location to a 
larger location, a better location in the town so that he will have 
a more vibrant business going in the future. Then his wife sent 
him a floral bouquet, and when the bouquet came, he opened it 
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and he saw the note. The note said, “Rest in peace.” (Laughter). 
He got really mad; he knew his wife could not have done this. 
So he called the florist and said, “You fool! I have moved into a 
new premises. I am looking for vibrant business, and you send 
a card wishing me to rest in peace.” Then the florist said, “Oh 
that’s nothing! You don’t even have to get angry for this.” He said, 
“What do you mean?” “Can you imagine, somewhere a funeral 
is happening, and there the note reads, ‘Congratulations on your 
new location.’ You cannot even get angry with me.” (Laughter). 

So instead of just wishing them, we thought we will do some-
thing for both “Rest in peace” and for “Congratulations on your 
new location.” If the new location is a better place, definitely 
we must congratulate them, isn’t it? And the way the majority 
of the people are living right now within themselves, any damn 
place will the better than that. (Laughs). If you send them to 
hell, they may think it is heaven. It is all comparative, you know; 
it is a relative experience, isn’t it? 

So we have started a certain process called Kala Bhairava 
Karma. Not just to wish them, but to ensure that their new 
location is in a good place, that their new location is better. 
How can we ensure this? Let us say somebody died somewhere. 
When somebody dies, you think they are dead, but as far as that 
person is concerned, he just lost his body and everything that he 
knew as life. When he lost his body, he also lost his discretion-
ary mind. 
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For example, when people drink alcohol or take drugs, all 
that is happening to them is they lose their discrimination. If 
they do it in a place that is happy, where they are all laughing 
and happy, when they lose their discretion, they become happier 
and happier. But the same people, if they are in an unpleasant 
condition and they drink or drug, they become more and more 
unpleasant. Have you seen this? The drink or the drug by itself 
is not causing pleasantness or unpleasantness; it is pulling down 
the discretionary mind. Once the discretionary mind is pulled 
down, if you create a little pleasantness, pleasantness will mul-
tiply. If you create a little unpleasantness, unpleasantness will 
multiply. There are some people, when they drink they become 
very pleasant; there are some other people, when they drink they 
become hugely unpleasant. Whatever is their condition, it gets 
exaggerated because the discretionary mind has come down. 

This is exactly what happens when somebody loses their body 
– but on a much more absolute scale. There is no discretionary 
mind at all. Even in a drunkard it is there, even in a child it is 
there, but in the dead it is completely absent. Whatever his ten-
dencies, those tendencies will multiply. So if he avalanches into 
a hugely unpleasant state, we call this hell. If he rolls up into 
a very pleasant state, we call this heaven. Hell and heaven are 
not geographically located places. It is individual human beings. 
Because of loss of discretion, they roll up into something big, 
one way or the other. 
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So, in this culture, if somebody is dying, they have taught you 
some mantra. The idea is, you utter this mantra, that mantra, to 
create a certain pleasantness and also to make sounds which will 
bring a certain vibrance into the dead which will be of pleasant-
ness. So certain mantras were created because the people who 
engineered this culture were not ruled by emotion, not ruled by 
thought; they were just ruled by their awareness and perception. 
So they conducted themselves in a certain way. If somebody is 
dying, you sit here and chant. Not hold their hand and do this 
and that – just sit and chant. 

Traditionally, in India people always chose not to die with 
their loved ones, because if you die among your family, so many 
emotions will come. This may be completely unthinkable in the 
West, because they want to die in the comfort of their family, but 
that is not a wise thing. It is truly wise for a person to choose a 
space which is spiritually conducive, which is vibrant in a certain 
way, and he leaves there with as much grace as possible. If you 
have lived your life with grace, it becomes extremely important 
that you die with grace.

So, if people want to die, when old age comes, they will move 
to Kashi1 to die alone, to not die among the family, because if you 
die among the family you will look at them with attachment. You 
are not able to part; unpleasantness will come and that unpleas-
antness will snowball into something terrible for you –and it is 
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also not good for others. So when death comes. you move away 
and you die alone. These things are not done out of emotion or 
out of thought; these things have been done because of a certain 
perception and knowledge about the death. 

If a person dies of old age, we clearly have 11 to 14 days 
of time where we can still touch that life in such a way that 

“Only if you allow your humanity to overflow within you, then divinity will flower.”
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pleasantness will seep into that life. Once pleasantness is given, 
even if you put a drop of pleasantness into him, this is going to 
become an ocean of pleasantness after some time, because he 
has no discretion, he cannot stop it. You start laughing, some-
times you cannot stop laughing, then your discretionary mind 
kicks in and says, “Enough,” and you stop it and go about your 
work. But if the dead start laughing, they cannot stop; there is 
no discretionary mind to kick in and do something. So it will 
just snowball into an extreme sense of pleasantness, which is 
generally referred to as heaven.

So we can put a drop of pleasantness into that being for up 
to 14 days if he died of old age. In case somebody died below 
40 years of age – who was a very young vibrant life, where life 
is still vibrant, but the body broke and became inhospitable for 
the life process – then up to 48 days very easily we can do this. 
If it is very vibrant, we can influence that life up to 90 days. If 
he is 50–55 years of age, but he is an active, vibrant life and he 
died because he broke his body for some reason, then we can 
influence him up to 48 days. 

This has been very much a part of yogic culture that if some-
body dies, and he does not have the awareness to conduct his 
death properly, then somebody else does it for him. But unfortu-
nately, probably in the last 100–150 years, these traditions have 
become largely dormant and what is left is all corrupt, has be-
come purely commercial. This has been bothering me for a while. 
So, we are starting these processes right here in the ashram. Using 
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the Linga Bhairavi Temple as the energy base, we will conduct 
certain processes for the dead. If somebody that you know dies 
or somebody else that your friend knows, within 14 days if they 
send us a piece of their clothing, a certain process will happen. 

We would like people to live their lives blissfully. If they do 
not live blissfully, at least they must die peacefully. If they don’t 
even do that, we want to do something after they die. So even if 
you are dead we won’t let you go. How is that? (Laughter).
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Yogi, mystic and visionary, Sadhguru is a spiritual master with a 
difference. An arresting blend of profundity and pragmatism, his life 
and work serve as a reminder that yoga is not an esoteric discipline 
from an outdated past, but a contemporary science, vitally relevant 
to our times. Probing, passionate and provocative, deeply insight-
ful, devastatingly logical and unfailingly witty, Sadhguru’s talks have 
earned him the reputation of a speaker and opinion-maker of inter-
national renown.

With speaking engagements that take him around the world, 
he is widely sought after by prestigious global forums to address 
issues as diverse as human rights, business values, and social, 
environmental and existential issues. He has been a delegate to 
the United Nations Millennium World Peace Summit, a member of 
the World Council of Religious and Spiritual Leaders and Alliance 
for New Humanity, a special invitee to the Australian Leadership 
Retreat, Tallberg Forum, Indian Economic Summit 2005-2008, as 
well as a regular at the World Economic Forum in Davos. He was 
awarded the Indira Gandhi Paryavaran Puraskar (IGPP) for the 
year 2008 for Isha Foundation’s Project GreenHands’ efforts. Lis-
teners have been ubiquitously impressed by his astute and incisive 

     
Sadhguru    
Founder, Isha Foundation
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grasp of current issues and world affairs, as well as his unerringly 
scientific approach to the question of human wellbeing.

Sadhguru is also the founder of Isha Foundation, a non-profit or-
ganization dedicated to the wellbeing of the individual and the world. 
Isha Foundation does not promote any particular ideology, religion, 
or race, but transmits inner sciences of universal appeal.
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Online

Inner Engineering Online is a practical approach for inner transformation 
in a fast paced world. The online course designed by Sadhguru presents 
simple, yet powerful tools for an individual to experience life on a deeper 
level with more awareness, energy and productivity. It establishes a posi-
tive and open approach to life, by improving mental clarity and the ability 
to handle stressful situations, while generating inner peace and fulfillment. 
Interpersonal relationships are deepened, cultivating a greater sense of 

connectivity at home, work and in the community.

Transform your life with the guidance of a realized Yogi
at your own pace, in your own space!
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Inner Engineering Online is an ideal opportunity for those with time 
and travel constraints to experience the same profound effects of Isha 
programs, which have benefited millions of people over the past three 
decades. Upon completion of the online course, one is eligible to attend 
a Shambhavi Maha Mudra Initiation Retreat which is offered regularly at 
Isha centers in the United States. 

To LEARN more and SIGN-UP visit 
www.InnerEngineering.com  or call 1-877-831-2705

“The moment you identify yourself with 
something limited, you are in a natural 
conflict with the rest of the existence, 
you cannot help it.”
-Sadhguru

Online
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Isha Foundation

www.ishafoundation.org        www.ishaoutreach.org          www.ishashoppe.com         
www.innerengineering.com   www.ishahomeschool.org    www.dhyanalinga.org           
www.midnightswiththemystic.com

Isha Foundation, with over 150 centers worldwide, is a non-religious, not-
for-profit, public service movement with over two million volunteers world-
wide. It addresses all aspects of human wellbeing. From its powerful yoga 
programs for inner transformation to its inspiring projects for society and en-
vironment, Isha activities are designed to create an inclusive culture that is 
the basis for global harmony and progress. This approach has gained world-
wide recognition and reflects in Isha Foundation’s special consultative status 
with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the United Nations.

Isha Foundation, founded by Sadhguru is an entirely volunteer-run, in-
ternational, nonprofit movement dedicated to cultivating human potential. 
The Foundation is a human service organization that recognizes the pos-
sibility of each person to empower another – restoring global community 
through inspiration and individual transformation.

The Foundation is headquartered at Isha Yoga Center, set in the lush 
rainforest at the base of the Velliangiri Mountains in southern India, and at 
the Isha Institute of Inner Sciences on the spectacular Cumberland Plateau 
in central Tennessee, USA.
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Isha Yoga

At the core of the Foundation’s activities is a customized system of 
yoga called Isha Yoga. Isha Yoga distills powerful, ancient yogic meth-
ods for a modern person, creating peak physical, mental, and emotional 
wellbeing. This basis of total wellbeing accelerates inner growth, allowing 
each individual to tap the wealth of vibrant life within oneself. Sadhguru’s 
introductory program, Inner Engineering, introduces Shambhavi Maha 
Mudra - a simple but powerful kriya (inner energy process) for deep inner 
transformation.

The uniqueness of Isha Yoga is that it is offered as a 100% science. 
It draws on the ancient yogic principle that the body is the temple of the 
spirit and that good health is fundamental to personal and spiritual devel-
opment. Scientifically structured, it promotes beneficial changes in one’s 
inner chemistry to accelerate the release of physical, mental and emotion-
al blocks and produce a life-transforming impact of profound experience, 
clarity and boundless energy. 
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Isha Yoga

Isha Yoga involves a combination of carefully selected purificatory and 
preparatory practices, including a series of dynamic breathing techniques 
and meditation in simple sitting postures. The practices that are taught do 
not demand any physical agility or previous experience of yoga. They inte-
grate seamlessly into one’s daily life, allowing one to function at optimum 
level, making peace and joy one’s natural way of being.

The programs are designed for a balanced development of an individual, 
to bring a spiritual dimension into one’s perception without disturbing the pro-
cess of one’s life. Thus, ordinary people have the possibility to have powerful 
spiritual experiences while balancing normal family and social situations. 

http://www.ishafoundation.org/Schedule/Isha-Yoga-Programs.isa
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The Dhyanalinga is a powerful and unique energy form created by Sad-
hguru from the essence of yogic sciences. It is the first of its kind to be 
completed in over 2,000 years. The Dhyanalinga Yogic Temple is a medita-
tive space that does not ascribe to any particular faith or belief system nor 
does it require any ritual, prayer, or worship. 

Within this architectural marvel, a pillar-less dome structure, the vibrational 
energies of the Dhyanalinga allow even those unaware of meditation to ex-
perience a deep state of meditativeness, revealing the essential nature of life. 

Dhyanalinga was consecrated by Sadhguru, after three years of intense 
process of prana pratishta. A specialty of Dhyanalinga is that one does not 
need to do any pooja, prayer or worship to receive its grace. Just sitting 
silently for a few minutes within the sphere of the Dhyanalinga is enough to 
make even those unaware of meditation experience a state of deep medita-
tiveness and feel the Divine energy which overflows from this glorious form. 

A special feature of the Temple is the Theerthakund, a consecrated wa-
ter body, which is sunk 30 ft into the earth and is energized by a specially 
consecrated rasalinga (mercury linga). A dip in this vibrant pool rejuve-
nates the body, brings health and wellbeing, and significantly enhances 
one’s spiritual receptivity. It is recommended, therefore, for one to take a 
dip in the Theerthakund before entering the main temple, as it is a good 
preparation to receive the grace of Dhyanalinga. 

The Dhyanalinga Yogic Temple draws thousands of people every week, 
who converge to experience a deep sense of inner peace.

Dhyanalinga Yogic Temple
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Isha Yoga Center

Isha Yoga Center, founded under the aegis of Isha Foundation, is locat-
ed on 150 acres of lush land at the foothills of the Velliangiri Mountains that 
are part of the Niligiris Biosphere, a reserve forest with abundant wildlife.

Created as a powerful sthana (a center for inner growth), this popular 
destination attracts people from all parts of the world. It is unique in its offer-
ing of all aspects of yoga – gnana (knowledge), karma (action), kriya (en-
ergy), and bhakti (devotion) and revives the Guru-shishya paramparya (the 
traditional method of knowledge transfer from Master to disciple). 

Isha Yoga Center provides a supportive environment for people to shift 
to healthier lifestyles, improve their relationships, seek a higher level of 
self-fulfillment, and realize their full potential.

Isha Yoga Center is located 30 km west of Coimbatore, a major in-
dustrial city in South India, that is well connected by air, rail and road. All 
major national airlines operate regular flights into Coimbatore from Chen-
nai, Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore. Train services are available from all the 
major cities in India. Regular bus and taxi services are also available from 
Coimbatore to Isha Yoga Center.
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Visitors should contact Isha Yoga Center for availability and reservation 
of accommodation well in advance of arrival to the Center, as it is generally 
fully booked. 

Isha Yoga Center
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AUSTRALIA
australia@ishafoundation.org
Tel: +61 433 643 215

SINGAPORE
singapore@ishafoundation.org
Tel: +65 96660197

MALAYSIA
malaysia@ishafoundation.org

MIDDLE EAST
lebanon@ishafoundation.org
Tel: 961-3-789-046, 961-3-747-178

INDIA
Isha Yoga Center
Velliangiri Foothills
Semmedu (P.O.)
Coimbatore–641 114 
INDIA
Tel: 91-422-2515345
info@ishafoundation.org

USA 
Isha Institute of Inner Sciences: 
951 Isha Lane, 
McMinnville, TN - 37110 
USA
Tel: 931-668-1900
Email: usa@ishafoundation.org

UK 
Isha Foundation: 
PO Box 559
Isleworth TW7 5WR 
UK 
Tel: +44-79 56 99 87 29
Email: uk@ishafoundation.org 

Worldwide Centers
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Isha Publications is dedicated to offering Sadhguru’s candid and 
throught-provoking works and discourses in the form of books and book-
lets, CDs and DVDs. 

Other Isha releases include music by Sounds of Isha and other artists, 
special event footage, Isha’s monthly magazine, Forest Flower, and the 
Tamil magazine, Kaattu Poo.

www.ishashoppe.com

Isha Publications


